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.T. Corbett inado his farewell bow to New
York, prior to his fight with Fitzsimmons
October 81. After an exhibition of training methods he made a speech.
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An

Unprecedented

The Present Tariff Unsatisfactory,
Says a Democratic Congressman.

Offer.

Offer to Afflicted
Citizens of Portland,
and Vicinity.

6pecial

NORTH CAROLINA WILL BE SOLID
FOR REED.

Tilings

Consultation Examination
Free for One Month.

All

Disease
Diagnosed
Without Asking

Questions.

No explanation is neoessary from the patient, no
previous knowledge of the
oase.
Every ache, pain or
disagreeable feeling point-

ed out and described better than the patients can
themselves. l!o locates, describes, understands and
explains diseases at a
glance, historiseses incipiency,
progress and termination.
Teaching in
his consultation the pa; tient’s inherent power over
all their weakness and debilities which lead Jto all
various diseases incident
to their natures ;gives the
proper remedy and a course
o- treatment necessary to a perfect and
permanent oure. No person should dootor
longer, nor take any more medicine
auy
Not only wiil
him.
before consulting
they be surprised at his wonderful knowlconcise
explaedge of disease, his plain,
nation of every cause and effect, but at
the rapidity with which he relieves and
the most obstinate diseases by this
cures
very progressive system. The only sysaid of which, coupled with
tem by thg
Ids knowledge of the structure of man,
and his experience^'ith the peculiarities
of disease and their actions upon the
functions of the body, so demonstrate
to the patient whose life is endangered,
the real cause of their trouble, that the
of mon and women
most enlightened
comprehend his -meaning and take his
treatment.
He not only cutes the blind, lame and
crippled, but all diseases yield to his
strange power. Catarrh, incipient conchronic bronchitis, chronic
sumption,

diarrhea, neuralgia, nervous prostration,
disease,
diabetes, Bright’s
epilepsy or
tumors in all conditions, diseases of
fits,
A
tviil
kenac
kin
—

cim

EVERY GRIP

the

nothing
by SAN-

are

protected

FORD’S GINGER.
the purest
Containing among its ingredients

imported^^nger^11^ ie^vastly ^u’peitor *toB‘tho
owl trade mark on the wrapper.
where. Potter Drug and Chem.
Proprietors, Boston.
NEW

Sold ererwCobp., Sole

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Mayor and Aldermen,
of the City of
Portland, In tlie County of Cumberland

To the Honorable

Municipal

tile

Officer*

and State of Maine.

Elizabeth

Portland and

Rail-

Cape
TUE
way Company respectfully .represents
special act ot
by
that it
is

incorpoiafed

a

the Legislature of the State of Maine in the
ot constructing
year 1895, for the purpose
and operating an Electric Sireet railway,
well as elseas
in the City of Portland
location m
where, that it has acquired a
its charter
under
the said City of Portland
and
and the laws of the State of Maine,
it
may change its
that under said charier
location and make additional locatio* subject to the provisions and- conditions of
its charter, within said City of Portland,
by making application to the Municipal
Officers of said City. The said Portland and
Cape Elizabeth Railway Company reserving
the privilege of making further applicacharter to your Honorable
tions of this
a
time to time,
prays for
Hoard from
and an additional
location
change in its
and
location ot Us Electrical Railroad;
asks the approval rff your Honorable Board
for such change and such additional location of its said Electric Railroad as follows
to wit: It r« quests your Honorable Board
and
ibat it may bt- permitted to give up

disease, deafness heart disease, bladder
disorders, hemorrhoids or piles, ohronio
rheumatism, obstinate constipation, disPortland,
orders of women, cataract of eyes, can- of Cross and Free streets in said
Cross street to its interihence turough
fistular, section
sciatioa,
paralysis,
cer,
peiwith Fore street, and may be
com plant,
liver
troubles, witted to make the IollowiDg additional
kidney
throat
disord- location to wit:
scrofula,
gravel,
intersection of
ers,
Benin Ding at the said
impotenoy, and in fact, all chronic
diseases quickly yield to animal magne- Cross and Fore streets, thence continuing
interin the hands of this phenomenal its present railroad lrom the said
tism
section ot Cross street and Fore street on
physician.
Fore street to the intersection
and
through
Those who desire private treatment and 01 For** street with Market street; thence
are able and
willing to pay for the same on and through Maiket street 10 its intermay call any day except Sunday, 10 a. section with Federal street thence on and
to Monument
street
8 evenings at his through
Federal
4 p. m., 7 to
m. to
307
Cumberland Square: thence on und through Monument
parlors,
private
Square between tne tracks of the Portland
exwliero
Street
consultation,
R iilroad Company and the eastern side ot
amination and advice will be given en- Monument
Square to the southerly line of
tirely free to all.
Congress street. Your petitioner prays that
issued
to
Dr. Temple holds certificates
it may be permitted to build a single track
him by the State Board of Health of Mas- Electric Railroad on all of said streets exFederal street, and it prays
sachusetts, Connecticut, New York. In- cept upon said
may be perin s.iid Federal street it
Iowa, Illiuois, Missouri, Arkan- that
diana,
Electric
mitted to Duilu « double track
sas,
Texas, California and Territory ol Radroad, and that in addition to the single
Arizona.
Diploma issued from the Al- tracx Electric Railroad in said Fore street
bany Medical College, Albany, N. Y.
it may be permitted 10 build a live nundied
foot turn-out.

Your petitioner prays that said Elec tic
said
Railroad be located on such part of
Honorable
as
your
streets in said City
seem
as
shall
and
STEAM
I Board mar designate,
suitable to the city engineer and electrician
and it presents
of said City of Portland;
locution
Lerewitb a map of is propos'd
a part of this
made
Machines of Most approved patterns. marked Exhibit A and
petition.
Patented. Carpets cleansed at all seaAnd your petitioner further asks that it
may be permitted to build an Electric Railsons of the year, at
road on said additional location a6 shown
in said map.

OPECIA1,

NOTICES.

CARPET BEATING

CnOTCD’O

rUulLlI o

Forest

City

DYE HOUSE

Opp. Preble Houbo

13 Preble St.

Ihe most powerful Machines and largest Floor
space in N. E. Woolen Carpets, Mats, Druggets
Ac., Steam Scoured, a process where no heating
la required and colors restoied to original

Telephone

brilliancy.

Connection.

oN/ULKMtosi_119
Papeij
BoxA
-Middle
papbrbox/
__St*

NEW MANCHESTER HOUSE,
With Windsor Hotel Annex,
Makes it

J,

MANCHESTER, N. H.,
the largest and best equipped bote
north of Boston.

A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
WESLEY BENNER, Manager.

petitioner

Your

further

asks

that

a

and

Gorman’s Power Weak-

your

Honorable Board shall fix and de ermine
the said street, roads and highways as
street**, roads and highways on which your
petitioner shall have the right to operate
its said Electric Street Railway, and your
Honorable
petitioner requests that your
Board shall
prescribe what reasonable
interested.
all
be
parties
notice shall
given
Dated at Portland tbif^ twenty-first day
of September, A. D., 1895.
Portland and Cape Elizabeth Railway CornPresident.
pay, By J. S. WJNSIjOW, its
Aldermen, SepIn Board of Mayor and
tember 30th, 1895.
the
foregoing
ORDERED, that upon
petition it is ordered that notice be given
by publishing a copy thereof, and ot this
Evening Express,
order in »he Portland
Portland. Daily Advertiser, Portland Daily
PRESS and Daily Eastern Argus, and that
be
given at the
a hearing thereof will
Aldermen’s Room on Monday, the seventh
day of October, at 7.30 o’clock, p. in., at
which time and place all persons interested
therein shall have full opportunity to snow
of said petitioner
cause wby the prayer
should not be granted.
The publication of said notice to be at
It is
least four days befo*e said bearing.
adjudged that no personal notice need be
given.

the night. The horses were put
had
up and baited and Mr. Hersey also
eaten his
supper. Just before going to
the
into
went
and
lantern
bed he took a
loft for
hay, with the result as before
stated.
When
Hersey found he could ny no
means put out the fire, he rushed down
stairs and endeavored to save the two
Van Demon was successfully
horses.
taken from tho barn and it was when trying to rescue Paulino that Hersey received the burns. Pauline was muoh excited and at first would not budge, then
in
was forced to turn in the stall, and
doing so got caught and burned to death
with the ocher stock. Hersey after giving up hope of saving the mare, turned
and rushed for the barn door, having to
go through a sheet of flames and falling
that he
so
was affected,
before exit
would then and there come to his end if
had not been for Johnson’s coming
it
As it was, bis clothes wore
to his rescue
so terribly
and the flesh
burned off
it peeled from his very
burned that
bones.
the time of the fire a dance was
At
taking place at “Dodge’s,” and a large
number
seeing the fire rushed to tho
save
soene and were fortunate enough to
the
clothing and furniture fnbm the
Johnson’s buildings
Mr.
main house.
were a
good set and in fine repair, there
being a loss of *5,500, with no insurance.
The mare Pauline was owned by George
Clark of Bingham.
Fred K. Hersey died at 6 o’clock SunMr. Hersey was a well-to-do
day night.
farmer of Albion,and a brother of Charles
W.
Hersey of Waterville. He leaves a
widow and three children.

spend

ness, and while there is a certain amount
large
of aotivity, still there are few
contracts being made on account of the
It is an inuncertainty of tiie future.
efficient law.
Mr. Sperry was one of the Democrats
the
voted against
in the House who
Wilson Bill, but finally voted for the
present law. Despite Che conditions that
Administrahave attended the present
tion. Mr. Sperry stated that he would

willingly vote for Mr. Cleveland
just
not
did
as any other Democrat, but he
believe that the third term proposition
was at all popular.
Representative Thomas Settle of North
Carolina has been In Washington for a
day or two, and reports the political
situation in his state a3 very favorable to
The Democrats, he
the Republicans.
says, aro very much divided on the silver
question, and at what purported to be
hold in
a non-partisan silver convention,
his stato a few days ago, there developed
further Democratic rows.
Mr. Settle is a great admirer and friend
of ex-Speaker Reed, and is_ doing all in
his power to throw the North Carolina
delegation for Mr. Reed in next year’s
matters
“As
convention.
national
stand,” said Mr. Settle, six out of the
are
solidNorth
Carolina
of
districts
nine
ly for Reed, and I have hopes that the
entire delegation will be for him next
as

_

year.”
It

Weakening

Question
Outlook for

Ueing

MAINE

HAND-

Republicans.

CED

the-...

£1*01011101

the wind, state of the weather;
Boston, 48 degrees, W, dear; New
York, 50 degrees, W, dear; Philadelphia,
62 degrees, NW, dear; Washington, 60 degrees, NW, do udy; Albany, 42 degrees,
SW, fair; Buffalo, 42 degrees, NW, fair;
Detroit. 44 degrees, NW, dear; Chioago,
48 degrees, N, dear; St. Paul, 60 degrees,
SW, clear; St Vincent, 46 degrees, SE,
dear; Huron, Dak., 52 degrees, SE, dear;
Bismarck, 00 degrees, S, dear; Jacksonville, 70 de grees, N, cloudy.

ts in the.

Region.
“THE

QUEEN

OF TABLE WATERS.”

iud to Hiram

Wliltefleld or Lancaster.
Colebrook or W.

ford,

1.

£3.00

3.25
3.50

ced to ten days from date of sale,
TUCKEK, V. P. & Gen. Man.
iBY, G- P. & T. A.
dtoctll
s

be

N.
of

H.

There seems to
opinion among the

difference
of this big inas to the solvenoy
stitution and a question in the minds
of several bank examiners as to whether
or
not it was proper or possible to allow it to keep on doing business in their
The Massachusetts
states.
respective
commissioner inl891 took the negative side
a

experts

question, and with no hesitation,
preremptorily ordered the organization
of this
from

Commonwealth. At the
today the commissioners of

the

ference

con-

sev-

eral states did uot agree on the text of a report, but will make separate reports to
their respective states. The New Hampshire commissioners submitted their reis favorable to the corporate and the commissioner from Connecticut
adopts it as his own. The commissioner from Vermont says that ho believes
be solvent, but will
the association to
The representamake a separate report.
ties of New York and Rhode Island will
submit reports. Maine is not reported

port whioh

as

expressing

an

opinion,

SOLD BEER AND SKIPPED.
a

Calais Firm

Canada

Worked—In

Now.

Eulogizes Gen. Scholflold.
Washington, September 80.—An order
NW;
velocity, 12;
weather,
wind,
announcing officially to the army the reof
Lieut.
29.681; thermome- tirement from active service
67; Gen. John A. Schofield, was issued by
ter, 50.0; dew point, 40; humidity,
order
The
President
the
says: It
wind, northwest; velooity, 6; weather, is with much today. that the President
regrot
clear.
the
that
announcement,
maxi- makes the
Moan daily thermomteer, 58.0;
is thus to lose from the command
mum thermometer, 66.2; minimum ther- oountry
of
this
its army,
distinguished general,
of
maiximum velooity
mometer, 50;
who has done so much for its honor and
wind, 26 SE; total preoipitation, 20.
In
war
His
gallantry
effloionoy.
Weather Observ atlona.
challenges tho admiration of all his
not
fail
to
will
while
thoy
The Agricultural Deparment Weather countrymen,
remembor and appreciate hew
for
Bureau
yesterday, September 30, gratefully
faithfully he has served his country in
suctakon at 8 p. m., meridian time, the times of peace by his splendid and
observations for each station being giveD cessful performance of civil, as well as
in this order: Temperature, dlreotion of military duty.

RATES

inclusive:
nt, Pabyans or Twin

Manchester,

of New England.
penetrated the skull back of the eyo,
the north- which is thin at that placo and
lantic coast and warmer in
lodged in
west. Indications are that the weather the brain behind, which might cause
fact
that
is
a
It
death.
young
singular
will continue fair except in southern
Holmes was one of the party connected
states, with tho “fatal
which
portions of the SouthriseAtlantic in
shooting,”
target
the
slowly
temperature will
in the death of young Weston,
The resulted
central valleys and lake region.
on July 6th, at this place, and this affair
for
conditions continue threatening
took place not over silty rods from where
A
West India coast.
Florida and the
Weston lost his life.
storm is probably central south of Cuba.
(At the Infirmary last night, it wn
Eocal Weather Beport.
Was getting
stated that young Holmes
local
Septmber 30.—The
Portland,
and it was hoped to operate
well,
along
weather Bureau offioe records as to the and save his
eyes.)
weather the following:

Now York, September 30.—At Madison
Square Garden today, Champion James

—

ountain

of

met

—

Our baby when three weeks old was badly afflicted with Eczema. Her head, arms, neck, limbs,
and nearly every joint in lier body was raw and
bleeding when we concluded to try Ccticuka
Remedies. We began with Cuticcra (ointment) and Ccticuka Soar, and after the first
application we could see a change. After we had
used them one week some of the sores had healed
In less than a
entirely, and ceased to spread.
month, she was free from scales and blemishes, and
to-day lias as lovely skin and liair as auv child.
She was shown at the Orange Fair, and took a
as the prettiest baby, over sixteen others.
In. & Mrs. PARK. 1009 Belleview Ave.. Kan. City,
gold everywhere. Fottek Dkco a Chem.Cobf.,Boston

CENTRAL RAILROAD
will offer

Connecticut
and New
in this city today to dooide
on the fate of thejseoond largest loan and
building association in this coun try,
the Granite State Provident Association

York,

President

^Tp.m.—Barometer,

Day from September-

—

Rhode Island,

Bangor,
September 30.—The Maine
Baptist convention opened at the Bapthis evening.
in Oldtown
campaign tne most interesting in tne tist church
upon a 30-day order
recent history of Maryland. The warfare Delegates from various places commenoed quantities of beer
that has been waged since the
guber- to arrive at noon and the afternoon was and then sold the beer and decamped
natorial nominations wero made, grows
He is now in
without paying for it.
Tins week devoted to assigning delegates to quarters
more bitter with each
day.
the authorities cannot
The open- Canada where
promises to be the most important in re- to occupy during their stay
The greatest interest is being ing exercises this evening were devoted reach him.
sults.
manifested among the people generally
to young,
people and the programme
LIMINGTON.
BAD ACCIDENT AT
oonco ruing the outcome of the healing of
addresses by iiZv. x. L.
the. charges
against the Democratic consisted of
before Wilkins
of Chicago, who spoke
election supervisors of this city
upon I, F. Tucker of Portlaad Shoots at a ParGovernor Brown on Wednesday next.
Union Young People’s Moveoonneeted “Baptist
tridge and Seriously Wounds Howard
matter
There has been no
and Bev. J. T. Buckley of New
ment;”
Holmes.
with the present
campaign that has
upon the subject of Y. P. S. C.
has this York,
as
interest
awakened sucli
About 300 delegates are already presa
of
those
conduct
the
question concerning
and a very successful convention is
[SPECIAL TO THE PKESS.]
election ent
have
who
charge of the
anticipated.
South Limington, September 30.—A
machinery of Baltimore city.
In instructing the registers of voters to
serious accident occurred here last Friday.
Wild Enthusiasm for Cubans.
eject from the registration rooms the
a
Mr. J. I. Tucker,
grocer on B.York
watchers appointed by the Republican
Chicago, September 30.—Four thousand
was spending a vacation
party and the Reform League the Demo- people veiled themselves hoarse hore to- street, Portland,
The courts have night in
the cause of Cuban indepen- with the family of I. O. Holmes in this
crats made a blunder.
musio hall was not big
decided that the conduct of the registers dence. Central
placa Friday, Mr. Tucker and Mr.
and advice of the election bureau counsel enough to hold all the sympathizers, so
to a larger hail. Holmes’s son Howard, a young man of 24
The inevitable impression tne meeting adjourned
was illegal.
A short distance
were adopted and speeches years, went shooting.
is that if the Democrats objected to being Resolutions
watched, there was something being done made by men prominont in civic affairs. from the house they “scarod up” several
that would not bear the light of day.
partridges, which flew into some bushes
Should Gov. Brown remove the superTHE WEATHER.
below the highway.
near and
Young
visors, and there are good roasons for beHolmes remarked to Tucker, “You stay
lieving that he will, he would, in the
Fair and Cooler.
in the highway and I will go around into
opinion of those who want fair elections,
the bushes and drive therii out, and if
give thousands of votes to the Republican
Boston, September 30 Local forecast one flies
This
ticket.
up you shoot at him.”
the
will hold continuous for Tuesday: Fair and colde^; westerly Holmes did, Tucker remaining in
The governor
sessions day and night until the evidence winds.
highway. Holmes went around over some
be
and was coming down to
is all in, so that a decision may
September 30.—Forecast rising ground
Washington,
and
the bushes, when a bird flew out
reached before the October registration
for Tuesday for New England: Generally Tuoker shot at him. Holmes was
Democratic
The
right in
prelimanaries
begins.
in
winds, cooler
northwesterly
range and received a large portion of the
coining on the same day that the governor fair,
Two shots entered one eye and
ohargo.
bogins the hearing of the supervisors’ Maine and New Hampshire. J
of
conventions
the
one
into tho other, several struck his face
municipal
cases, with
AND GENbreast.
and others struck him in tho
both parties the following day, will servo WEATHER CONDITIONS
of
ERAL FORECAST.
Holmes was taken to the dwelling
to make the week the most interesting of
Mrs. William Manson, near by and Dr.
the campaign so far. There has been exhas fallen in New Engbarometer
The
Dr.
Moulton
inresummoned.
restiveness
certain
Moulton
isting a
among
and
fluential Democrats against the Gorman- land and west of the Mississippi
quested that Dr. Randall of Standish be
Rasin combine, and some unavailing re- risen from the lake region southward to sent for also. When Dr. Randall arrived
he advised he be taken Immediately to
sistance to their autocratic rule has hereGulf coast.
Portland.
This year, however,
the Eye and Ear Infirmary at
tofore been made.
of high pressure'covers the central Ho was made as comfortable as possible
Area
from
defeated
a
which
the
promises fight
valleys, barometer being highest over and taken to Hollis Centre and thence to
party will bo a long time recovering.
Missiouri and deoidedly low to northeast Portland.
Dr. Moulton feared the shot might have
Corbett Makes a Speech.
It is colder on the At-

,

12th,

Rhode-

September 30.—The Post
Washington,
issued an order of
Office Department
fraud
today against H. C. Knowles &
Co., of Calais, Me. This firm was canducted
byj a man who bought large

Prerent.

30. —The struggle
to test the perpetuity of Senator Gorman's
political
power, is making this year’s

8 a.m. —Barometer, 29.610; thermometer,
41; humidity,
84.0;
55.0; dew point,

3UNTAINS
tlx to October

and

; Boston, September 80.—Representatives
from
the banking departments of six
states, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,

BAPTISTS-^,—■Bg

; Baltimore, September

EDWIN L. DYER, City Clerk.
d2t

HITE
very

York

self.

The Racket

"PTEMBERT EXCURSIONS
TO THE

Solvent—New

it

Island Say Nothing as Vet—Mr. Timberlake Not Reported as Expressing Him-

Maryland ?—That Opening of the State Convention at OldTested—Encouraging
town—Three Hundred Delegates Already

TuThtfW&lp

feb21

Connecticut Concides—Vermont Thinks

in

A true copy:

Attest:
octl

bad been at the Exeter races
there decided to drive home with

the two horses, Paul, by Combination,
and
Van Demon
by Van Helmont,
Tbe steeds worked
hitched up double.
well and a quick trip was made to Johnson’s of Unity, where Hersey thought to

30. —“ The new
tariff law is unsatisfactory in its operasaid
tions in my section of the oouutry,
ex-Representative Lewis Sperry of Connecticut today. “Through all our woolen
manufactures there is a feeling of uneasi-

Is

The County Has Been Reaping A
Examiners of New England
Harvest From Liquor Cases.
Discuss the Granite State.

Bank

Hersey

Bit—Representative

GORMAN’S

Property and Another

The

Jonos,

of Bath are looking for Flora
native of Nova
Scotia, who
there on Saturday night
and

police

arrived

a

mysteriously disappeared.

A big fire was raging at Osgood,
which threatened
last
evening,
destruction of the town.

In.,
the

Supplied under Koyal

Warrants to

Her Majesty the Queen of England,
and to His Koyal Highness the Prince
of Wales.

1

[

HOOD'S PILLS cure Wver Os,
Biliousness, indigestion, Headache,
A pleasant laxative. All Dnnbta,

Mahone

Gen.

died before

morning.

Pittsfield,
September 29.—Saturday
at about 7.45 o’clock, F. K,
evening
Hersey of Albion went into the hayloft
TRIAL WILL
SOON
A HISTORIC
Johnson of Unity, and by ac- THEY WILL ALL MAKE SEPARATE
of John
cident smashed a kerosene lantern, thereTHE
COURT.
ENGAGE
REPORTS.
by setting fire to tho hay, from the effects
several
and
of which two horses, a cow
sheep wore burned as well as tbe house,
ell and barn, and Hersey in the attempt Massachusetts Does Not Believe Associa- Rival Claims of the Saco Water Power Co.
and John Hopkinson—Ancient History
to save one of his horses, lost his life.
Does—
tion Solvent—New Hamaliii-e

ening?

loss
weakness, nervousness, and
travelthat beset the
of
to those

Bill

His

His Life.

Washington, September

IMPURE water, unhealthymaclimate, unwholesome food,
influences,
larial and epidemic

sleep,

Tariff

Settle Talks—Is

SANFORmiNGER

ler at this season,

in

Republicanism

C'arolinas—Connecticut lios’nt like

the

Should Contain

for

Took Well

One Man Loses

if

Steamer

Margaret of tli© Plante Line
Wreck.

a

So

NEW INDUSTRY AT BATHA Well

Equipped

Shoe

Says

Factory Starts Up

tlic Secretary oe the PanAmerican Congress.

Today.

[special

to

the

press.]

INTERVIEWED.

tore

counsel.__
a

Maine

Vessel,

New York, September 30.—Among the
the stoamer Scythia this
passengers on
morning were Capt. A. C. Stewart and
Bartlett of the barkentine
mate Wm. S.
Nellie R. Rumbali, wrecked last August
at Accra. The Rumbali is owned principally here and in Harrington, Me.
Government

Havana,

Troops Victorious in Cuba.

September

Spanish

Cubans Have So 111 Will Toward

Residents—The Country

Going From

Bad to Worse Under Present

Regime.

New York,; September 30.—The a-Tew
York Times will publish tomorrow au
interview with Fidel G. Pierra, a promiand
nent Cuban
leader, of thought
Mr. Pierra is
among his countrymen.
well known in the United States in commercial as well as political and literary
He was unanimously elected by
circles.
the United Representatives of the South
American
Republics, secretary of the
WashPan-American Congress held in
ington during the Harrison administration.
In contradiction to the statements made
of
the
leader
by Senor Montoro,
Autonomist party, Mr. Pierra,
presents
facts to show the extent and strength of
the Cuban revolution, and the entire disruption and dissolution of the Autonomist

party, many of whose prominent

mem-

the
bers are in the Cuban
army, and
oritical condition of the Spanish treasury.
Mr. Pierra shows that Spain will never
grant Cuba self-government and as under
the present Spanish regime in Cuba, the
country is goiDg from bad to worse, Mr.
Pierra holds there is no other avenue left
to Cuba but to light for independence.
Senor Montoro and other Cubans calling
themselves Autonomists, Mr. Pierra says,
have no right to speak in the name of
Cuban people, for they are without any
following and closoly allied to the
Spanish government and to monopolists
He deoiares
who thrive under its cover.
the war waged by Cubans is not directed
in
the island,
resident
against Spaniards
but solely
who honestly make a living,
and
exclusively against the Spanish
whatever
True
Cubans,
government.
their color, class or condition, have no
industrious
honest and
ill will for
Spaniards. Mr. Pierra feels confident
subdue the
able
to
not
be
will
that Spain
rebels, for they will fight to a hitter end,
well knowing the triumph of Spain will
mean for Cubans political, economic and
social annihilation.
HIS ICONDITION

CRITICAL.

Further Particulars of Chinese Outrages
on Missionary Sheriffs.
30.—
New Haven, Conn., September
Mrs. Robert Gibson c this city, has received a letter from her daughter, the
wife of Dr. Noble, missionary at Pacting
In it is given r graphic
Fu, China.
description of the riots and outrages on

«

Surivors of

A CUBAN LEADER,

FIDEL FIERRA

Bath, September 30. —Some weeks ago
the citizens of Bath got together and
raised by subcription $10,000 with which
Bath and
shoo factory in
to start a

formed a company to be known as the
Bath Shoe Manufacturing Company.
Plans were at once drawn and an excellent
factory building erected on MidTold to the Press—Interesting Litigation
it was then equipped with
dle street,
to Come.
first-class machinery and a 15-horse powof the Weustinghouse
er electric motor
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.!
make.
On tomorrow, October 1, the factory
Alfred, September 30.— The recent enIt
be started with a small crew.
in will
law
forcement of the prohibitory
manufacture misses’ and children’s
will
York county may not be of long duration
shoes, and its specialty will be a waterbut it is meeting flattering financial suc- proof school shoe.
The officers of the company are James
cess.
During this term of court Clerk
B. Drake, president: Sanford L. Fogg,
Hewey has received in round numbers clerk,
and Charles R. Donnell, treasurer.
$3700 in fines in liquor cases This tepre- The
superintendent is John E. Fitzgerald,
much experience in the
sents about twenty-eight cases. It is be- who
has had
from Derry
comes
lieved that a total of $5000 will be reached business and who
Depot, N. H.
when all the cases are settled.
The upper floor is for the cutting and
Owing to the illness of Hon. Charles S. stitching department and the lower
Hamilton, one of the counsel for the floor for tho lasters and shippers.
Bath
people are vory proud of it and
plaintiff in the case of Hopkinson vs. the will
be ploased to see the new industry
Saco Water Power Company, that action started whioh
when running a at full
has been postponed until the next term. blast can’accommodate 150 men.
Hinging upon its docision are a number
BRIEFLY TOLD.
of other
they recall tiie
cases, and
prosperity of a Maine villago, which has
Work on the Sorrento Water worxs was
since been literally carried away piece- begun yesterday.
meal. In the early years of the century,
Operators and miners of blaok coal met
the village of Union in the town of Day- at Brazil, Ind., yesterday, to arrange a
satisfactory schedule of mining rates.
ton, was a thriving place. The Saco was The miners’ demands wero granted, yio
dammed here and the water power was a men will resume work.
The saw and grist mills
valuable one.
of
District
The grand jury of the
rerecommended the
gave employment to many men and the Columbia has
farms round about were among the best establishment of tho whipping post.
Ex-Govenor Bussell declares as nonThe
in the county.
prosperity of the
sensical the statement printed in a New
at
but
the
continued
until
’80’s,
place
York morning paper that he would today
carried formally announce himself a presidential
about that time severe freshets
away some of the mills and the fame of candidata
Nick Burley, the San Francisco middleUnion began to subside.
Now, Mr.
is in Boston trying to arrange a
Frank Wildes is about the only owner of weight,
O’Brien or
with Dick
Billy
with match
a mill there, and he is in litigation
the Saco Water Power oompariy over the Hennesoy.
Mr. Wildes tells an intermill privilege.
Captain Atkins of the schooner Horatio
Sunday reesting story of the Union of early days, Tj. Baker, arrived in Boston,
and how the river carried away some of ports that Friday in north latitude 40.40,
in
with a two
he
fell
off. west longitude 72.10,
it and other portions were carted
of
"When I went there in ’34—I was a boy masted schooner the Anna Shepard
master,
Greenlaw,
Maine,
then,” said Mr. Wildes, "there were four Camden,
Me.
Rookport,
stores, six up and down saws, a shingle Elizabethpnrt, N. J., to and
her water
mill, two double mills and a tannery,and She was leaking badly
Baker supplied
Tho
were
Barnes
casks
empty.
on a running brookjnear byLorenzd
and Samuel Smith in 1842 or about that iter with fresh water and she proceeded.
time began making bobbin stuff. They
William Gaynor, was last night nomimade the first used in the mills in Bidde- nated for Mayor of Brooklyn by a mass
clabboards
and
ford. Lathes,
shingles meeting of citizens.
In
were also sawed on Running brook.
The third and last game of crioket in
those days, the stages started at Limerick the match between the Englishmen anti
Hollis
corner and ran down through
Philadelphia crioketers, was finished
Centre, Salmon Falls and Buxton into yesterday, the home players winning by
Saco.
thirty-nine runs.
It was in May, 1827, that the first big
Advices received from Madagascar state
freshet came that took out the mills and xl_Am
'_
lliirAhnnnn
Ken
ernceui I
t ho
in 1836 the others were washed out. Then
Tvto divisions
Omkaraka mountains.
n.lAmr
TTnVnrt
tons
TrftHn
Gen. Voyrons and Gen.
moved in other directions and gradually commanded by
the
for
concentrate
will
In Metzinger
many of the farms were abandoned.
of Natanaraivo, the
Malagassy
1846 or thereabouts, the Saco Wator Power capture
dupany acquired rights along the river, capital.
In 1867, the
A deSDatch from Sofia says that the inand later rebuilt the dam.
of Prince Ferdicompany found that the water was cut- fant Prince Boris, son
in the
ting into Che banks of the river so fast nand of Bulgaria, will be baptised
that they decided to remove some of the Russian Orthodox taith in October.
building. “From 1857 to 1861,” said Mr.
The arrest of a woman
by gendarmes
Wildes, today, “I was at work taking caused a riot at Gyuia Bekas county
them
to
I
took
old
the
down
buildings.
yesterday. The mob tried to rescue the
pieces, hauled the material to Biddeford woman and attacked the gendarmes with
the rioters,
and put up new houses with it and some stones. Failing to disperse
the
into
of those houses are earning ronts today. the gendarmes fired a volley
1 removed ten in that way, and some of orowd killing one person and wounding
thorn were houses which had onoe been eleven.
owned by the leading men of Union.
The old Lincoln houso at Attleboro,
the
Now the river has washed away all
was
It
Mass., was burned last night.
cellars exceut one, and the old road has
over two hundred years old and originally
seven
carried
The
river
too.
away
gono
hotel
but lias been a
a dwelling house,
acres at one time in 1856.
for several years.
continued the old
“Two of the stores,
A special meeting of the secretaries and
gentleman, when asked what had become
American
of the
of these marts of trade of Union’s day of executive committee
to
association has been held
prosperity, “I hauled to Buxton and Missionary
One is now a house outline a course of action in anticipation
made into houses.
of the new law in
between Buxton and Solon Fall and the of the enforcement
I Florida, which imposes fine or imprisonfourth was made into a grist mill.
for
ment
teaohing white and colored
bought it when I bought the mill
The officials
in the same school.
privilege of Jesse D. Harmon, and later pupils
considered the legal opinions of eminont
it down.
I

Similarly the meeting house built near
Union in 1840 had been hauled away and
It was in 1862
converted into a barn.
that Jesse U. Harmon erected a mill and
This
began business in a small way.
mill has since been bought by Mr. Wildes
In
and is now not in operation.
1893, the
Water Power company built a new stone
dam and since then, they and Mr. Wildes
have had a suit pending, the
company
claiming the land on whioh the mill
Wildes
stands and refusing to let Mr.
havo power.
They also lay claim to a
since
farm which Mr. Wildes has held
Mr. Wildes’s land is opposite that
1853.
the
of John Hopkinson. who is suing
company for trespass, seeking to recover
$4000 for the granite quarried for building
the
the new dam but back of this is
vexod question of the ownership to the
land, and rights on the water power.
Should Mr. Hopkinson win his case, it
might have an important bearing on the
case in whioh Mr. Wildes and others are
interested.
Near the land to which Mr. Hopkinson
lays claim is a ravine, whioh it is said is
the possibility of
a natural canal with
making thorn good water powers by
diverting the water of the river into it.
once
This place, tradition
says, was
looked upon with favor by some of the
manufacturing concerns which afterwards
It is said that
located in Lewiston.
should Mr. Hopkinson make good his
claim, the entrance to this ravine might
be gained. These suits have not yet come
to trial, and the Water Powor oompany
has in its favor the record of its
operations along the river for many years. On
the other hand, Mr. Hopkinson claims to
havo received his rignt to the land by inheritance for the Hopkinsons were great
people In the vicinity in the days when
ttbe big saws buzzed in the mills at
of
tell you
Union. Mr. Wildes will
James
Stephen
Hopkinson,
Squiro
Hopkinson and Nathan Hopkinson. Thon
there were Nathan Dunn, Simon Smith,
in
E. P. Bennett and Thomas Carll,
of
whoso house, a big one for those days
modost story and a half structures, Mr.
Wildes now livos. The houses of all the
others have
disappeared, some being
among those removed to Biddeford.
The expectation that Mr. Hopkinson’s
case would be callod today brought many
here
of the residents of Dayton
today.
None of the cases are now likely to be
heard at this

^

TRUE CUBANS MUST FIGHT

s
hone, "late tonight, stated tho General
condition was critical owing to tho severity of the attack and his advanced age.
Dr. Wales said vomiting and effusion in the
head were bad signs and it would not be

surprising

A SAD TRAGEDY.
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Noble refers at length to
the attompt to murder Dr. Sheffield, the
president of the North China mission.
Both the doctor’s arms were broken, hia
head and face badly cut, and it is feared
The
he may lose the sight of one eye.
effect upon the doctor’s nervous system is
very great. When the letter was w.'tren,
August 8, it was impossible to tell wl'»t
the result would be and grave fears were
entertained for his recovery.
Mrs.

natives.

—

For

DEGRADED.

LIU

VICEROY

Famine to Protect Christian Missionaries.

Washington, September 30.—Tiie State
Department was advised this morning by
Minister Denby that Viceroy Liu had
been degraded by an
imperial decree
The abstract of the decree
issued today.
cabled by Mr. Denby, shows that the responsibility for the Olieng Tu riots, in
the province of Sze Ghuan rests with the
officials. He further stated that Vicerov
Liu was exceedingly careless, and toot'
and made no
no notice of the riots
tempt to stop the outrages. He is ori?'’r“

"°.v<?rs
deprived of his office, and llcla
Other
employed.
The
are also to be punished.
commission will proceed,
hOTnvnstjcm.
mNosuga
to bo

•

again to be

30.—Information lug this action, to conduct it--

Lieut.
that
hero
been received
Ribun, with his cavalry has routed and
dispersed 1500 rebels under Gen. Serfino
Sanchez at Las
Veras, Santi Spiritus
district.
Forty rebels were killed and
wounded. Among the
number
a large
and Ruperto
Sanchez
latter are Gen.
The government troops took four
Pina,
has

prisoners.__
Happenings.
Alonzo
Libby was at Nelson’s
Sunny side Farm at Waterville, yesterWestbrook

Mr.

tiou of these

riots._^PHEN^ ENA‘

TERRIBLE

The Inhabitants of

p/r'tepa,

Mexico

are

Terr/'"'*1'

Sep-"’’Jl)er

St. Louis,
from Oaxaca,
comes

_

lrom

30—f;

*pecial

says that word
that the seismic
1/tfnotapa
1
there. At one place
Xexlco,

phenomena ^tinues

and the ocean aro so vio...
r.*
C1
business.
a large beach and the
destroy
All the
gentiemon’s driving horses tn
to the walls of neighborup
showed any speed aro now waves
that ever
putting on the appearance of regular ins r"“,aesthese
track horses and are being worked out on
^reat drouth accompanies
Gorham track in professional style.
the
manifestations and the farmers
The Saturday meet promises to be of
Fishermen dare not
ruined.
^ nearly
much interest to Westbrook people.
Earthquakes have been
A little difficulty that could not be set- o out to sea.
tled Sbetween the parties interested was' lontinuous for many days and they say
before
Judge Tolman in tfl
brought
volcano is forming under the ocean.
yostorday uftermV' | i Tiosts have ordered churoli bells rung
municipal court
of
It
was a case
landlady vs, tySLa i' aid prayers offered imploring Divine
Mrs. Alvin Parker^ the landlady,
ucroy.

day

j3r a^/la,

on

“j^ning

J^)ur J |

Cape Henry, Va., September 30.—
R. Plante
Steamer Margaret of the S.
line, New Haven, Conn., for Tamca,
term._
Florida, while waiting here for fair
Ex-Senator Mahone Stricken.
continue her voyage south,
weather to
Washington, September 30.—Ex-Senator
dragged her anohor during a violent
stranded William Mahone had a slight stroke of
northerlv gale last night and
throe miles north of this place and sank. paralysis this morning. His right arm is
pilot's useless and his tongue paralyzed so thafe
Her crew of seventeen and tho
niece, who was on board, were saved by speech is impossible. It is not yet know#
extondod fy,
the steamer’s boats. 'Jffie furnit ure and how far the paralysis has
had been removed will be put in
jvv* y
wrookage is washing ashore. The wheel how serious it may be.
ation again.
house is gone and the vessel is apparently
Later—Dr. Phillip S. Wales, onf
br caking up.
,tbo attondinor nhvsioians of Genf

%solatefy
Pure
of

A cream

fighest
-Latest
'ood
op- I

J

of all

tartar
in

United

baking powder,

leavening strength.
States
GovurnmerJ

Report.

Royal Baking Powder Co.
IOC IVall
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A CRYSTAL WEEDING.

& GREAT CURE at ST. ALBANS, VT
l

ago,, and on which
of 60
'were tags
bearing the names
“single sisters;” that is, the sum total
of the unmarried ladies of Gorham over
'21 years of age at that tima It seems
that one becomes an “old maid” in Gor-

'Wedding” five

—

r

A

reduced IN WEIGHT TO 73
FOUNDS RECOVERS AND GAINS 45

LADY

At"Ex4iovT Robic’s Hospitable Man.

POUNDS.

She is Now

in

j

sioH in Goriiam.

ham if unmarried and over 21 years old.
Since the tiu wedding 10 of the “single sisters” have become “better halves,”
their hames have been taken from the

big tin ring and placed on a small glass
that was presented to Mrs. Reynolds
W.IREYNOLDS AND ihst evening.

Perfect Health.

idug

No one is better known in the beautiful KEY. GEORGE
Village of St. Albans, Vt, than Mrs.1
WIFE CIRYSTALLY

Alden said that in the tin wedding days there were only two bachelors
in town.
They are such no longer aud
tlhe only hope for the 46 single sisters is
Miss

MARRIED.

Charles S. Warner. Her grandfather was
of the original settlers of the plaec
she herself was born there. Her
and
6ocial standing and personal character are I.arge (Social Gathering of Townspeople— a n electric railroad to Portland
A very pleasing poem, written by Mrs.
of the highest. She is a refined and inPertinent Remarks by ex-Goveruor
Jennie £. Johnson was read with much
tellectual woman, and nothing would
Robots.
e xpression by Mrs. C. H. Ridlon.
influence her to exaggerate the facts in her i
A social event of unusual attractiveMrs.Clark H. Barker, with appropriate
case one iota.
at Gor“be- ness and importance took place
•words,
'Warner,
presented the gifts to the thrice
Mrs.
sickness,”
says
“My
last evening. It was the celebration married couple.
1891 with an attack of the in- ham
gan in
Rev.
George
wedding of
of the crystal
Mr. Reynolds responded
with much
fluenza, or grip. After it passed away I
W. Reynold? and his wife, pastor of the feeling and expressed his appreciation
seemed to have lost. the power to digest
Mr. Reynolds of this
church.
of Congregational
occasion, which meant so mnch
my food. Tho symptoms were those
and affecto h im.
acute dyspepsia,— furred tongue, bad taste and his wife eni'oy the respect
etc..
F
in the mouth, distress after eating,
tion oi hisjpeople to an unusual degree.
The Churoh Street Quartette sang and
Kidney trouble followed, aEd I suffered
Five years ago, .on the 10th anniversary refreshments were served and everybody
1 Deeded
diseases.
tho
two
with
greatly
I re- of
their marriage, it was celebrated by enjoyed themselves. It was all delightthe best of medical attention and
ceived it. There is, in my opinion, no the parlsii people vvi'io gave them a "sur- fully informal and of the pleasantest of
at their
better physician than the one who took
the many s imilar occasions, for this sort
prise tin wedding” so to speak,
charge of my case. Had I authority to own residence. Last evening the Radies of
it
wedding is a good old custom in the
permit your mentioning his name
wedwould be recognized far and wide. And Circle gave them a lI«u.-prise crystal
good old days of Gorham.
in giving this testimonial to the virtue ding” in the spacious .And elegant realOf ex-Govornor’s ’Robie’s family there
fend power of Paskola I do so in no dis
deuce of ex-Gov. Robie.
were present himself and wife,his daughparagement of his skill. No matter what
The
ladies arranged .everything and ter, Mary and her husband. Geo. F. Me'
toay be the merit of a particular remedy,
X think it should bo used with the advice then invited the people to a crystal wed- Quillan, Esq., of Portland his daughter
and
and in the hands of a competent doctor.
Harriet, and her husband Mr. Clark H.
ding, but only invited Mr. ifteynolds
Anu in the absence of my own I am by
come over to G ov. Robie’s Barker of Gorham, and their two chilto
wife
his
would
Paskola
po means sure that even
that evening.
They didn’t intend to dren,
have cured me.
Benjamin and
Olivia; his son,
I may mention briefly that I was sick
them this invitation till a/ternoon, W. P. F. Robie and wife and child, and
give
In bed all the winter and spring of 1893-94.
\
The
norlearned that he intended to go to his niece, Miss Sarah Robie.
but
I
inside of a year I had lost flesh until I
that day and therefore bad to i mal school teachers and scholars were
I
was
73
scarcely
Augusta
pounds.
Weighed only
tnore than skin .and bone. By slight invite him in the morning.
present in a body by special invitation.
Pressure upon the abdomen the spine
in the ovening a carriage was Most
of the prominent citizens of^GorEarly
a
believo
strong
feould be felt. I almost
Mr. Reynolds and his wife a nd ham were present.
light would have shown through my body, sent for
The
dnint.v taste
of the deoorations
had .‘inking spells so profound and with it was a bouquet of 15 roses for Mrs.
due
was
to. Miss Nellie White,
largely
it
those present thought I
frightful
Reynolds.
who superintended the work and who
until morning. I could
would
When they arrived at the Robie man-, alwayt does a groat deal of such superi;<d ami hygonic foods—
take orbriliisocial
of
a
scene
vision vn Gorham and doe3 it extremely
the btri
.-.«■> t• us far, although tjbe si on they found
was Mrs.
chief assistant
1 with me. How I lived anc^ and oi welcome mat iuu»i» uam well. Her
Milk soon a
H. Barker.
Shrougli tint creadful time I cannot im- caused tixem to feel that there are indeed Clark
ty Mr. Reynold! has been pastor in Goragine, for I ate, virtually, nothing.
life that are ham
occasions in this
fo r eight years. Few clergymen
“For months and months I had no real few
in
elsewhere have ever received
occasion
social
there or
bight’s sleep. I could hardly bear the happier than such a
demonstration of approval and
heartier
a
stove
in
the
coal
least noise. Putting
New England town
old
such a good
affection,
i saia ana
almost set mo raving crazy,
honor
do
to
the
where
gather
people
good
under those circumstances
did things
citizen.
JUDGEJEROME SCORES FELLOWSwhich, in my right mind, I w uld no to a beloved fellow
kill
more do than I would
myself.
In the first piaco the carriage was deco“That winter (1893-94) I was not able to rated like a veritable bridal coach. Up .Lectures District Attorney or Falling to
sit up.
They merely moved me from one
under the trees the couple
Bring Excise Violations to Trial
bed to another. I was constantly oold. the long path,
I had water bags to my feet and the room walked and entered the long verandah.
was kept at a high temperature. I was It is surrounded always by a beautiful
N-ew York, September 30.—Magistrate
oppressed for breath and had alarming woodbine. It was roofed last night with Jerome, today, took occasion to sharply
spells of palpitation of the hci’rt.
handsome arraign from the bench the district atwith
“In as few words as possible this was evergreen, car|>et«d
my condition. None of my friends ex- rugs amt
lighted by rows of Japanose torney for not bringing to trial the
Magistrate
pected me to live much longer nor did I lanterns.
At the end of the verandah violatera of the Excise law.
expect it. t could retain nothing on my
said the magistrates believed
were met by the wedding proces- Jerome
they
of
course
stomach and was
wasting away
little that the Excise law should be modified in
to the end of all living.
sion, consisting of| five cute
to
“Early in the present year my physician girls, including the “flower girl,’’ maids some respects, but it was their duty
one day brought me a bottle of Paskola,—
of honor, Marlon Johnson, Agnes Fogg, see the law enforced. He said a transcript
of
beor
head
seen
nevor
something I had
his remarks would be forwarded to the
fore. ‘There,’ said he, ‘I think I have at Marion Whittier and Florence Marston. of
District Attorney Fellows
last got hold of the article that is going
little flower
The
girl, when they governor.
to build you up.
strewed the parlor when told what Jerome had said declined
reached the
parlor,
extreme
weakin
even
“I laughed
my
with flowers from the door to the bridal to answer the magistrate’s remarks
ness, for I did not believe in any new
remedies.
canopy of evergreen on the other side Of
“The first dose didn’t seem to have any the
The little maids of honor
room.
positive effect, but it was acceptable to made a passage way with white satin
the stomach as nothing else had been.
The Usual Lock of a Drunkard.
It was pleasantly acid and the palate re- ribbons.
ceived it gratefully. I did not vomit it
For some little time the townspeople
In the Deering municipal court Saturup or have any trouble with it. This is were ushered up to. shake hands with
remarkable when you consider that for
their pastor and his wife. The ushers day, Orloff West of Deerlng’s Point and
nearly three years I had not been able to
R Barker, Harry E. William Leighton of Westbrook were fined
drink a full draught of water—it dis- were Benjamin
tressed me so. I often nearly choked for Day, Willis Clement and Bert Libby.
$3 and costs each for drunkenness.
want of fluids. So the Paskola, mixed
It seems that night watchman Haskell
was very daintily decorated
The
parlor
with water, was a blessing indeed merely
with asparagus and ont. flowers. In one found both of them Friday night about
as a beverage.
“Soon after beginning to use Paskola oorner, arranged with exquisite taste, 11 o’olock laid out dead drunk on the
I commenced to take a little toast or were
track. Leighton was lying
the gifts of this crystal wedding Boohester
some of tbo cereal foods with it—and they
his neck on one rail and his legs
with
a beautifuFset of out
of
consisted
They
to
seemed
agreed with me. The Paskola
the other.
digest them in the stomach. I could take glass table ware. There was a large salad across
paekola when I could take nothing else or
City Marshal St. John came out from
ice cream dish, and six Individual
So you may say I lived on it and on the
These were of a graceful chrys- Portland at about 1 o’clock that night
saucers.
things it enabled me to digest. It cleared
saw a “wild” engine go by the
Also there were a and
anthemum
as
nothdesign.
and
it
clear,
kept
my tongue too,
track! It would surely have
All Boohester
individual
had
done
and
two
salt.dishes.
vase
yet.
ing
“After a month the good effects of Pas- these
out off
Leighton’s head it he hadn’t
were given by the ladles’ circle.
in39_a
l_ruu_tt_i_
I
to
kola were plain enough.
began
class gave UDDU UiOWivavu
The doc- Mrs. Reynolds’s Sunday school
crease in weight and strength.
next day Leighton said that he
The
this and asked what I a dozen sherbet glasses and Miss Martha
tor smiled at
realized how near death he bad been and
thought of Paskola now. I said it was Cressey gave a cut glass olive dish.
curing mo but he was entitled to the
All the lower rooms of the house were declared he would never drink another
thanks; as, savo for him, I should never
decorated and were so filled with towns- drop.
have taken it at all.
“Altogether I took about forty bottles of people that there was hardly room to
Paskola; and if I had taken a hundred I move anil it was a day's journey from
should still say it worked a miracle, so
one room to the other.
bad was my case. I gained from half a
pound to a pound and a half per week, EX-GOV. ROBIN’S PERTINENT RE- The End of the National League Season—
until I was able to relish and digest my
\
Baltimore Wins the Pennant.
MARKS.
do now. At
\ food without Paskola, as 1 and
am going
I weigh 118 pounds,
exercises
with
Ex-Gov Robie began the
The National League season has closed,
to my natural weight, notwithstandit
I am now an address of welcomo. He said that
w domestic work and cares.
and the Baltimores are pennant winners
to
extend
a
welcome
a
I
ntwas
duty
and
say
pleasant
health,
you may
The following are the
this year.
t:<5ue niv wonderful recoveryto Paskola to the pastor and his friends. He did again
am>, the care of the physician who pre- this in behialf of“the"'First Parish' of results of the games played yesterday:
serib^ i( ,i (Signed) Mrs. Charles S.
At New York—Baltimore,
8; New
\\arno
He roferrod to the ancestors
South Main Street, St. Gorham.
York, 3.
1895.
and
the
of
the
23d.
predecessors
At
townspeople
Sept.
Philadelphia—Philadelphia,
10;
Vermont,
of Mr. Reynolds in the pulpits and their Brooklyn, a
>
meat, wra..
lias
Warner
what Mrs.
At Washington—First game, Washingvirtues. Their descendants were
said is porlv.,
true anj known to many many
Second game, WashBoston, 7.
in this place.
and
represented the family ton, 15; 8;
gPo couid take Paskola present
Baston, 10.
ington,
when all other
He paid a high compliment to
rcm0(ije8 and foods were names.
to hei
repulsi
National League Standing.
her stomach. Mr. and Mrs.
Vxu,
Reynolds and said that the
Her proper wei»^ upsec
Won.
Lost.
1’.
js at,0ut 135 pounds,
with
them
expect soon^ S00 j,er tjp the scales assembled company rejoiced
87
43
.1109
Baltimore.
at that hguio. I
S„ot, express in too in having so happily reached their 15th Cleveland
84
43
.til,
•• our
warm ter
78
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to you for milestone of married Ufa
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Philadelphia,
Introducing Paskeia ^ Now Bllgiand,
72
58
.554
Chicago,
He emphasized the value of suoh so- Brooklyn,
nor to our j-.iv siciu... i'^
71
IK)
.042
n.gf»Qamizinc it’s
71
5U
value and proscribing
.fill
result
in
makBoston,
their
and
my wito's cial gatherings
71
01
.588
Pittsburg,
more
the people know each other
00
04
ing
.508
Cinolnnati,
A Ilians \ i., nept. sod, 189u.
08
05
.‘50.
and realize the importance to New Pork,
Mr. R. Brainard, the
thoroughly
43
85
“
.3)5
Washington.
the cause of religion and education and St. Louis,
popular druggist of whom
SO
92
.258
used by Mrs. Warner
35
01
Lousville.
.237
townsof
among
harmony
social culture
adds the following noteMLW180a'
kindly
of
a
difference
‘'
Where there is
people.
i am conversant with the ls^
■
forth in Mrs. Warner’s statement.
sentiment in a town there is a sooial disshe and her iiusband are friends ot v?*n turbance. It is not only necessary that all
of
this
TheK®
and old residents
placo.
all should pull toPaskola acci^" sh ouid pull, but that
no doubt whatever that
We must
gether for the prosperity of the town. They must go.
plished for this lady exactly what she
Clares it did. It is also proving efflcaciou
harmony is neoessary for the adBrainard
R.
eases.
move*
in other
Greatest oppor(.Signed)
I 'Mioemeut of religion and education and
St. Albans, Sept. 2ftli, 1895.
*J-4l
culture, for our normal school
the world has
.Mrs. Warner’s physician is but one o f
thousands who are daily prescribing Pas
sir district schools, and for all that
ever known.
kola for their thin, emaciated, dyspepti 3
the community, including
h
the
patients.
K (aoijitjeg for transportation beHaving sold our lease of the largest piano
Upon request the Pre-Digested Foo "l
and Portland.
warerooms in the world to the New Hotel
Co., 30 Reade Street, Now York, wil 1
After
containin
a
?
pamphlet
addreag 0f wei0ome and this Syndicate, we the Largest Plano Manufacturers
gladly send you
reference V
850 recent letters of commendation froi:
soon as possible,
ellsting situations in Gor- in the world, must remove as
physicians. It contains a vast amount o ham, de
muoh eloquence and and must realize on tbe largest stock, greatest
valuable and interesting information.
V, Robi() gald that the variety aud grandest assortment of Pianos and
the world has ever seen.
lad.es had
p.v
Hath to live and to point for the true brothel
, uf Organs
exercises and tli.V,
hood of man.
Me was to take charge
of it..
or
He introduoed RcS
_.__
^
pa
tor of the Methodist
4*S 1-2 Congress St., Portland
edwith a prayer
to the
No better made. We court comparison. You
| occasion.
will find our prices and terms to buy or rent
TIN AND GLASS .V
unequalled. Look around, but be sure and
\3
Rcminiscenses of events s.
visit Piano Headquarters.
^
Class,
a
Antique
$10 month,
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
sis a month, Portrait Class.
8
Evening class, 25 cents per week Studi > wedding,’' was the sujbect o.’
open all day. For full particulars write to 4781/
Miss Mary Alden a.'y?p3r
written by
alter
1st.
am
or
Oct.
j
200 Tremont St., Boston.
apply
Day
Congress St.,
John O. Hinckly, and read by the
evening classes reopen Monday, Oct. 14th.
A new collection of 300 photoyrayhs has bte\
\ er. It referred to a large tin ring
added to the resources of the studio for a mar
sented to Mrs. Reynolds at that “tv<
au31 eod2m
comprehensive study of art.
one
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About Explains Gen. Harrison’s Attitude Toward the Nomination.

risen Is Not

Candidate—“Barkis

a

pressed,

was

a

ORGANS.

M’his

unlty

itfor

W^n

\am

lvefNwjtj,

f^nestness,

They Must be Sold

..

FOX STUDIO,

Drawing, Painting and Modelling
Clay.

^tront’

ii

They Must

be Rented.

very>-who™P°“t
Xpr.ate
v^ie

i°^a
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GO.
NEW ENGLAND PIANOoctleodtf
\

\

V

not

of

conference

iur.
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Pitcher’s

ROYAL WILTONS,
AXMINISTERS.
WILTON VELVETS.
ENGLISH and AMERICAN BRUSSELS.
TAPESTRIES.
EXTRA SUPERS.
MATTINGS and LINOLEUMS.
_^^B RUGS*
for
Infanta
WINDOW SHADES a specialty.
prescription

and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years* use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd*
Castoria relieves
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.

—

further from bis purpose, as nothing was
further from his desire at this time than
tbe strife of a contest for office.
“May I speak for you?’’ asked Mr. New
as he arose to leave.
“I do not pretend to place bridles upon
replied Mr.
the tongues of my friends,’’
Harrison, “but I must not be quoted in
anything yoo say upon this subject.
Mr. New returned to the hotel, and it
was then determined that an interview
should be sent out over tbe United Press
wires, defining Mr. Harrison’s attitude
toward the nomination, substantially as
follows:
That he wasjnot a candidate, but would
not decline the party nomination, that he
would not enter into a struggle for the
nomination, nor would he encourage or
discourage his friends to seek it for him,
that he had no choice between aspirants
for the Presidency, and would not use his
influence in behalf of any person.
His Indiana friends understand from
from
this that they are not prohibited
working for his nomination, and that,
while he is not a candidate, the nomination would not be distasteful to him. In
before the
mattor
order to get the
country, Mr. New sent for Romeo Johnconsul
son, a newspaper man and vice
under New at London, and dictated an
interview with him.

W. T.

Castoria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osooon,
Lowell, Mass.
«
Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which l am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.”
Dr. J. F. Kircheloe,
Conway, Ark.

Upon.

London,
Septeiuobr 30. A despato h
from Constantinople says a number of
—

Armenians made a liostilo demonstration
the authorities there today. The
police attacked the mob killing several
wounding others. Many
persons and
persons were arrested.

Captain Howland’s case was argued before the Supreme court in Washington
yesterday. Decision was reserved.

CO.,

Free St.

Castoria is so well adapted to children that
recommend It as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, H. D.,
211 So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. T.

v

I

Mm

our physicians in the children's departspoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Duransaet,
Boston, Mass.
Ailxn C. Shith, fVw.,
<*

ment have

rw

ERES.

The Centaur Company, TZ Murray Street, New fork City,

against

&

wirrairco.

Castoria.

Castoria.

KILBORN
24

sep33dtf

teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep,
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother's Fri

_

A rmenlans Fired

In
Have arrived and are ready for inspection.
every grade of carpetings our new patterns are
extremely attractive and are exclusive to us for
Maine.
Ill BIGELOW AXMINISTERS alone, we show
over 25 distinct designs, carpels tiiat are unexcelled for style and colorings ami fully deserve
their reputation as beautiful carpets.

local

uuu****.,,

xiair.suu,

latent

CARPETINGS and DRAPERIES

situation before him and say that it was
time that the Republicans ofthefccountry
were advised of his position in respect to
the Presidency.
Mr. New left the hotel where the conference had met, and went directly to
He explained his
Harrison’s residence.
mission without reserve. Harrison heard
him patiently, and then replied that he
did not think it incumbent upon him to
declare that he would or would not accept
the Presidency if nominated.
candidate
He said that he was not a
and would not be, nor would his friends,
with his concurrence, put forth any effort
As for speaking
for his nomination.
through the press upon such a subject
s»aui

the

ex-

politicians on Thursday, which was attended by John C. New, John K. Gowdy,
chairman of the State Central committee, j
Prank Milligan, ex-secretary of the comStates
mittee: Will Dunlap, ex-United
marshal; Smiley N.Chambers, ex-district
attorney; and JS. P. Thompson, ex-postmaster. |The meeting was called to consider what Harrison should do.
After considerable discussion, it was
suggested that John C. New be appointed
a committee to visit Harrison and lay the

>99000000009

m.

$2.50

BACKACHE
AND BEARING-DOWN PAINS
Drove Mrs. Martin Hale Wild*

Nearly

How She Obtained.Relief.
[SPECIAL

TO OUB LADT

READERS.]

sicians ;
cured me,

Per Pair.

OPENING!

Nearly all last winter I was sick in
bed, and was attended by different phy“

none

Of New Cloak Rooms.

none

helped me

very
When
I attempted to
get up, it was
always the

much.

Wo will open

story; my
would
ache, I was
back

dizzy and faint,
the bearingdown pains
were
aisu

terrible.
nitu

ney

iuu-

trouble

badly.
I

knew

our

new

and'elegantly

-FROM-

furnished rooms on the second floor of
our store, 470 and 473 Congress street,
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1st., when we
will show the LATEST STYLES in
Fall and Winter TAILOR MADE GARMENTS.
Ladies will find it to their advantage to call and examine these garments;
place their order; HAVE MEASURES
TAKEN and garments fitted before the
bold weather comes which is sure to be

same

■jVood

PIAHOS

if

consent.

There

\prosent

was\P»*“"a

We fake pleasure in announcing flint
FALL STALES of

regarding Harrison’s position, and which
association
was sent out by the press
Harrison
Saturday was authorized by
New
spoke,
himself, and when Mr.
though assuming to speak only for himself, lie was really talking for Harrison,

implied,

CO.,

CARPETINGS.

Is

Indianapolis, Ind., September 30.—It
was learned Sunday that the interview
New,
with ex-Oonsul General John C.

and with Harrison’s

_MISCELLANEOUS._

24 Free St-

Willin’* However.

THE FIELD OF SPORT.

Z^

W. T. KILBORN &

Speaks “By the Card’*—Mai

John C. New

j

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

^IISCIXLANEOFS*

ISN’T!

OUT—BUT

I

$2.50

$50.00

Pair.

Per

New Lace Curtains

here soon.

help right away. I resolved to
try Lydia E. rinkham's Vegetable Compound. The results were marvellous. I
have gained in every way, and am enMbs. Martin Hale,
tirely cured.”
Oakdale, Mass. Every druggist has it.
must have

$1.00

—

H. E.

to

to

$75.00

Per

Pair.

In our New Fall Line of Portieres and Lace Curtains

& JONES.
HASKELL
dtt
sept30

we

have

ill the latest effects to be found in the market.
You cannot know what there is for Style and Honest Value
Drapery Line until you have carefully inspected our New
Fall Stock for ’95.

MILLS,

in the

PianO Tuner.
Order Slate at Chandler’s Musis Store 431

Congress Street.
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An Assault

on

V

the Street.

There was a very bold robbery and
assault last evening opposite the Grand
Trunk round house on Fore street. Two
together and
men were observed talking
one seemed to be urging the other to go
with him, and the party of the second
part was apparently refusing io do so. At
last the man who was being
with his companion broke
succeeded in
and will be
office by Mr. T. H. Mason,
main here for tho next few

WALTER
--r-—

That
Cold
ctiiahot^
11 NA FURNACE

28 Free street.
is hereby given,
subscriber has been duly appoi
nimself the trust of Adm
taken upo
of the estate of
MARTHA P. DYER, late of Po

Notice

i E BRUNTS

FOK

either skx*

This remedy being applied
directly to the seat of the
disease requires no change
■_of diet. Cure guaranteed
|
lUfl &kim HI in 1 to3<lays. Small plain
U
W
package by mail $1.00.
MW
Sold only by J. H. Hannnond,
—■■■-— Cor. Free and Center Sts., and
■
ni XT MS TP1 L. C. Fowler, Cor. Congress
JSJBand Lafayette Sts Portland
L#
rlaine

*y
I#

In your house. The best cold preventive known, is the Improved

i

in the County of|Cumberland decease
bonds as the law directs. All per
demands upon the estate of said
required to exhibit the same; a
indebted to said estate are called
payment to

HARRY C. FAr
Portland. Sept. 27, 1895.

OB

COMBINATION HOT AIR
and HOT WATER #
*
HEATER.

the assailed party was
When
street.
reached it was found that he was in a
Ho had received a
very bad condition.
sharp blow in tho face, two teeth were
broken, and he had received other inwas

octlcodlw

Stop

who will reweeks. Mr.

would admit, but he was soon overtaken,
knocked down and robbed of $(10.
The
the assault escaped by
man who made
running up Hancock, and down Middle

He

Reliable House Furnishers and Manufacturers,

1

urged to go
and
away,
the Portland

Mr. E. A. Cabana, who lai for the
last few days been acting ns assistant
at the Grand Trunk
train despatclier
station, will return to Island Pond,
started off as rapidly as his condition

Easy to

and vary durable. No dust
or gas.
Made la the neat manner possible and thoroughly warranted. An examination
convince you of
its superior merits and at the present low
prioes y ou can not afford to be without it.
Manufactured and for aaU by

taken to the station, but
give much

WOOD t BISHOP CO., BANGOR. WL

;

NOTICE.

run

WUllnManUy

too badly intoxicated to
information.
was

ll",'r"

%

Mason arrived here last night.

juries.
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CO

COREY

The
I itreet
805.

Evening School will open at the Spring
Schoolfiouse on Monday Evening, Oct. 7,

Books and tuition free.
Per order,
SCHOOL, COM MITT EE.
dlw
S*p30

"GEORGEl
Attorney and Couns,
Room

27-28-29,

98 Axcliange St,
sepiTcllm

Dan)
Pc

OF

BOARD

MISCELLANEOUS.

HEALTH.,

SOUTH

EISCELLAS iiOL S.

PORTLAND.

A mirror could not
lie If it wanted to.
The glass has nothing to gain by flattery. If the rosea of
health and plumpness of beauty are
leaving your face,
your mirror will tell
yon so. You can see
for yourself you are
in danger of losing
the admiration
which is every woman’s due. You
may not realiy realize it, but health is
the greatest beauti-

Adopted Tester-

New Rules Which Were

Miss A. W. Beecher, who organized the
Beeohor Club in Portland, will speak
The Board of Health yesterday morning at the
Young Men’s Rooms, Thursday
adopted the following set of new rules:
evening at 8 o’clock on the subject of
scarlet “Universal Social Unrost.
or
I. —Whenever diphtheria
The Beeohor
fever is found iu a family, no child or
the South Portland Literary
other member of the household shall leave Club and
the premises except by special permit of Society, will attend. Miss Beecher gives
the Boaid of Health.
this lecture for the benefit of the ConII. —All olothing used by the patient
gregational Society, and it is hoped a
into
a
be
sickness
should
box,
during
put
of people will attend to
nailed up, taken away and burnod in the large number
box.
hear one of the celebrated Beecher famiIll —The clothing of the
attendant, lybedding, linen, towels, blankets, handMr.
J. L. Brown will spend the winshould
used
during
sickness,
kerchiefs,
before removal from the room, be placed ter with Mr. J. E. Smith at. his residence
in a tub or pail containing one pound of on Preble street.
chloride of lime to four gallons of water,
W. J. Roger has returned from
Mr.
and allowed to remain therein two or
and Mrs. Roger
throe hours, then taken to the wash room a trip to Boston. Mr.
and boiled for two hours.
expect to pass the winter at that city.
burned
IV. —The mattress should be
Capt. Nichols is comfortable at his
or thoroughly sponged in solution A.
His accident is a very serious
home.
V. —All pillows should be burned.
VI. —If the carpet is left on the floor of one.
or
the sick room it should be burned
Uoiversalist Sunday School Convention,
sponged with solution A.
VII. —The bedstead, furnitnre, woodThe 27th annual session of the Univorwork and floor should be washed with
salist
Sunday school convention and the
A.
solution
the
in
VIII. —All pictures
room,
seventh annual session of the Young
papered or tinted walls, should be rubbed People’s Christian Union will be held in
thoroughly with bread, and the wall
2 and 3. The probe washed with Gardiner, October 1,
when painted should
solution A.
gramme is as follows:
IX. —All other rooms of the house,
Thursday, Oct. 1. 7.30 p. m. Address,
closets and contents, should be thoroughRev. F. E Barton; address, “The Sunfumiand
then
and
cleansed
ly dusted
day School and the Family’’ Rov E. B.
gated, by first making the air moist with Barber, Gardiner.
one
steam and then burning
sulphur
Wednesday Oct. 2. 9 a. m. Conference
candle in eacli room.
Meeting.
of
the
members
X. —Before any
family
10 00 a.m. Organization of Convention.
in
quarantined will be allowed to go
10.10 a. m. Address of Welcome, Rev.
public, they must take a bath and E. B. Barber. Response by the Presithoroughly wash their hair.
dent G. M. Fletcher.
XI. —After the room and its contents
10.30.
Appointment of Committees.
it
have been
thoroughly disinfected,
Reports of Secretary and Toasurer.
should be opened to the fresh air several
11.00 £a. m. Adjournment to ,9 a. m.
days before being reocoupied
Oct.' 3.
XII. —No person should be discharged
Thursday Oct. 3. 9.00 a. m. Business
from quarantine until written permission
of Special Committee
of Meeting. Report
has been recoived from the Board
on Grading in our Sunday Schools. QuesHealth.
tions and Discussion.
SOLUTION A.—Corrosive sublimate,
11.00 a. m. Address “Mission Work
sixty grains. Water, one gallon.
Through the Sunday School,’’ Rev. O. F.
This solution is a dangerous poison.
Alvord. Kingfield. Questions and disday.

Struck

a

good thing==
that’s what everybody says when they
use

Pond’s Extract to

relieve

throat,

sore

neuralgia, toothache,
rheumatism,

etc.

for the buff wrapper and yellow
labelf none genuine without them.

Look

POND'S EXTRACT CO., 76 Fifth Ave., New York.

cussions.

REDICULOU B.

SIMPLY

Christian Scientists

in

Final Reports and Business.
m.
2.30 p. m. Address “The Superintendent’s Work in the Sunday Sohool” Mr.
o.

Diphtheria

I

If a man wants

j

chew

a good

{

£
)f B.L.Tobacco I
|
Ji will suit
|\
time.
every
^
{ Its flavor is j

j

and

j perfect,

|I

i it is the

J

LongestChew'J

(
t

i in the world.

|

RULES

NEW
OF

THE

Probate Court,
-AND-

Court of Insolvency.
Price 15 cents.

Alone.

Indianapolis, Ind., September SO.—The
alarming spread of diphtheria in this city
has called the attention of the
apolis health department to
state of affairs arising from the

Indianserious
a

practices

of tho Christian Scientists.
In sqme cases tho sanitarian has been
refused admission to homes where children were dying and no effort was being
made to save them except by faith doctors
who knelt by the bedside and prayed un
til life had departed.
In the northwestern part of the city the
sanitary officials heard of several fatal

England

Tho Now

eodtf
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TUXES FOR 1895.

oloonnt;

Rtivlft

in k^finincr

The Best After-Dinner

1
Treasurer's Office,
September 10,1895. I
VOTICE is hereby given that the tax bills lor
J.1 the year 1895 have been committed to me
with a warrant for the collection of the same.
In accordance with an ordinance ot the city a

sepll

WEATHER_PREDICTIONS,
Are uncertain but we are positive that you
will need a pair of boots, shoes, or rubbers for
Fall and Winter wear. Now we are constantly
receiving our lines of Fall and Winter Footwear. comprising the latest and newest styles,
and remember we are selling them at the lowest
prices ever ottered in Portland.

Call and

see our

Children’s School Shoes.

and they do not weaken the body.

On the contrary they have a strengthening and stimulating effeot. They rouse
the liver, prevent sickness and cure sick
headache. Hood’s Pills are purely vegetable, perfectly harmless and may be used
safely by delicate women and children.

Discount o£ One Per Cent
will be allowed on all said taxes paid on or before Thursday, October 31, 1895, and on all
taxes paid after October 31st interest will be
charged at the rate of 0 tier cent annum.
GEORGE H. LIBBY.
Treasurer and Collector,
dtd

Pill.

Hood’s Pills aid digestion, prevent that
feeling of fullness or distress and gently
yet effectively assist in the assimilation
and digestion of food. They do not gripe

pain

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE

JUDGE

ROBINSON.

Wallace. Intoxication;
thirty days in the house of correction.
Carter.
A.
Intoxication; thirty
Mary
days in the house of correction.
Joseph Callahan and John Crowley.
Intoxication.
Crowley $5 and costs;
Callahan thirty days in the county jail.
John H. Turner and Mary E. Nash. Intoxication ; each fined $6 and costs.
H. Healy,
William F. Healy. James
Jero Wallace, James Cunningham and
Wilfred Legault.
Making loud and unusual noise on tho street.
Wallace, Cunand
Legault $5 and one-third
ningham
costs. Healy discharged.
John W. Godfrey. Intoxication; $3 and
costs. Suspended.
Justin Libby.
Intoxication; $5 and

Monday—Julia

costs.

F. C. WHITE,
480 Congress

St.

septlUdtt

BULBS Sfffi
Hyacinths,

Crocus.

Tulips,

Price List

KENOjy

Federal
ser

6

■

°

Free.

Chas. Donovan.
costs.
John F-. Mahew

Intoxication; $3 and
and

ical Association, 663 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.

30.—The

United

Press, through interviews with leading
members of London sugar houses, learns
that three weeks ago a French syndicate
up
was formed for the purpose of buying
beet sugar and cornering the market for
covered
L'he
that commodity.
operations
and has
a total purchase of 400,000 tons
resulted in the present rise in sugar of
The
six pence per hundred
weight.
syndicate lias been buying in London to
sell iii France in which country alone the
trade is likely to be affected.

information
state for
his
respecting
which he understood
abandoned farms
were
plenty and could be had for the
asking and a miinlmum expenditure. He
was
immediately informed that Maine
had none.
Fire was discovered by Charles Cornin the story and a half house on
forth
owned by
Western avenue,
Augusta,
George Hanks, Sunday morning about
and an alarm was soon sent in
9 a m..
from box 57. The location prevented the
of the water system, and
effective use
barn and hen housos with
the house,
their
contents were destroyed.
of
part
The loss is estimated at $3000; insurance
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FORGE WORKS FOR SALE.

v
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uuueuuvn

tbe
on
October 2d. at 2.30 p. m..
premises, tie assignees of the Eastern
Forge Company will sell at East Deering,
Maine, the entire plant and real estate of
situuted at East Deering, j
said Company
Maine, 1 1-3 miles from Portland.
These works aie located on tide water
with substantial wharf, and have rail connection with the Grand Trunk Railroad.
Area of land in connection with plant is
The plant consists of a
about 22 acres.
forge shop, two machine shops, scrap house,
and other buildings.
The forge shop is 220 feet long by 70 feet
wide, constructed entirely of iron.
New machine shop built two years ago, 150
with firefeet long by 75 feet wide, brick,
proof roofing.
Old machine shop 136 feet long by 36 feet
wide, of wood, covered with iron.
The scrap house has a large capacity, and
storethere are besides, office and several

ON

houses.

The forge

2,500 pound upright hammer for smithing
purposes.
'] he new machine shop contains the following:
73 inch lathe, 41 foot bed.
48 inch lathe. 25 foot bed.
36 inch lathe, 21 foot bed.
48 inch Blotter.
18 inch Blotter.
6 foot by It foot planer.
44 inch by foot planer.
Radial drill and boring mill.
17
To drive this machinery is an engine
inch by 42 inch.
There is also in this building a 15 ton
electric travelling crane.
and
The works have also electric light,
for these purposes there are 3 dynamos.
Toe old machine shop contains the following:
1 IS inch Blotter.
1 29 inch by7 foot lathe.
1 1:2 inch by 8 foot lathe.
1 28 inch by 14 foot lathe.
2 cutting-off lathe*.
1 axle lathe.
Engine in this building is 10x18.
The surap house contains the following:
1 plate shear.
1 alligator shear,
i No. 7 HiJles & Jones shear.

houses occupied

by

Michael

Joyce
Illegal transportation; discharged.
Search and soizuro;
James D. Moore.
$1(0 and costs; paid.
in
The interest
Skowhegan in the
sensational Laughton trail continues unabated. Mrs. Frank L. Laughton, wife
of the plaintiff occupied the stand all day

There is a strong feeling at Portsmouth
be
station should
that a life saving
established on Badger’s island.

_Manufacturers of—

GALVANIZED IRON AND COPPER GUTTERS AND CORNICES.
Tin and Iron Roofing, Coriugated Iron
and Weather Boards for Sidings, Edge
Strips and Valley Iron, Ridge Caps, Plain
and Corrugated Conductors, Smoke Pipes
for Steam Heaters, Ventilators and Ven-

tilating Pipes,

jlyleow3m

Etc.

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
THE BEST SALVE

in the world for
Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,

Cuts, Bruises,
Fever Sores,
Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns and all STiin ErupNarcissus.
and
Monday.
tions,
positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
or
money refunded.
Although many remedies are pushed perfect satisfaction
into the market by spicy advertisements, Price 25 cents per box. For sale by Geo.
H. S. (Stair,
489
M.
St
Young,
Streets. Dr. Hull’s Cough Syrup still takes the
Congress

WHITNEY,

West1-

alp >

NEW

11
Nls
la.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS*

AD* Eitl l.-jA.llRVl S.
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WAY TO SUCCESS
the Way to Market. It Depends Chiefly in
How and Where to Buy.

as

Knowing

WE HIT THE MARK
public approval by buying what people need and selling it at a price within their reach. Deceive nobody. Tell the honest truth about every

OF

offer. If we make a mistake,
and who dosen’t, let us rectify it.

article

we

1

I—1=

""—j^XOX=

1 MEN’S

FALL AND WINTER SUITS. 1

........in.....mmmmmmmmii...mmmimmmmiimmm.uni
For the greatest suit in the city we offer one lot at $5.98, equal to any suit
Suits at
sold for $8 OO. We give this snit to the people as a stunning bargain,
substantial
most
of
the
goods put togeth$8 and lO for all sizes, that are made
Nowhere can you get such vulue in suits as
er with a view to serve as wearers.
25. Are marvels of workmanship. Our
we offer for $1®, 12, 15, 18, 20, 23 and
selected
superb line of Young Men’s Suits made from all the stylish patterns
with care from

HUNDREDS OF SAMPLES,
and the choice lines

only bought. Our lines cannot he approached in style and
make, patterns and workmanship.

See the

Following

Prices:
Our

$6.00, 8.00, 10.00, 12.00, 15.00, 18.00 and 20.00.
superior finish on examination.

All Wool Suits at

goods

show

a

MEN’S FALL AND WINTER
and attractive styles to select
Still finer
ments at $3.98,5, 6, 8, lO, 12.
20.00, 23.00, 25.00 and 30.00.
All!the

new

OVERCOATS.

Durable, handsome gargrades at $15.00, 16.00, 18.00,
from.

MEN’S ODD PANTALOONS.
Men’s Working
Hundreds of Pants to select from.
Dress
Pants at $2.98, others ask 4.00 for the same thing.

Headquarters for these goods for Men’s, Youths and Boy’s.

$125, 1.50, 1.75. 2.00 and 2.50. All Wool Putnam
7.00.
Pants, $3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50, o.OO, 5.50, 6.00 and

Pants at

Boys’

and Children’

Clothing.

to expect. This is
This branch of our business is advancing in popularity more rapidly than we had any reason
the people.
is
DEPARTMENT
by
a
first-class
CHILDREN’S
that
t
he
fact
appreciated
gratifying to us and establishes
300 Children’s Suits, age 4 to 14 years, at $1.69.
and 8.00.
Children’s All Wool Suits, age 4 to 16 years, $2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 5.00, 5.50, 6.00, <.00
Little Giant Suits at $5.00, warranted not to rip.
0
and 18.00 a Suit.
Boys’ Long Pant Suits, all wool, at $4.48. Finer grades at $6.00, 8.00, 10 00, 12.00, 15,00
1.50 and 1.7a.
100 pairs Children’s Short Pants at 21 cents a pair. Odd Short Pants at 55c, 65c, 75c, $1.00,1.2a,
_„

_

.,

,.

Boys’ and Children’s Ulsters, Overcoats and Reefers at Low Prices.
Fall and Winter Furnishing Goods100 Dozen Natural Wool Shirts and Drawers at 23 cents each.
100 dozen Camel’s Hair Shirts and Drawers at 45 cents each.
50 dozen Fancy Ribbed Shirts and Drawers at 45 cents each.
150 dozen Contoocook A Shirts and Drawers at $1.08 each.
200 dozen lined T Bach Gloves 19 cents a pair. 100 dozen Suspenders at 8 cents a
Ties at 19 cents each.
Goods cheerfully shown and any person purchasing goods that are not perfectly satisfactory are
them and receive back their cash. We shall make every effort to please you.

pair.

100
...

requested

to

dozen
return

WE INVITE COMPARISON-STORE OPEN EVENINCS.

A Household Treasure.
Mr. G. Caillouette, Druggist, Beaversville, 111., says: “To Dr. King’s Now
Discovery I owe my life. Was taken with
La Grippe and tried all the physicians for
miles about, but of no avail and was given
up and told I could not live. Having Dr.
King’s New Discovery in my store I sent
for a bottle and began its use and from
the first dose began to get better, and after using three bottles was up and about
again. It is worth its weight in gold.
We won't keep store or house without it.’’
Get a free trial at Geo. M.
Young, 439
Congress street, Portland, Me. and H. G.
Regular
Starr, Westbrook, Drug Stores.
size 50c. and 21.00.

Plain

NEW

are

No. S3 Temple Street.

Sunday morning.

as

em-

besides all the neccessary furThe tools
naces and tools for such a plant.
in tbe new machine shop have been bought
The machinery is all
within a few years.
in excellent condition.
This property is sold subject to mortgage,
civen to secure the first mortgage bonds of
the Eas'ern Forge Companv, issued July 1.
1893, to tbe amount of $75,000. which bonds
for the
are pledged as collateral security
notes of the corporation, amounting at face
lor!
to about $65,000, also subjefcfc to taxes
the present year.
The assignees will also sell at the same
book
time
and pluce, all uncollected
accounts belonging to the estate in their i
hands.
sep25-dtd
There

HUTCHINSON, BUTLER & CO.

Miss Edna Henry, age 10,
daughter
of Mrs. Elva Pratt of Auburn, was polishing a stove with liquid polish Saturday. The polish took Uro and tiie flames
communicated to Miss Henry’s clothes,
and she was burned so badly she died

Is

ployee.

The
Presque Isle Star-Herald says:
“Whatever may be said about some of her
other
citizens, Presque Isle has one citiwho is strictly truthful. The mornzen
the
board of trade visitors were in
ing
town, about 100 potato teams were waiting to unload at the village starch factoand one of the visitors remarked to
ry,
truthful citizen that there feemed
this
to be a good many potato teams o_i the
street.
‘Yes,’ responded this modern
George Washington, ‘and they all came
from one farm. The Aroostook farms are
that only one farmer a day is
so largo
allowed to haul potatoes, so they take J. F. Hutchinson,
C, I. B. Butler
turns.
T. J. Hollivan.
The Monmouth Fur Club’s fall hunt
will be held at Buckfield, October 15th.

“THE

There are:
2 track scales.
1 team scale.

Two dwelling

I|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

shop contains the following:

6 ton double acting upright hammer.
6 ton single acting upright hammer.
2 ton helve hammer.
2 ton upright hammer.

with

extensive manuafaeturo plant in
Boxbury. With their new warorooius,
their large factory in the city, their wareN. Y., on Wabash
rooms on Fifth ave.,
ave., Chicago, and on O’Farrell st., San
Francisco, they undoubtedly will have
one of lie largest and most complete piano
establishments in America.

or

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Sugar Market.

Piano Co.

convenience.
Mr. Thomas P.
Scanlan, the head of
the company, secured the present location
a "few
years ago calculating that the
building was large enough to meet the
requirements of their business for many
years; but in three years their rapidly
increasing business has fairly outgrown
their present headquarters.
Mr. Scanlan is acknowledged to be one
of the ablest piano men in the country,
afld being unable to socure an enlargement of his warerooms in the adjoining
estate, transferred his lease to the syndicate for a handsome consideration, giving
secure a larger
him the opportunity to
building in a location most favorable to
the trade. The new building will be
in

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.

September

the

their

POST PAID.

To Corner the Beet

London.

Byron M. Castner has shown the Linvaluable estates coln County News some apples which apbounded by Boylston, Tremont and La- parently were roasted by„the heat of the
sun Sunday.
grange sts., Boston, for a site to erect a
mammoth hotel will make many changes
A teacher in one of the Auburn oity
in this valuable business section.
made a record of whipping 14
schools
The Lawrence Building on Tremont
pupils on Wednesday.
was
of
corner
the
st.,
near
Boylston
st.,,
leased for 20 years to the New England
There are no farms in Maine to give
The superintendent of schools of
Piano Co., who remodelled the interior away.
the
wrote
superintendent in
and fitted the entire buildings with every Iowa,
transfer of

Address, World’s Dispensary Med

ment.

uaugui.

imuini,

3.00 p. m. “Teachers and Teaching”
Rev. T. B. Payne, Dixfieid.
Pastor’s
Address “The
3.30 p.
m.
Work iu the Sunday School” Rev. W.
W. Hooper, Peering.
Address “The Teacher’s
m.
7.30 p
Materials,” Rev. Amaiin Conklin, Bath.
Address “Character Building,” Rev. C.
A. Hayden, Augusta.

that bad not been reported.
It is charged by the health officials that
the Christian Scientists have been meeting in a body at the bedside of diphtheria
The London firms agree in expression
patients, going from one house to anothor of opinion that the operations of the
and carrying the disease into places where syndicate will not seriously affect
the
the inmates had not been exposed.
British and American markets, but thoy
When taken before the coroner some of are
equally unanimous in the belief that
the witnesses refused to be sworn. Many ns
is strongly
the French syndicate
of the people giving the health depart- backed financially, the corner in France
to
well
manner
are
ment trouble in this
is likely to be successful
do residents and fairly well educated. It
be
is said that wholesale arrests' will
made this week.
STATE TOPICS OF INTERESTcases

The

4

fier in the world. Lotions, plasters creams
and cosmetics cannot make as good a complexion as health can. They cannot hide
the story of ill-health. They merely emof
phasize it. Health shows in clearness
and vivaceyes and skin, in redness of lips
is
ity of manner and expression. Disease
these
proved positively by the absence ofindicathe
sees
things. When a woman
tions of ill-health in the face, she may with
almost absolute certainty look for the cause
In one or both of two conditions—constipation, and derangement of the organs distinctly feminine. These things in- them-,
selves are in some degree related, and ninetenths of all the sickness of women come
from them. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription will cure permanently and positively
Dr.
any so-called ’’female complaint.”
Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets will cure constipation. There is no reason in the world why a
It
woman should not be perfectly healthy.
rests with herself. If she will take these
a few
follow
and
wonderful
remedies,
truly
hygienic measures, she may become perfectly strong and healthy in all ways. She
will gain in health, strength and flesh.
Hollows and angles will give place to fullShe will be that noblest
ness and grace.
and most beautiful of all creation—a perfect woman. All druggists sell Dr. Pierce’s
medicines, but if you care to know more
about them and to know all of the grandest
medical truths, send 21 dne-cent stamps to
cover cost of mailing only, and a complete
boot
The
copy of Dr. Pierce’s too8 page
People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser”
veritable
is
a
It
will be sent post-paid.
medical library, complete in one volume.
Several finely illustrated chapters sre de
voted to the consideration of diseases of
women and their successful home treat

2.00p.

Indianapolis Fight

With Prayer

NEW

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK BHD JOB PRINTER.
SO.

37 PUJM

STRESS.

FIRST CLASS
P

I

A

N O

S

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
ORO ANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE 8T.
-AT—

w

P,

HASTINGS’

-————■

■

XOX'I
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IRA F. CLARK & CO.
The One Price Spot Gash Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers,
26 and 28 Monument Sq-, Portland, Me.
CH \S. H. REDIiON, Pror>.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

the autonomy, if not the ooraplete indeThis story
pendence of the island.
cera
is denied
but
it
gets
from
tain
amount of confirmation

—AND—

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription

Kates.

Daily (in advance) $0 per year: $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 ceuts a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at ill
$7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for a long or
short periods may have the address of their
paper changed as often os desired.
rate of

Advertising; Kates.
first
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
week, 75 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, $ 1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
ates.

Half square advertisements §1.00 per week
first week; half mice each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of tlio width of a coland

umn

one

inch

long.

Special Notices,

on

first

page, one-tliird ad-

ditional.
and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
week. Three inactions or less,

Amusements

square each
$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpanel type and
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
lie each insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
25 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advernot paid) liu advance, twill be
tisements

charged at regular

rates.

State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
tacli subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relatiug to sub
reription and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co.. 97 Exchange Street.
Portland. Me.
In Maine

2

Cleveland is said to favor the payment
the Louisiana
of the
sugar bounty to
Is Bowler then a bigger man
than the President? It would seem so.

planters.

With the New York clubs all open on
Sunday giving away liquors and the |{big
restaurants and cafes furnishing it with
meals the enforcement of the excise law
is still a good way from being thorough

impartial.

and

in

name of Mr. Haile is presented
Massachusetts Republican concandidate for governor it
as a
without his consent and in the
his positive declaration that he

If the
the

vention
will lie
face of
will
not

against

his

allow

name to

be

large

reinforcements to the island.

for the negro and
intends in one way or
another to deprive him of most of his
political rights. But he is blessed with a
certain amount of shrewdness which leads
Tillman has

undoubtedly

uo^love

used

prohibit

plain English theoolorod

in

simply

ns

of

method

to tho best

ey

story that ox-President Harrison
out of the Presidential race grows
out of the fact that ho reoently declared
that he was not a candidate, but he
carefully refrained from declaring that he
Tho

tvas

To

make

active

an

personal

ALL THE

cam-

But he has

paign for the nomination.

to allow bis
friends
to
make a fight for him, and
there is nothing in his latest utterance
that will be likely to deter them in the

appeared perfectly willing

ter eating

Pills.
They aid diHood’s

assimilation

food, move the bowels easily and thm
prevent and cure Biliousness, Torpid Liver,
and Constipation. They are tasteless and
do not gripe or cause pain. Sold by all
druggists. 25 cents. Insist upon Hood’s.
of

MISS E. W,

Terms Apply to

renders them liable to severe penalties,
and there is no particular reason for
showing them leniency.

414 Congress S.t,

The French forces in Madagascar seem
have sustained a serious repulse and to
be in a bad way. The climate is killing
To sustain her presthem by thousands.

Boarding and

—

26 Spring St.

or

sepll__dim

MR. & MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS’S

FOR

The new school law of Florida which
and
forbids the educating of whites
blacks in the same school is to be tested
in the United States courts, and eminent
counsel say it cannot staed a {minute.
On its merits it is not defensible for a
moment, for it is a wholly inexcusable
manifestation of race prejudice, and is
intended to deprive the colored man of a
fair chance in the world.
of them

Eight thousand people,
adies, listened to Col. Breokinridge at
Zion, Kentucky, the other night, says
Representative Berry of that state “and”
he]adds, “the colonel is fast regaining his
back in his old
which goes to
how that tho demonstrations against
Breckinridge in Kentucky a year ago had

position and will be
in Congress”—all of

seat

•ery littlo deep moral
hem.

MADE

conviction

Mrs. Culberson, wife of Gov Cultxr
of Texas, is reported as saying. “If
Texas wants a prize fight, let her have
it,” and she further says that she is con-

tho Idea that the nc3 Iiarticipation of women in politics
iu!d tend to their purification. But
Culberson’s ideas are
very likely Mrs.
those held by the great majority of
Texas women.

The story goes t that the Sugar Trust
has been furnishing money to the Cuban
rebels, in consideration of the latter’s
stopping the manufacture of sugar in the
island, thus enhancing the price of the
stock tho Trust has on hand. The Trust
has been charged with a good many wicked doings but this is the wickedest yet
To contribute money for the freeing of

t

Hour, aiul half hour lessons,

537 CONGRESS

ST.t

New sleeves put into Seal Gar-

ments.
Tlie Dunlap is tlie shape.
Block, Room 27.
minks made from your old
sept22<ltf_ Furs.
See our Window for New Neck
CARL L AVISO*,
Capes made from your circuTies.
lar linings.
Repairing of any kind.
Violinist,
Examine our large Stock of
from the Koya1 High School of Music, Berlin,
The Finest out.
Germany.
Caps.
oi... .11*

r

kji/uiMVy

v

m_A

uu

GHASrsUMNERCARLT0N7
VOICE

ITALIAN

Graduate,

bo a. praiseworthy act,
would ho a misapplication of

the funds oi

business

but
o contribute
money to promote destruc5on of property to onhanco profits is so
terly indefeasible morally that it passes
lief that any reputable man would be
iilly of it. Wo believe somebody is lying
bout the trust.
a

Attorney

corporation,

General
to have informed tho
at

Washington

and

that

is
said
Ulney
Spanish ambassador
Spain must hurry up

demonstrate her ability

oiusli tho
Cuban rebellion and restore older in the
aland or
tho
United Mates will feel
tbliged to take some action. Precisely
what action is not stated, but it is hinted
hat if the rebellion lingers many months
oore the United ^States
will propose an
aternational

Hatter and Furrier,

MERRY,.

CULTURE,
of

Sift-.

GRAY’S
School

237-239 Middle Street.

Vannucclni,

eodtl

sept28

conference,

Town of Dexter. Maine, 6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Ma ne. 4's.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 41-?s.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Borough of Braddock, Pe.nna., 41-2's and 5'3.
Portland Water Company. 4's and 5's,
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stook,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

business
AND

Shorthand

Plano

and

Organ.

Beginners given a thorough inundation on the
rudiments of musle and the patronage of advancer] pupils solicited.
Especial attention
given to Technic, Memorizing and Sight Reading. For terms address,
385 Congress St., Portland, Hie
eodlm

scptlO

returned from Europe where
she liaseen studying and would inform
Portland friends that she will receive
piano pupils for the coming season. All
correspondenca will reach Miss Plummer
at her Studio No. 642 l-2Cone. St., roomO
near Cressy Jones & Allens Music store.
aeptl9eod2«*
has

vC t,

"

a

C A~.

view to

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work

Typewriting;.
ENTKNJflA*- BWK, 53 EXCHANGE ST
9 «4!t
j&Dl

and

dtf

ilyl7

THIRTY YEAR

BREAD.

SOLE

MANUFACTURERS

Streets,

PURITY BRAND MALTINE BREAD.
eo

«ep7

Cargoes, Carloads and at Retail. Elevators on B. A HI. R. R.
Wharf. The best qualities of Hard and Free Burning Coals careGenuine
LVKENS
VALLEY
fully screened for family use.
FRANKLIN and BORDEN MINING CO., GEORGES CREEK,
CUMBERLAND.
Agents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
Wood
COAL. Tracks to elevators connecting with all railroads.
tl all kinds cut to

order._

mars

TBIjBPHONE

Office, 350 Commercial
534-2.

Principal

and
Interest bv the Maine
Central II. R. Co.

F.

GEO.

DUNCAN,

in tile Ever

Popular Drama,

TWO
ORPHANS.

DUE JULY I, 1896.
We have

All the Special Scenery.
Tickets 26, 50, 76c, now on sale at Box
Office.

Maine

bought $633,000

SI

1-3

Exchange

Street

fed28

ACUTION

PORTLAND, Maine.

Payable from 1903

e-dtt

Stl

bailey.
m«rl*

E- W. aw

—9Sm

$21,000.00
-AT—

RIGBY PARK,
Oct.

1, 2, 3 and 4.
the racing

Last meeting and
event of ’95.

Large Held of starters.
All the noted horses entered.

If you love

a

good horse, enjoy

hot race, desire to witness the
smashing of records and see the
a

crack-jachs light for their winter’s feed don’t miss Kigby this
trip.
Trains from Union Station at
12.30, 1.00, 1.30 and 2.00 p. ill.,
returning after the races.
'Uw

sep27

CITY HALL.

Wednesday Evening, Oct. 2, at 8,

proposed

WOODBURY

&

n.rfva.nr».n<1 nrinp.

Soprano. Sig. D'Aubigne,

MOULTON,

july3l

Exchange

PORTLAND TRUST CO.

dim

Casco National Bank

CAPITAL

AMD

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
on

First

Mortgage 6’s,

!
■s

Interest allowed

Correspondence
als, Corporations,

on

Time

Dancing Classes?

Gilbert’s

(Jhildien, Saturday, commencing September 28tb; Thuisday afternoon class commences October 3d: Evening class Mondays
and
commencing September
Thursdays,
30th. For furtner particulars please call or
for
circulars.
send
Reaped fully,
M. B. GILBERT.
septl4tf

r,£r8,V

A New Lecture

by.

..

favorable

Deposits.

solicited from IndividuBanks, and

conclud-

with costumes, scenery, etc.
Tickets, $2.50, $2.00. $1.50, $1.00,according
to location. Now on sale, (or mailed) at Stockbridge’s music store.
HALF FAKE (to all holding Melba tickets)
on Maine Central and Grand Trunk railroads.
Late trains after concert on both roaas.
C..A. ELLIS, Manager.
sep26dlw

CITY HALL,

terms.

NOTICE.

A Complete Orchestra,

....

CsrrtBt Accounts received

and Slg. Cam-

Mr. Landon Ronald, conductor.
A brilliant miscellaneous progamme
ing with the third act of Gounod’s

G. E. Lothrop.

S(«.
dtf

Tenor

panari, Baritone.

Incorporated 1824.

BANKERS.
Cor. middle and

ex-

thereby obtaining a
Operatic Concert A.Company,
ELLIS.
under direction of C.
curity at a moderate cost.
The 4's not exchanged, as above,
Bunco Soprano, MME. MELBA,
will be offered to the public at an accompanied by Mme. Scalchi. the greatest of
operatic Contraltos. Mile. Banermeister, Mezzo

$40,000

issue,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
f. o.

Contest for

Horses

the holders
long, ohoice se-

Total Debt including this

COM

Salesroom 40 Exchange Street.

We recommend the
change at this time,

$1,550,000 195 Mfddltt St P. a Bn 1108.

SALES

BAILEY &

we

PORTLAND, MAINE,

We shall sell on Thursday, October 3rd at 3
DATED JUNE 1, 1885.
o’clock p. m., the 2V2 story wooden house and
stable. No. 10 Sawyer St.
House has 12 linished rooms besides bath
and hall, electric lights, modern plumbing, in
tact, lirst class in every particular; was built
the present season by the day iu the most
Holders of above bonds are hereby notified
thorough manner; lot about GOOO feet.
that, in accordance with the terms of the
Immediately after the sale of house, ot of mortgage, their bonds are called in for payland adjoining; the above property contains ment October 1. 1895, upon wliioli date inGOOO square feet.
terest will cease.
Terms easy and made known at sale. For
We are prepared to cash tile bonds with acfurther Information Inquire of the auctioneers. crued interest at any time on presentation.
(ltd
sep27
Having been awarded the new issue of 30
year 4 1-2 per cent gold, first mortgage bonds of
this company, we are prepared to furnish them
to holders of the old bonds upon favorable
F
terms if applied for at an early date.

O.

1895.

liefnre Vnv

-OF-

to 1905.

Assessed Valuation

Portland, M
T.Th&Sat-tf

Sawyer St.,

nr

on

will deliver Maine Central Consol. 4’s
at par, and prepay the interest due
April 1st, 1896, at 4 per cent per anreceivnum for the unexpired time,
ing in exchange an equal number of
Leeds and Farmington bonds, allowing par and 6 per cent accrued interest to date of exchange.
The above is equivalent to selling
the Leeds & Farmington bonds on a
3 7-8 per cent interest basis, and obtaining the long consolidated 4’s at
par, by using the premium obtained
on the former in purchasing the 4’s.
We beg to call attention to the
fa^t that these 4 per cent bonds are
now practically a first mortgage on
the road, as there will be only $1,253,300 outstanding [when the
Leeds & Farmington are converted]
out of a total of $9,000,000, to take
the place of prior lien bonds; in five
years this balance will have been retired and the consolidated mortgage
become a first lien.
The saving in the interest charges
in the next few years is approximately $75,000; this is in addition to
amount saved in 1894 of $21,000,
making a total of nearly $100,000 or
2 per cent on the stock; increasing
the present net earnings to over
$500,000 or 10 per cent, on the capital; 6 per cent, is now paid, the balance
going to surplus und improve-

sep30

4’s.

IIUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,

Desirable Residence, No. 10
Woodfords.

dtf

C O AL !

A. R. WRIGHT CO ,,

KATE CLAXTOX

ments.

Guaranteed

FRAMINGHAM, MASS.,
| By F. 0. BAILEY & GO., Auctioneers.
WATER CO.

i
Corner Pearl & Milk

3*8,

42 Exchange Street.
»pr2dtl

Interest payable January and July.
Limited to
per mile single track.
I would call special attention to these
bonds as a safe investment, being a legal
investment for Maine savings banks.
1 am prepared to give information as
to earnings of the road for the past year
and of its present outlook.
Correspon
dence and personal interview invited.
FOE SALE BY

New Process. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
Label attached to every Loaf. Presentaall the Land.
tion of 40 of said Labels at our office entitles the bearer
to a prize of one Cristy Bread Knife, FREE.

MISS MINNE ANNEPLUMMER

to

with 3

BUY PURITY MALTINE

Send for free Illustrated

Teacher of

KNOX & LINCOLN R’Y.

$16,000

COLLEGE
BAIN,

H. M. PAYSON ft GO,

DUE JAN.l, 1943.

and

JAMES A.

CONSOL. 4’s,
DUE 1912.

-fob sale by-

First Mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bonds

Typewriting.
Catalogue.
L. A. CRAY & SON, Portland, Me.
of

FINANCIAL.

Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company.

METHOD.

(4 years,'

SATURDAY, Oct. 5th,

First Mortgage 6 per cent Bonds,

On

3

Maine Investments. SOUTH

m

_

aep24eodtf

might

though it

before you buy SEE OURS.

to

not

Cuba

Il¥ THE WORLD.

at short notice.

VIOLIN AND CORNET.

Florence, Italy. CONCERT, ORATORIO,
vinced that nine people out of every ten OPERA.
do want the fight.
She is opposed to her
For several years a successful teacher In New
husband's action in calling the legisla- York City Instruction continued during the
Home Studio 52 Hi*h 8t.
summer months.
ture together, saying that he was elected
janldeodtf
out
the
aud
tho
carry
people’s wishes,
•pie's wishes are that there should be
jht. Mrs. Culberson’s attitude doesn’t

strength

OVER

sale at

on

Matinee aud Evening;,

change the same for the former
the following favorable terms.

Portland, Me._

St.,

THE FINEST HATS

TEACHER OF

behind

on

any

s

:

No w

_

Central Consol. 4’s, due 1912, and
offers the holders of Leeds and Farmington 6’s, the opportunity to ex-

Browns.

half

old

FRANK BURNHAM,

Tickets 25, 50 and 75c.
office.

box

R., R. CO.

investments! MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
YOUR FURS

A RCIC A L

IBS k fliMTi THE

FINANCIAL.

d2m

AST
CJRIOUS

$633,000

NEWEST, LATEST, STYLES

GIRLS,

Portland, Maine.

aug8

or

FINANCIAL.

TO-DAY.

Middle

company.

UN.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

tige France will feel obliged to continue
Will Reopen Wednesday, Sept. 18,’9a.
the campaign and send more troops, but
the government must be convinced by
SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS FOR
CHILDREN.
this time that the Madagascar campaign
Address,
had better never been undertaken.
91 DANFORTH ST.,

Supported by a clever

Sale at Stockbridge’s Thursday, October 3d,
at» o’clock.
Prices 50c, 75c, S1.00.
octldet
Reduced rates on railroads.

-xox--

_255

ROBBINS,

Little Trixie.
Famed

and

Olympia Quartette.

Boys Flannel Waists and Blouses, 50c, 75c and $1.00.
STRICTLY ONE PRICE—ALL GOODS WARRANTED AS REPRESENTED.

Day School

SMITH

|

In Her Remarkable Protean oomedy,

A Great Cast Including Jennie Yeamans and
sixteen principals and tlie famous

$10.00 quality.

THURSTON,

Instruction.

For

Largest

City.

Sweet Singer and Graceful Dancer,

MAY

CLERK.

NIGHT

Stock of

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO COME IN AND SEE US.

EDUCATIONAL.

—

else.

anywhere

Comedian,

The

John J. McNally’s Latest
Greatest Laughing Success,

In

Double Breasted Blue Knee Pant Suits, .ages 8 to 14, only $2.50.
Extra values in Long Pant Suits, for Boys 14 to 18, at $5.00 and $6.50 per suit, regular $8.00 and

and

-•-

and his Superb Company of Funmakers (direct
from the Hollis St. Theatre, Boston.)

Boys Knee Pant Suits, good value at $2.00. for $1.50, Sizes 5 to 14.
Boys Outing Flannel Waists and Blouses, 25c grade, at only 10c each.
Stout, Strong, Knee Pants for boys, sold generally for 65 and 75c, only 50c.
Fauntleroy Suits, ages 4 to 7, Blue or Brown, fast color, regular $3.50 quality, only $2.00 each.
Reefer Suits, Blue or Gray, ages 4 to 8, regular $3.50 suit, only $2.50 per suit.

effectually
prevented by

Violin

doing

WE OFFER TO-DAY—

That Distress

E. LOTH KOI', Lessee anil Manager.

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, Del. 2nd, and 3d

PEV* DAILEY

for Bovs of all ages, comprising Fauntleroy, Middy, Sailor and Reefer suits for boys 4 to 8, in large
variety. Double Breasted Knee Pant Suits, comprising the famous “Rugby” in sizes for boys 5 to 16
vears,*the grandest and best display we have18ever made.
years, in all grades.
Boys Long Pant Suits, for Boys 14 to

In the stomauh or feeling
of fulness af-

gestion

by

so

is
liere
found in Portland
counters, and ready for your

inspection

would not accept the nomination if it was
offered him. Mr. Harrison has declared
all
along that he was not a candidate,
by which he means apparently that he

G.

and Grand Opening of the Dra>
malic Season.

Id©

on our

Portland Theatre,

7,

First lime fn this

BOY’S AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING

'

OCT.

-—o-——-

Four times the

accom-

courts

not

find

can

you
.—

plishing this purpose. Tilbnan prefers
an indirect
method simply beoause he
thinks it will pass muster better in the

will

than

MONDAY,

The Famous Creative

get Better Clothing and for Less Mon-

from holding office. We presume the author of
the proposition aud Tillman
would not differ as to the purpose to be
attained, both would agree that tho negro
ought.to be kept out of offloe and from
voting too; the quarrel between them is

HALL,

One Night Only,

=

—

from the Manufacturers and

man

AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSEMENTS.

Boys Clothing
DIRECT

-:

__

to

Gov. Greenhalge.

It is to be hoped that the Christian
Science doctors who have been spreading diphtheria in Indianapolis will be
Their
employment
severely punished.
probably cannot be prevented, but violations of sanitary precautions by them

Buy Your

seek to disguise his purpose.
That is the reason, aud not any desire or
intention to deal justly iwitli the negro,
that led him to oppose the proposition
before tho constitutional convention to
him

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CITY

he

least.
If the Republican party wants
him very much there is littlo doubt but
lie can be prevailed upon to accept, and
no great amount of urging will be necessary either.

TidLidJ
TUESDAY, OCTOBER

the sudden announcement that Spain expects to suppress tho rebellion before next
May and that it will immediately send

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

de-

others

siring; to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing? to trausaot Banking; business of any description through this Bank.

STEPHEN H SMALL. Prssi'JeU
MARSHALL R. G031M3. Cash's!
utl

land

BOBER! G. INGER80LL.
SUBJECT:

"XVliioli

Way.”

Ingersoll’s latest, most brilliant aim
masterful platform effort.—New York
Col.

Health

Tickets 50c, ~5c. «i .oo. Sale at Stockbridtre's Music Store Wednesday.
Half fare on M C. K. K. to those hold-

sep30dtd

ing Ingersoli tickets.

COUPONS
of the Municipal Security Company,
due October 1, 1895, from Series C
and Series E bonds, will be paid upon
presentation after that date, at the
office of Woodbury & Moulton.
MUNICIPAL SECURITY CO.
dlw
sep27
Portland Provident Association.
annual meeting of

the

Provident Association will he
THE
city building,
its
room,

on

Portland
held at

BOWDODE
RARTMOIJTII.
FOOT BALL.
Saturday, October 5th.

Game called at 3 p. m. Admission, 50 cents.
Children under 15, 25 cents.
sopSOdlw

Thursday, Oc-

tober Jd. 1805, at 7.30 o'clock p. in., to elect
it
officers for tho ensuing year, to see if
will vote to amend Art. VII, of Constitution so that meetings of the managers shall
be held from October to April Inclusive, instead of September to April, and the transaction of auy other business that
may
properly come before said meeting.
W SH. MARKS. President.
PHILIP F. TURNER, Secretary,
dlw
tap?

■ A

Autumn

E\-

Jk4,faU

cu,s,o,,s

by

A

V

M

■ 1W W

Steamers.

Return

tor 30 days.
many tlirou
sep24

Co.
s>
tickets good

Illt>

Low rales

to tlie

ts.
(It*

v

Vlll-

COLBY

OFF FOR THOMASTON.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
Officer
Little Trixie.

Willis Came

to

Portland After the

ident.

The'trustees of Colby University met at
Yosterday Officer Willis of the State’s
the Union Mutual Building yesterday-to
Portland
to
came
at
Prison,
Thomaston,
take action in regard to fllling|the vacancy
snd took back with him six criminals,
in the Presidency of the college caused by
sentenced at the term of the Superior
the resignation of Dr. Whitman. There
Court that closed yesterday.
were present Hon. Josiah H. Drummond
and their sentences
The
criminals
Rev. Dr..Burrage and | Judge Bonueylof
Simon L. Griffin, two years for
were:
Portland; Hon. E. F. Wobb, Waterville;
breaking and entering and larceny.
Wilson, South Paris; Leslie C.
He has been at Thomaston twice before, Judge
The Famous Peter Dail*y.
Cornish,
Augusta; Rev. Dr. F. W. Bakenever
he’d
declared
snd is the man who
Hanson,
Rev. Dr. C. V.
man,
Chelsea;
What bids fair to be the laughing treat have
fo
stayed there if it hadn’t boon
Hon. W. G. Corthell, Gorof the season will come to the City Hall the food sent him
He Skowhegan;
by his relatives.
on
Monday, October 7, when jolly Peter is a pretty low-down criminal, who will ham ; Hon. C. F. Riohards, Rockport;
Biddeford;
Rev. Dr. A. K. P. Small,
F. Dailey opens a brief engagement in
as that
statement
a false
make such
Rev. Dr. W. H. Alden, Portsmouth, N.
“The Night Clerk” which has prove to
igainst the Maine State Prison.
H. ; Rev. N. P. Dutton, Fairfield; J. W.
be John J. McNally’s latest and best
The others were John T. Fitzsimmons,
here
is
Auburn; Rev. Dr. A.
comes
No [comedian^who
success.
lar- Beede, M. D
18 months, breaking, entering and
George
R. Crane, Hebron; Rev. Dr.
such a crime favorite with laugh-lovers
same
offense;
H. Walker,
cony; John
Bullen of Newton Theological Seminary.
as
merry Pete Dailey, who possesses an Daniel Gibbins,
to
assault with intent
Hon. J. H. Drummond was chairman
Irresistible way of springing odd jokes.
William Hunter, alias
ravish, 5 years;
The
Mr.
and Leslie C. Cornisb secretary.
the
Dailey
In his career upon
stage
entering
Chittick.
breaking,
H.
Win.
committee on selecting a president, com
known a failure, and those
has never
I.
John
Carter,
and larceny, 18 months ;
posed of Mr. Drummond, Dr. Cram, Dr.
who have smiled with him in “A Straight
adultery with a fourteen-year-old girl,
with him in “A
Butler, Judgo Bonney and Dr. Burrage
and laughed

Tip,”

find irrislstiblo
the absurdities of “The
which has proved the

Sport,”

Country

will

two

years.
The thief

the

presented

name

of Prof. Nathaniol

Allen, who was oaughtjin
Butler of the Chicago University, and he
merriment in
Kehoe’s millinery store, fell down stairs
elected. The followwas unanimously
Night ClerK,
himin the jail recently and so injured
letter was read by Dr. Burrage:
ing
farcical success of the soason. Wherever
self internally that'he cannot be sent
It has been presented there has been but
His sentence Hon. Percival Bonney:
to Thomaston atjpresent.
I very much regret that I canuot bo
that of enormous success,
one verdict,
east
was 18 months.
present, at the trustees’ meeting and
and Baltimore, Washington and Boston
of
there
Officer Willis’said that at present
my vote for Dr. ^Butler as President
with
crowded
delightof
man
No
theatresjhave'been
my acquaintance
Coiby.
were 130 convicts in the prison.
soems to possess such a combination of
ed audienoes, and critios have been at
fitness for the ofiice as ho. No mombor
to find terms strong enough in
a loss
of tho Chicago faculty enjoys a larger deSUEING FOR INSURANCE.
which to praise the merits of Jthe play.
colgree of respect and esteem among his
Mr. McNally’s success in fitting out Mr.
leagues, nor does anyone have a more seTlie Claim of the Owner* of the Tug B. W.
cure place in the regard of Chicago oitiDailey with a medium for fun making
Morse.
with him
“The Night
is unquestioned, and in
Clerk” he has'given him'unusual opportunities. The piece opens,in a bachelor’s
apartments In New York, wliero the trials
of the
hero begin, and from there the
scene

to a police station where
becomes the captain in
precinct. Those who have
photographs in this scene will

changes

the comedian
charge of the

his
realize how completely Mr. Dailey, sinks
his identity in the
impersonation of
For the third and
the police captain.
last act
a
success in scenic display is
seen

a
scene never
furnish
any stage here. To harmosuch splendid surroundings
nize with
have [given Mr. Dailey
Rioh & Harris
sent out
the strongest
company ever
with a farce comedy. Jolly Jennie Yea-

will

on

^nere
policies of insurance on her
oi

the

acquaintance

Fearfully

Prevalent.
COMES FROM WEAK

NERVES

at the time

beyond $50,000.

Baker

fir

the

of

which was the limit

plaintiff

ALBIOlNW.

Weak and

There appears to be almost an epidemic
The
of St Vitus’ dance among ohiidren.
diseaso comes directly from weak nerves
and an irritated condition of the nerve
Its approach is shown by tho nerves Becoming weak, the child is pale, nervous,
at
restless, irritable, does no sleep well
night, but tosses restlessly, talks in sleep,
grits its teeth, and has irregular appetite.
There will be a twitching of the eyelids,
tho hand, the arm, the log, or portion of
tho body, which spasmodic movements
Increase until the child is
less helpless.
It is a very serious disease and should
never be allowed to run, as the most seri
ous consequences ensue in the utter wreck
of the nervous system. It must lie cured

gradually

and Carver &

should be known to the parents of every
Vitus
nervous child or sufferer from St.
dance.
me
“It affords
great pleasure, says
Mr. Reed, “to state that my son has
been cured of St. Vitus’ dance by the use
of Dr. Greene’s Norvura blood and nerve
in the
remedy. It is the best medicine
world. My little son had scarlet fever,
and was sick for about two years after he
got over the fever.

The line of Suits

Ingersoll

This lecture has been

setts for $150,000.
Judge Putnam decides in favor of the
plaintiff. He finds that the said mortgage or deed of trust is a valid and subHe finds that the
sisting mortgage.
Portsmouth
Company is hopelessly in-

is entitled to a foreclosure, and he orders that the entire
property of the Portsmouth Company
be sold and the proceeds divided among

delivered

w

bondholders

pointed

a

master to

conduct the sale of

D. REED.

“He was very nervous, and got so bad
that ho could not hold his right arm and
leg still. I employed a physician but he
got worse all the time.
Dr.
me to try
“A friend advised
nerve
and
blood
Nervura
Greene’s
of
the
Nervura,
bottle
one
I
got
remedy.
and before he had taken half of it he beone
gan to improve, and when he had
bottle taken, the St. Vitus’ dance was
medithis
the
It
is
wonderful
way
gone.
cine worked.”
Watch your children, and if you deteot
any of the above symptoms, any weakness of the nerves, pale and sallow condition of the skin, loss of appetite, and obsharp-featserve the child growing thin,
ured and puny, give it immediately the
nervous
for
this
oure
sure
distressing
only
disease, reoognized by physicians, Dr.
Greene’s Nerura blood and nerve remedy.
It will cure the St. Vitus’ danoe, give
the child strong nerves, good digestion,
and
pure blood, and make it grow sturdy

fr

diseases, Dr. Greene, of 34 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass. He has the largest practice
in the world, and his grand medical discovery is the result of his vast experience.
The great reputation of Dr. Greene, is a
guarantee that his medicine will cure,
and the fact that he can be consulted by
anyone at any time, free of charge, personally or by letter, gives absolute assuranoe of the'beneficial action of this wonderful medicine.

part if you know he's as
a
as
bug in a rug with one on.
snug
Then these Roofers are inexpensive
provided you buyjthem at
things,
You wouldn’t bethe right place.

—When $
)

J

j

PainW Killer

/|
|
|

I tQ
Accept no substitutes or imitations. The genuine bears the
VT? m
V\JJ|
name—‘Perry Davis & Son"—
sold everywhere at 25c. a bottle,
DJJ ana is(double
Hr /
the former quantity).
;r.
IW / Remember that all pain goes when Pain-Killer

|TConies^

The Kl

ndberg’s Mishaps.

The

schooner A. F. Kindberg that arrived at this port yesterday, while coming down the K eunebec broke the hawser
fastened to her tow, and tho force of the
break pulled out tho after bitt and broke
her quarter rail.
In com ing out of this harbor the Kindberg fouled the British schooner Sirene,
the Sirene's mainboom
carrying away
the Kindberg’s quarterand breaking
board.

The

Kindberg

is lumber laden.

cough will soon disappear.
Scott’s Emulsion of Cod-liver
Oil and Hypophosphites acts in
two ways. It nourishes, strengthens and builds up the system, at
the same time allays the irritation and heals the inflammation.
It gives immediate relief at
night from the choking sensation
so often accompanying a cold.
Don't

be persuaded to take

Scott & Bowne, N, Y.

All

a

substitute!

Druggists.

50c. and $1.

jail._

place

7Cnfn
Iwvlwi

In tills city, Sept. 30, Thomas Edward, infant
of Coleman A. and Mary L. Flaherty, aged
months, 5 days.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o clock from
No, 5fi Douglass street.
At Old Orchard, Sept. 30, Harriet L., widow
of the late M. R. Came.
[Funeral Thursday morning at 10 o’clock,
from her late residence.
In Windham, Sept. 28, Asenath, wife of Wm.
Sawyer.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at I oMock
from her late residence.

[Boston papers please copy.]

extra

large

Boy’s

advertisement was being writA large line of them and we
ten.
haven’t had time to.look them over.
Did notioe they were the handsomest
ever saw and that prices
coats we
from $4.00 to $10.00. You’ll
range
hear more about them later.

Boy’s Clothing Dept.
BICKFORD,

Mgr.

Reefers.

Boy’s Reefirs for ages 3 to 8, brown mixIf
braided collar and cuffs.
ture,
they had gone to some dealers they

and $7.00 for.
Reefers in blue

Chinchilla, ages

8 to lb, nobby, dressy coats that

will

The

Cheapest Way

WHITE STORE.
516 Congress

TO-

RIGBY PARK. Rigby
Returning

same

way when races are

over.

Fare 25 Gents tor the Round

“BREVITY

Drawers

Ladies’ Short Skirts, good quality musfour tucks
lin deep hem,
above,

price

ff

QQ

T«
■ “

29c each.

Ladies’ Short Skirts, extra fine muslin,
deep cambric ruffle with tuckf
above, 50c jeach.
Ladies’ Short Skirts, trimmed with ne
embroidery, 69c, 75c, $1.00.
Ladies’ Long Skirts,
deep caml
ruffle, tuck above. 50c.

Long Skirts, deep
burg ruffle, tucks above, at 69c.
Our $1.00 Long Skirt is the best value
ever shown at that price.
Ladies’ Long Skirts, lino muslin, with
deep Hamburg ruffle, hemstitched,
cluster of tucks above, $1.69, other
qualities to $2.60.
Ladies’ Long Umbrella Skirts, Ham-

Extra value in

sleeves.

C/l flf|
OwiUUi

burg ruffle, at $1.50.
Umbrella Skirts up to $5.00.

sleeves.

| ADDADET’O

LAnnADLL U

WHITE ST0RE>
916

Congress St

oooooooooooooooooooooooooc

§

W. L. W. & CO.

|th

BEPJRTH IT.

f

I

0

FRESII ARRIVAL OF

§ Formosa, Japans, g

■

English Breakfast, 8
I
?
Gunpowder!Ceylon
Park

■

Races.

Rigby Park for 70 Gents
more

octldSt

IS

Street.

Th9 Grand Trunk will sell tickets at single
tare for the round trip from Bethel and intermediate stations to Portland from October 1st
to 4th. Tickets good to return until October 6th
They will also issue through coupon tickets
inoluding admission to

than

apply

trip.

Ladies’

Rules

Excursion

Beginning Oct. 1st and continuing through'
this week Electric Cars will connect with
Ferry Boat leaving Portland Pier 9,9.40.10.20,
11, 11.40 a. m., 12. 12.20, 12.40, 1. 1.20, 1.40,
2. 2.20, 2.40, 3, 3.20, 3.40 and 4 p. ni„ and
land passengers at the entrance of the Park.

*

embroidery, extra
length, extra
large
Empire Robes
styles,
trimmed with elegant
embroidery, extra large

shall sell

11 TRUNK RAILWAY 8

TO CO TO

out

■

with

newest

we

Skirts.
Ernm

tucks. V neck trimmed

0

would cost
you 15.00. They came
here and sell for $3.50 each.
Boy’s Reefers in blue, ages 3 to 8, for
$4.00 and $5.00 that others ask $0.00

Boy’s

42c.
never
that have
sold less than
63c at 50c.
Ladies’ Drawers at 67c, 75c.
Ladies’ Umbrella Drawers, fine mualin,
6 inch Hamburg ruffle, 85c, $1.25.

sleeves.

in the

|niua.

Ladies’ Drawers,
fine muslin,
very
trimmed with open work Hamburg,

this

FRED E.

to get

DEATHS.

son

length and

with Ham-

29c.

These came in while

3oy’s Cape Coats.

lieve there was such a big difference
in the prioe of Boy’s Clothing coming to dealers in the same town unless you’ve made comparisons. But
think of buying a Reefer undon’t
til you’ve seen one as this is the right

..

cough
ordinary cough
yourself.
Try
fifty-cent
putting
chiefly
cough usually
physical

edge

extra

A full line of

25e.

at sauic

Empire Robes yoke of applique embroidery and

in.

If you
ferent styles to seleot from.
don’t say its the very best suit for
ever saw wo7Il refund
the price you
the money. The price is $5.00.

Yes,

your

on

land.

Scott’s Emulsion

J
llpain—internal

■ VI
N 1/

REEFER?

bill,

Wonderful Cures by Dr. Drew of Port-

(ft)

Goes

III

a

know he needs one. If it’s a nice,
warm coat it will save you a doctor’s
may be, to^sajrnothing of worry

lace,

Ladies’ Drawers trimmed

Tuesday

sertion and

Drawers.

Ladies’ Drawers with two clusters of
tucks, 3 inch rufHle of fine Lonsdale
cambric with deep tucks and hem,
39c. Same trimmed with Hamburg

^

■

Paris
with Point de
of lace in-

Streets.

years, at $2.00 to $7.60.
Vhite Store Sohool Suit, all wool, double
seat and knee made as well as a dress
and will wear like iron, 25 difsuit

•wo

Cl

JJ

Phnjnp
UIIUIUU
Cnr

“Empire
Night
Robes, neck and sleeves
trimmed
with
deep
nainsook rutile edged

our price $5.00, $0.00, $8.50.
Suits. An elegant line of Middy,
and
Junior Suits in all the newest
shades, not a few styles to pick from,
J^but scores of them, for boys 3 to 8

about getting that boy

Corset

QQpfo

extra

Ladies’

sleeves.

town;

BUNT YOU THINK

Corset

broad

OOulv*
length.
Corset
Covers.
Covers plain, Tuesday llo.
Covers V neck of wide hamburg,

ruffle,

burg ruffle,

V
neck,
neck
and
trimmed with hamburg
edge* extra length, full

Joy’s

It is not a patent medicine, but the
living
prescription of tho most successful chronic
specialist in curing nervous and

”*

Ladies’ Drawers, extra quality muslin
plain and trimmed with Torchon

sleeves

make the wearer step with a majestic tread, a sure cure for drooping
and a guarantee that the
shoulders
worth
head will be well poised;
from $8.00 to $14.00, as Reefers sell in

J

\

Open evenings ’(ill 9 p.
Saturday ’till 11 p. m.

with tucks and

YOUF
1 UUI

lace, front

Free

and

Middle, Cross

Junction

*

hamburg ruffle, 8 inches deep, sleeves finished

insertion,

CLOTHIERS,

THE

y*

Pain

extra

of cluster of tucks and
four rows of hamburg

the $5 00 kind and money savers.

strong.

_

®/

length, turn
over cuffsitrimmed with
deep hamburg edge.
Ladies’ Night Robes, yoke
edge,

FISK & GOFF.

NEVER

f(«\\

Ladies’ Night Robes, yoke
of fine tucks, deep turnover
collar, trimmed
wide
with
hamburg

Ladies’

Paintings
thn
ilhristian virtues and was beloved
clU ijasncu ujauu
have
in the history of my life
A number of oil paintings owned by small island, containing but an acre or
the
been so deeply Impressed with
by all who knew her, and the tenderness
was demonas
of
healing
in
Rockseized
science
magnetic
were
Hiss Maria Beckett
There is a house upon it and has of her disposition and self-sacrifice extwo.
wonderful
the
magnetic
by
strated
land Thursday on their arrival by the been for years. A family lived there for hibited by her, crowned with piety, gen- physician. Dr. Drew of Portland at Phillips
The wonderful restoration to health
steamer Mt. Desert, in response to a dis- 27 years, but
the past three or tleness
within
and all
the queenly virtues, Pair.
of Mrs. Abbey Fuller, well known among
who
Bar
Harbor
a
from
lawyer,
moved
and
since
four years they
patch
away
place who wae conwrought out for her a character and life the citizens of the
incurable unable to get around the
was leaving an un- then the
said that the artist
place has been used by some work which is a delight to contemplate sidered
house without I he nee of canes, her feet
paid board bill of $500. Some of Miss fishermen who make it a headquarters now that she has gone to her reward. swelling badly, bad catarrh of head, eyes
and
her left tide almost
throat
and
Beckett’s pictures are valued at enough to and live there a part of the time.
The record left
1
Tllfl flnrlftl*
H flTtf! nil t. IlOW Vlil tl
by her is lustrous and
Her
friends
at
onoe.
bill
board
the
from
$500
Portland
was
with her lefl side, with
A
pay
Hallowod be her memory the circulation
party of yachtsmen
inspiring.
and the result
his
used
bat'ery
about
mistake
is
some
help,
there
my
think that
visited there
Saturday intending to and hallowed it will be.
from the brain
was the left side, paralyzed
the seizure.
died
who
But
ihe doctor gave
of
her
toes.
ends
Caleb
the
to
Chase,
Her
stop for a picnic dinner.
father,
treatments
and
her one ot bis magnetic
They went to the well, which is about September 20,
1850, aged 67 years, was she exclaimed: I feel the circulation down
Landcured
and
to
foot.
five feet deep
my
Wonderfully
the left side
dug out of the soft an honored member of Ancient
case
years of RfflfctioL. in my
tie alter many
shale rock on the high bank just at the mark Lodge of Masons of this city
until 1 saw this wondofrul cure, a miracle,
This has always been was made in 1821, and was secretary of 1 had ost all faith in medical men, but got
edge of the beach.
one
new courage and I resolved to make
well.
Tho
a good
family who lived tho lodge from 1829 to 1849. He was more
The doctor
health.
move to obtain
1783
N.
4,
February
in
H.,
born
Chester,
me
for
27
troubles
without
there
telling
years always used it and it
diagnosed nty
of Aquila Chase, him, and gave me one of his magenlic treata descendent
The facts were told (and was
never failed them.
Cornwall, England, who ments, and by using some of his electric
mariner of
IV forms of Summer Complaint, I If
a
by one of the fishermen whom the yacht- settled
in Hampton, N. H., in 1640). catarrh snuff cured me of virtigo. jaundice
Cramps, Colic, Cholera Mor- lei
troubles that
had rielied
of fi the liver,
ing party found there. He said that there He graduated at Dartmouth College in medical
IX\ bus, etc., which are attreatment with drugs for
years.
in several places,
after
and
teaching
1811,
then
a
few
inches
of
one
of
the
was
in
the
doctor
water
J consider
greatest
only
tended by so much
/<jS
took the Central school in Portland, op- magnetic healers of
the Hge.
The well
the well and that it was saltish in taste.
Parish on Congress known citizen of Avon, Abraham Marten,
tho Third
posite
He was a Esq., says 1 have been treated medically
in 1820.
It came two or three weeks ago, and is street,
near Pearl,
three years, fearing a shock of paralysis
not fit to drink or for any use.
Ho made member of Dr. Dwight’s church.
throat
from catarrh,
witfe watery eyes
and
cfit
but
relieved
tea
with
once.
He
some
now
has to
ire quicgly
troubles, without any improvement,
\\
tioatuient has cured
Drew’s
Dr.
magnetic
Pain-Kii,■
cured
to Sturdivant’s Island for his
row over
by
fectually
like
can
De
of
testimonials
me, and scores
■ / LER. The standard remedy for \\
water, and it is a nuisance. It doesn’t
given if wanted.
E.
E.
/ these troubles for more than
HARDY,
(Signed,)
seem as if it could be the recent high
for the
Champion
Agent, East Wilton,
tides
that caused it, because there havo
octl3t
Evaporator for m aple syrup.
been even higher tides in the past 30
when
a
stubborn
cure
will
years.
Apparently the salt water has
Pleaded Guilty.
remedies
without saying, that every kind of j
all the
oozed in through some porous rock pasor external—takes/
The man who stole the spoons at Dr.
it for
have failed.
sage that has hitherto been closed.
Wh id den’s Sunday, was brought before
The
that suddenly apWe are
strange bull
up a
He gave the
Judge Robinson yesterday
for that purpose. A
peared on Great Diamond Island a week size
Francis W. Clark of Bangor.
name of
the telltale of a
is
ago turns cut to be tho property of Mr.
^AlN-KlLLER is applied. Sprains,
Clark was arraigned and pleaded guilty
John Goudy ofJSouth Portland. He took
condition.
l\ Bruises, Cuts, Burns, Bites and
weakened
to breaking and'entering. He was bound
RV Stings are all cured by
l
the animal down to Cow Island on his
Correct that condition by the use
over to the grand jury in the sum of $500,
scow in Augus.
of a proper remedy and the
and being unable to obtain bail went tc
so

Look at

Suits at $2.50 and 3.00.

LU^E

Cftr

Corset Covers, V neck, new embroidery,
39c.
Corset Covers at 50c, 75c, $1.00, In the
new styles, the better qualities including the latest fad, fastening under the arms.

Ladies’ Night Robes, round
yoke of tucks and embroidery, deep cambric
ruffle round yoke and
in sleeves, finished with
feather stitched braid.

We never forget the Boys, always looking ont
for “That Boy,” always ready for the toughest of
’em, always able to fit him out in a way that will
save his mother lots of sighs and stitches.
This coming week ask to see our special School

LITTLE

PhnjpS
UIIUluO

25c.

IN OUR CHILDREN’S DEP T.

Seized.

j-me

Ladies’Night Robes, yoke of cluster of
fine tucks, V neck, trimmed with
feather stitched braid, and cambric
Your choice
ruffle, pearl buttons.
of either of the above at Tuesday’s
opening for 47c each.

them.

They’re

YOHT
* *'"■

ruffle of

tons.

showing

$15,00 kind and trade winners.

the

deeb

with

trimmed

tho

made by the defendant to the American
Iioan & Trust
Company of Massachu-

America’s foremost orator, Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll, will be heard at City hall, the holders of outstanding bonds and couOotober 8th, in his
Tuesday evening,
pons.
latest and best lecture entitled “Which
Liewis Pierce, Esq., of this oity is ap-

Way.”

are the

manu-

in

it

hamburg, exlarge sleeves.
tralength,
styles in shape and workmanship.
Ladies’ Night Robes, yoke
trimmed
Y
neck,
Ladies’ Night Robes,
of 18 clusters of fine
with plain cambric ruffle, tucked
turnover
tucks, deep
butof
back
lined,
pearl
yoke
yoke,
collar trimmed
with

of Boston’s finest

are

we

length and fulness,

newest embroideries and the latest

AT $10.00

Judge Putnam yesterday filed an important decree in the case of Wallace
vs.
the PortsHackett, complainant,
mouth Company and Jo] n S. H. Frink.
The suit was brought by the complainant
to secure the foreclosure of a mortgage
of trust, dated January 2, 1893,
or deed

other

Col.

one

ment extra

see

Night ltobes, rjund
yoke of tho uaw erabroidery and tucks,
neck, yoke and sleeves

from one of the largest makers of these
goods in the country. Every gar-

Price.

Half

Portsmouth Company's Property Ordered Sold.

complainant,

Next Week.

of

from the

Ladies’

Underwear

Muslin

manufacturers closed out by us at about one-half
their value, they’re going to be sold the same way.

AN IMPORTANT DECREE-

Blodgett of Boston for the defense.
solvent. He adjudges and decrees that the
The judge took the case under advisein behalf of himself and
ment.

entire stock

The

little

right

spread out for your inspection, Come and
fulness of its beauty on the opening day.
See a hint of the stock in the west window.

FALL OVERCOATS.

Luke, son of L. G.
and
Reed, ofHegewisoli, 111., is wonderful
of

as

about

moro or

at once.
The cure

ADVERTISEMENTS.

facturers will be

for the people—not only giving yon
what you pay for, but in every instance when it is
possible a little more.
This week we want you to come in and ask us

centres.

will

NEW

“Isn’t it beautiful ?”
Tuesday this vast array of Muslin Underwear

mations

people,

of the

SMALL.

only a few times, and it has yet to be the property.
given before an audience in this part of
OBITUARY.
the country.
The New York press unite in declaring
that “Which Way” excels all past efforts
Mrs. Eliza A. Davis.
of Col. Ingersoll in point of
brilliancy
Mra Eliza A. Davis died Thursday eveand argument.
ning, September 26th after an illness of
Thousands of persons differ with this
only three days, at the residence of her
his
well
known
on
orator
renowned
son Edwin, of whose home she had been
Melba.
opinions, but everybody acknowledges a member^for the past 14'years. She was
Mine. Melba will bo heard at City his splendid rhetorical abilities.
Col.
born in Portland, August 7, 1821. She
tomorrow |night, and with her, Ingersoll has often been seen on
Hall
the
the daughter of Caleb and Susan
was
Soalohi, the great contralto, Bauermeis- Maine platform and always to large and
She was married in Portland,
Chase.'
Camter,
soprano, D’Aubigue, tenor,
educated audiences.
1846 to James N. Davis of
19,
August
The
Tickets for the lecture will be
placed
panart, basso, and a full orchestra.
She was a
died in 1886.
who
Bangor,
act from “Faust” is alone worthithejprioe on sale at Stockbridge’s tomorrow mornShe joined the Third
devout Christian.
few good seats remain
of a ticket. A
be
on
rates
will
the
half
and
given
ing,
Baptist church at the age of 18 years
unsold at Stookbridge’s.
Maine Central to those desiring to attend.
until 1868,
member
and continued a
"Notes.
when she joined the West CongregationKate Cl ax ton and “The Two Orphans”
Harbor News.
al church, and was a member at the time
at Portland Theatre next Saturday.
A peouliar freak of nature took place of her death. The deceased possessed all
Her

us congratulations; every
words
of
listen
to
praise from pleased patday
of
our
the
on
rons
beauty
quarters and the style
It
isn’t at all unexpected
our
stock.
of
and quality
the less gratifying for
but
it’s
none
undeserved,
or
all that, and we intend to make this corner a store

Every day brings

we

Neglect Your Children’s
Irritated Nerves.

1

and better constructed than we expected is our new Musliu Underwear.
Come to take each piece out and examine it prior to placing it on the
counters we find our expectations concerning it more than realized.
Why, even the young ladies aocustomed to handling such dainty
things could not conceal their admiration, which found vent in such excla-

Sincerely,

Colby.

The

ADVERTISEMENTS._

AND

ATTACKS NERVOUS CHILDREN.
Do Not

I

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

Fisk & Goff mi t to

insurance ue-

valuation in defendant’s policy, and that
after this policy attached, other and larger insurance was paid on the tug, and
that during the terms of said policy the
tug went on a trip to Progress, Mexioo,
mans has the best part of her career, and
and that the company refused to grant
her
former successes will bo surpassed
permission to the tug to make the trip
by her latest achievements.
She then took out a policy of $17,500 in
The Haydus.
Atlantio Mutual Insurance Company,
The first rehearsal of the season of 1895- the
the defendants claim
and furthermore
96, by the Haydn Association, took place
the insurance of over $50,000 has
that
at Kotzschmar hall last evening. There
already been paid the owners of the tug.
was a good attendance and A. R. Haul’s
The case was argued by Hon. Orville D.
was
second cantata of “The Holy City’’
taken up.
The treatment of the subject of this
work is almost entirely reflective, the
more dramatic parts of the book from
which many of the numbers are taken,
viz., the Vision of St. John having already been treated in a masterly manner
by the great German Composer Spolir in
his oratorio, “The Last
Judgment.”
The first part of the “Holy City” was
suggested by the passages of Scripture
“Here have we no continuing city.” Thy
Kingdom Come” and sets forth the desire
for a higher life as expressed in the words
“My Soul is athirst for God” which desire is followed by! other passages expressive of the perfection of the higher life
The secsuch as “Eye hath not seen.
ond part was suggested by the words “X
Heaven and a new Earth,”
saw a new
thus realizing the desire (and promises
contained in the first part. With the ex-i
oeption of two hymns, a verse from Milton, and three verses from the Te Deuin
the words are entirely Scriptural.

my

Getting

from boyhood I have never known him to
do or say anything that betrayed any disIn the Unitod States Court yesterday
creditable trait. Unless my judgment is
there was au important suit for marine entirely at fafllt none of Colby’s presl
It
was
Webb.
bofore
insurance
Judgo
dents have.been better qualified to perform
Steam t.v.aii' -crTr-wlr'than Hr "RntlAr is to riispluirffn
case of the Knickerbocker
the
the exact duty of the present stage of
Towage Company vs. St. Paul Fire and Colby’s development. The judgment of
Marine Insurance Company, ou a policy the committee certainly corresponds with
of
$3000 insuring the steam tug B. W. that of all Dr. Butler’s associates in Chithat his removal will be a great
Morse, totally lost off Charleston harbor, cago, to
loss
Chicago, and a great gain to
were five other
October 10, 189a

aggregate
ofjoss,
The defense olaim at the
Ing $50,000.
given. The soene represents the magnifl- time of the loss of the tug she was not
cent interior of the Hotel Blase, [and the
within the waters covered by the risk,
dazzling splendors of the incandescent and that there was also insurance on her

lighting
equalled

In

zens.

St. Vitus’ Dance

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SAVE YOUR CHILD.

Unanimously Elected Pres-

Prof. Butler

Criminals Yesterday.

The Columbus State Journal says of
Miss Bobbins, who will appear at Portland Theatre Wednesday and Thursday:
Little Trixie is a musical comedy, with
only the shadow of a plot, but enough
to allow the graceful introduction of a
score of pleasing specialists in the way of
singing and dancing and some very clever bits
of comedy business. Miss Bobbins is a dancer of unusual merit and
sings well.

UNIVERSITY.

..

■

———-———

octl

THE

GOOD WIFE!

to

|

|

TEAS.

8 Large

8

Assortment,

All

style packages. Prices

favorable to

r

{

buyers.

Portland rate. For further particulars

agents,
L. J. SBABGEANT,
General Manager.
d4t

SOUL OF WIT.”
YOU NEED

SAPOLIO

|

8

W. L. WILSON & CO.,
octl

The Grocers.

*od3\,

ooooooooooocooocoocoooooc

j
<
/

Flora

MAINE TOWNS.
Items of Interest

Gathered bf

Corres-

pondents of the Press.

Purrington,

of Portland, are 'visiting at their uncle, Mr. Daivd Lawrence’s
Miss Lucy A. Lawrenoe has been stopping with relatives in Portland the past
week.

George

Hiram.

;'L. Freeman has
on tho
banjo,

taking lessons

Libby.

GOLDEN WEDDING.

DEFENDERS!

commenced
of Bert A.

New Gloucester.

Hiram, Sept. 30.—At Hiram on Sopt.
BURGLARS ENTER THE RAILROAD
25th, Rev. Augustus P. anti Mrs. Sarah
STATION.
P. Sanborn celebrated thoir golden wedNew Gloucester, September 30.—Saturding, Ohio, Now Hampshire, Illinois,
Minnosota, Massachuetts and some twelve day night the Grand Trunk Railway staMaine being represented. For
towns
decades and scores of years all persons of
whatever form of belief, or unbelief, have
rnvoroneed the pure and peaceable life
in

and example of this venerable couple,
the
hence this movement started by
Methodist denomination and the Masonic
soon
overflowed its ohannel and
oiucr

HELP.

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words inserted
one

of good address for oufcemployment. The occupation is a
as well as
pleasant and highly profitable one,
being easily learned. Honesty and perseveror
needed.
address
Call,
anoe all that is
GATELY & O’GOKMAN, 47 Middle street.
30-1
Portland, Me.

\1TANTED—Men
■T
door

church
“lirANTED—A neat,
sexton, salary S350.00. In applying give
Address
T.
and
references.
ago, occupation
27-1
B. D., P. O. Box 1635, Portland.
active

man

for

reliable man, aged
a situation in office

WANTED—Temperate,
31, married, wants
or

Have
had several years'
and am
in office work,

store.

perience

ex-

good

stenographer and typewriter. Can furnish
good references. Address, M. H. G., care
21-2

Portland Daily Press.
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SPECIAL

ANSOUBCEMEXT

.

—

OF

Westbrook,
Page,
town Saturday.
l'ho Literary club will moet at Mrs. A.
L. Dunn’s Friday evening, October 4.

—

Parsonsfield.

Porter and

Porter, Sept. 28.—The’ people of, this
village have dug in the West square a
well for the public use. The people of the
village are greatly benofltted by it, as
generally will be invited to inspect the
most of the wells have gone dry.
Edward Stanley, of Boston, Mass., is new quart ers of the school.
Samuel
bis
at
Stanley.
father,
visiting

Annie Towle. Sammie Blazo and E. W.
are
attending high school at
North Parsonsfield seminary.
Mark Sawyer and Edgar Rice ^are the
coon hunters from this section.
L. L. Cook is teaching an evening
school for the benefit of all scholars who
can not attend the day school.
The town schools are under the superthe following teachers: Mabel
vision of
S. Stanley, (Levi L. Cook,|N. E. Sawyer,
Mrs.
Isaac Drown,
Angle Collomy,
Georgia Durgin and Chas Ridlon.

BRIEFLY

Sawyer

TUESDAY, OCT. 1st.
Tile ladies of Portland and

vicinity

are

cordially invited
opening of

to attend our Fall

Pattern Hats and Bonnets of

imported and domestic
designs, on Tuesday, Oct. 1st,
both

At the same time all our nov-

elties for Fall

and

Winter

will be shown, making
exhibition
well worth

wear
an

your attendance.

J. E. PALMER,
543

Congress

St.

Wholesale and Retail.
d2t

Sept30

Standish-

Steep Falls, Sept. 30.—A number of
people in this vicinity attended Rochester

fair the past week. Among them were:
G. M. Tucker, E. B. Newgate, Andrew
Ridlon and wife, F. A. White and wife,
and Harry Ridlon and wife.
The New England Telephone and Tele-

graplbCoinpany

More early history.—“Yes, I see you’re n
Hew woman, Eve.” said Adam, “but I’ll
take the risk. You havn’t any past.”—Chica
go Tribune.

Where Did I Get this Dreadful Cough?
No matter; the great question is, How shall
I get rid of it? Use THE PINEOLA BALSAM,
a soothing combination of the remedies nature
has put in tlie pine and other balsamic trees. It
mres the inflammation and tickling iu the throat
\nd if taken iu time will prevent the spread of
le disease to the lungs. Ely’s Pineola Balsam
strongly recommended in cases of asthma,
wenty-five cents is the price. Tell the neighbors

about it.

Probably the Work of Tramps.

Sunday night at Now Gloucester, the
Intervale
Grand Trunk depot and the
into. Entrance was
At the
windows.
pas to fiice only a few stamps wero obtained and at the depot only, a couple of
razors.
It was probably tho work of

postoffice were broke
gained through the

said

-•ramps,
’ray, who

was

Coller of
in the city yesterday and

Deputy

the facts.

Sheriff

putting

a

telephone

Gray.
West Gray, Sept. 3 —After Oct. first
the mail wiil leave West Gray at 10 a. m.
At the regular meeting of Mystic Division S. of T., the following officers
were elected:
W. P.—David F. Huston.
\V. A.—Martha .1. Campbell.
R. S.— Albert Pennell.
A. R. 8.—Abbie S. Pennell.
F. S.—Jennie O. Allen.
Treac.—Fran kiln Maxfle id.
Chap.—Charles E. Allen.
Cond.—George L. Freeman.
Assit. Cond.—Albert Cobb.
I. S.— Hattie J. Ryder.
O. S.—Lindsay Campbell.
XiH?ru will

WIT AND WISDOM.

are

office in Cousin and Tucker’s store.
Miss Addie Paine and Mrs. Grace Chase
were in town one day last week.
Mr
Mark Emery has purchased the
•Tack house and will make extensive repairs this fail.
Miss Hattie Cousins left Friday to visit
friends in Camden, N. J.

IJU

a.

]ju

juu

lusunuauiuu

ui

uiio

officers elect next Saturday night followed
by an entertainment and sociable. All
are invited to attend.
Mrs. Kate Skillings called on relatives
and friends on Sunday. She returned to
Portland on Monday.
Mies Louie P.
Dill, only daughter of
Harrison Dill of West Gray, was married
of Windham, on
to Mr. Scott Knight,
Thursday, Sept. 26, in Rochoster, N. II.
Mr. Walter Skillings Jhas moved from
North Windham into the house formerly
Abel
owned and occupied by the late
Black.
Adams is attending a
Miss Lillian
training sshoo for teachers in Springfield,
Mass, t,
Miss Sadie Perhain has been stopping
at’Mr. Edward Huston’s the past week.
Mrs. Nora Coburn and her sister, Miss

Did You

E

county bar, yesterday.
The

British

schooner

Juno,

from

Shirlee, N. S., for Salem, which arrived
at Boothba.v Harbor Sunday night, rethree
ports passing Saturday morning,
miles east southeast from Mooseabec, a

vessel bottom up, of about 200 tons. Her
after end was apparently stove in.
It has been deoided to Inter the body of
M. Pasteur in the garden of Pasteur Institute in Paris, in accordance with the
wishes of his
family. After a service in
Notre Dame Cathedral the body will be
placed temporarily in a vault at Montmartre.
The house of Mrs. Olive A. Robinson
at Seabury, Mu, with contents was destroyed by fire early Monday morning.
The ocoupauts had a narrow escape, being obliged to jump from a second story
window in their night clothes. Tho cause
is unknown. Loss $1500; Insured for $500.
Joshua Southard, son of C. Southard
of Roockport, was
accidentally shot
Saturday while gunning in the woods
with a companion named Jodie Clough.
uiougn

was

warning

nenina

ooutnara

with bis gun oocked, when a limb caused
the weapon to bo discharged.
Tho shot
struck under the left shoulder blado but
not
did
penetrate very deep, owing to the
angle at which it was fired. Fifteen shot
have been extracted.

DR. SWAN’S

tion, Headache, Fainting Spells, or are
Nervous. Sleepless, Excitable, Melancholy
or troubled with
Dizzy Spells, Electric

Bitters is the medicine you need. Health
and Strength are guaranteed by its use.
Large bottles only fifty cents at Geo. M.
Young’s Drug Store, 489 Congress St. G.
!
H. Starr, Westbrook.

mo

■

a

specialty

of

floor, all

square,

containing five
repair;
SHAW,
28-1

excellent
rooms,
BENJAMIN
warm.
sunny and
51 1-2 Exchange street.
in

Retail store at

onr

works,

Kennebec

loom
one

steam

room
flight.
herland street, corner of Elui street.

27-1

email
in Rines
unfurnished rooms to rent
nearly
No.
542
street,
Congress
Building,
store.
opposite Bines Brothers’ dry goods
Rooms will be furnished to reliable parties
ho desire to rent tor a long time. Inquire
Store.
at RINES BROTHERS’. Dry Goods
27-1

ROOMS

AIR,
COMBINATION,
Also by STEAM.

cheerfully made without
charge.

and

LET—Largo

TO

LET—Pleasant, sunny tenement of
rooms, desirable location on line
Congress street cars, partly furnished for
table bosrd of two persons. Pleasant rooms
Also a
in same house for otb**r ooardeis.
newly furnished parlor to let. Inqure at 118
26-1
Congress street.

TO nine

on one

or

Exchange St.,

West

inCottoIene

worthy person to travel;

WANTED—Trust
salary $780 and expenses;
and self-uddr.-ssed

reference

envelope. Manager,

Box

Inclose

stamped
27-1

P, Chicago.

bath

of

26-4

block

a new

TO avenue,

use

on

Washburne

cars
one minute from electric
and live from Union Station. Two pleasant
secoud story flats, six rooms each, more it
convenwanted, nice bath and laundry,
iences, at price you cannot afford to miss.
Cull and see thorn. WIl-LIAM iiURKOWEri,
187 Vaughan street.
26-1

LET—No. 3 Sumner Court,
very
TO ient,
sunny, bright and
clean, with

conven-

nice

holding Granite State Provident Association stock which they may
! wish to dispose of for cash, can learn of a purchaser by addressing P. O. Box 153G, Portland.

yard. The best low priced rent in town. $10
to right family. H. H. SHAW, 92 North St.

Me.__26-1

LET—A pleasant sunny rent of five rooms
at 239 J-2 Congress St.
Apply to W. F.
Mac BRIDE & CO._25-1

STOCK—Parties

of

descrip-

copying
tion done at short notice,
TYPEWRITER
Will call after
lowest

every

and at very
and deliver
prices.
work. Address P. O. Box 149, South Port26-1
land, Me.

75c.

New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
Warranted Mainspring and
all others, only 76c.
cleaning, $1.60. Cleaning, $1.00. McKENNEY, the
janl8dtf
Watchmaker, Monument Square.

1

EXCHANGE—50 new 3lelglis, any kind,
any price, for real estate or personal property of any kind. Property out of repair bought
at fair prices.
RICHARDSON LAND CO.,
478 1-2 Congress St.25-1

FOR

Tt/TACKEY, a young man from
lfX New York, who has spent

X*
Fm
•

Raymond Spring, and will
bunting season up to No1st, would like for any lover of good
good
shooting to join him in the chase; a
bird dog; warrants plenty of partridge und
woodcock. Address C. E. SMALL, J North
23-2
Raymond, Me.
the

summer at
the
now

25-1

TO

mO LET—Dress making rooms; three connectCongress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl: city water; large closet and
toilet ioom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE,
246 Middle street.7-tf
LET—Furnished room
at 90 High streoet.

TO gas,

with heat and
11-tf

_WANTED—FEMALE

HELP,

spend

A

%

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

r

Marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison

(Makes

Rheumatism
and Scrofula

Forty words inserted nndor this
one

week for 25

cents,

head
cash in advance.

WANTED—A capadle and reliable girl to do
general housework, washiug expected;
good pay : references required. Call at office of
It. T. WHITEHOUSE, Union Mutual buiiding,
1-1
in the afternoon.

.JGk

For primary, secondary and tertiary
Bvphllis. for blood poisoning, mercunal poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and

At

blotche*. pimples, old chronic ulcer*.
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas.

in

aii

blood and

skin diseases, like

eczema—we may say, without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures

Hr

^

AA

Hr

JW

Inal',

T

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
®n.d whoee blood Is in an impure condiCion, due to menstrual Irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the won*
ctorful tonic and blood cleansing propertlesof P. P. P.-Prickly A?h, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

At

wp7

Atk

^
jg

cases.

Springfield, Mo. Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak ia the highest terms of
personal
your medicine from my ownwith
heart
Knowledge. I was affected
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 years, was treated by the very bests
physicians ana spent hundreds of dollars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it has done me more
good than anything I have ever taken.
loan recommend your medicine to all
iufferers of the above diseases.
MBS. M. M. YEAKY.
flprlngfleld, Groan County, Mo.

Am
jk
Mr
^
A

(22F
Ak

Gar
XL

Ak
mr

\

4

-

selling
DAM,
27-1

Ill buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
highest cash prices. Address letter* or postal

confidential. PORTLAND COLLATERAL
CO., Room G, 185 Middle street, second
sepl3-4

RINGS!

RINGS!

RINCS!

A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals
Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones in latest
style of setting. Engagement and Wedding Kings
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument

sept6dtf

Square.

to 100

MIDDLE STREET.sep4-tf

persons in want of trunks
WANTED—All
and bags to call
E. I). REYNOLDS,
on

593 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore give bottom prices;
trunks repaired. Open evenings.12-4

Aberdeen, Brown County, <X
Cspt. J. D. Johnston,
To all whom it may concern: I here*
by testify to the wonderful properties
of P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. 1
taffered for several years with an unsightly and disagreeable eruption on
I tried every known remerny face.
dy but in vain,until P. P. P. was used*
and am now entirely cured.
i. D.
(8lg»«<l by *
#
Skfln Cancer Cured,

wanted

to

take

143,

H.

WANTKD-To

Apply on or
Deering street.

second girl.

WANTED—A
after October 1st

61

at

best

now

ever

for

$00; entirely new; onlv one left. BAILEY’S
1-1
GUN STORE, 203 Middle street.
FOR SALE—We Jhavel re
fancy Flower
pretty designs. Bulbs
for tall planting, comprising Hyacinths, Crocus,
Narcissus and Tulips are now ready. We also
have earth for potting, trellis plant food, etc;
wringers repaired, |W. C. SAWYER & Co.,
7 & 9 Preble street.
POTS

assortment of
I,SLOWER
ceived
Pots and Jardiniere in
a new

BERNARD PUPS, full-blooded and
Will be sold cheap if pursome.
once
from
MR. .JOHN
A.
CLARITY, United States Hotel, city. 28-1
Pianos for cash or
129 Pearl street. 27-1

SALE—Emerson
easy payments.

I]10R

on

6

cottage bouie,
FORandSALE—$950
10,000 f*et of land in the
5
from steam and

Hearing,

rooms,
of

city

electrics,
stores, etc. it you want a homo cail immediately; $400 can remain for five years at 6
percent. RICHARDSON LAND CO., 478 1-3
Congress street.
D4

minutes

exchange house lots in the
FORcitySALE—Or
trade
of Deoring; will sell cheap
or

would prefer small
other property;
house in suburbs. If you have any propertr
make an offer.
u trade call and I wilj
F*
H. DEERiNG, 478 1-2 Congress street. 27-1
for

SALE—Dining rQ9ui doing

good

a

FORbnsiness, good location, investigation
solicited, good bargain, reason for selling,
sicxness. For particulars call on N. 8.
27-1

GARDINER, 1«5 Middle street.

SALE—Cottage loitj 2,500 feet each.
by new survey, on Peaks Island, for
from 2 to 10 cents per foot: may be paid for
by installments of from 50 carets to $2.50 a
month. Immediate possession given. Title
Last chance at these terms. Subperfect.
scriptions for one or more of these lots may
be left with S. M. WATSON, 413 Congress
27-1
street.

FOR

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE-At J. A.
F Trafton’s stable, Cumberland
Mills,
carload of very uice horses; well broken
for family use:
weigh from 1,000 to 1,400
pounds; also other horses that can move
Please call.
well;
low
prices.
along
27-1
l’RAFTON & CHAFFIN.

a

lota and farms
and let;
suburban
property a specialty.
Rents collected and property cared for. ft.
26-1
M. WATSON, 413 Congress Street.
ESTATE—Houses,
REAL
exchanged
bough', sold,
and seashore

SALE—Horse,'wagon and harness cheap
l^OR
F for cnsh or will trade for a good bicycle.
KEELEY INSTITUTE, Morrllls Corner.
9rU1

sale OE EXCHANGE—House lots and
on line
of
new houses In city ot Peering,
electrics. If you are not satisfied with the
rent you now occupy, come in and see about a
place of your own. Monthly payments. KICHAEDSON LAND CO., 478 1-2 Congress St.

FOE

__25-1
OE TO LET—New brick bouses
aud 21 Thomas Street. These
houses are now oompletert and ready for occupancy. JAMES H. WAUGH, at The Twitohell, Champlln Co., or No. 331 Spring street.
SALE
FOENos.
19

"more

buy

School.
commencing FEIDAY
Children’s Class commencing Saturday afternoon. Sept. 28th,
Thatcher Post Hall,
Manchester, teacher.
Tlokets at Hawes’ Music Store, 414 Congress
street.
fife 11-3
A

Beginners’

clocks

Clocks for
than all the other dealers combined.
Alarm Clocks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
95c ud. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices.
Monument
the
Jeweler,
Square.
McKENNEY,

scptSdtf

Dancing

for

course

NIGHT, Sept. 27th.

Homestead of the lata
near Stroudwrater lb Decking. Four acres of land with good h6use. On
line of street cars; 10 minutes frofn Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as there Is In Deerlng. AflWy to
ANDBKW HAWES. Stroudwater.
UjSf-tf
SALE—The
FOEThomas
Qulnby.

Two good Second-hand
Fnrnacas will he sold cheap
for cash if applied for at
once.

May he

26-1

seen

in

our base-

ment.
EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

sept!7dtr
SALE-Near Union Station, a block

FOR

of houses containing four rents, inoome
S672 per year; each rent has hot and cold
This
water, bath room and water closet.
property is one of the best invenstments
ever offered in
Portland. A. C.
LIBbY,
42 1-2 Exchange street,28 1

SALE—First class
family
FORstory
Louse, 22 Beckett street, contains
two

one

my

FUR GAPES.

Conway,
27-4

cemented cellar, furnace, etc., all
in good repair. Fine lot of of land.
Very
homo.
cosy
£A.1C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange
9

rooms,

street.28-1

from

9-3

FORberSAl.E—Centrally
179 Pearl street,

Intending purchasers
not fail to examine

our

should

stock.

located house,

num-

containing 9 rooms,
conveniences;
with most of tDe modern
fitted for one family. Jt will pay any party
home to call
a
comfortable
for
neat,
looking
on
A. 0. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange ^street.
28-1

There

WANTED—SITUATIONS.

ritation from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
I have taken flvo or six bottles
sores.
and feel confident thatanother course
will effect a cure. It hah also relieved
and stomaoo
me from indigestion

Forty word! inserted
one

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

are

all that is
in

fashionable

furs,

the extreme and staple
by
cayable girls, sieuations in
private famiies as cook amilsecond worker
will do table work in hotel. 25 general work

WANTED

troubles. Yours truly.
CAPT. W. M. RUST,
Attorney at Lav,

two

girls waiting for employment; will go in hotels
private famiies. One desiring capable help
should call at 399Vfc Congress street, MRS.

styles,

PALMER’S OFFICE.

IT.

LIPPMAN BR08.

1-1

From the 14 inch shoulder cape

who is
by
young
WANTED—Situation
good penman, accountant and stenogra-

for

typewriter, excellent references,
will work for small wages. Address C. R
care of E. T. BUROWES, Portland.
30-1

LipjimsB’fl Block,Sovounah, Ofi

WANTED—By

SUPERIOR.

Allen,
eodtf

Thta Famous Kem.dr oure« qalckl'.permanent,
lyall uarvous diseases, Weak Memory,Loss of Brain
Power, Headache, Wakefulness, last Vitality,
night)y emissions, evil dreams, lmpotenoy ana wasting diseases caused by youthrdl error, or excesses. Contains no opiates. Isa nerro tonic and
blood builder. Makes the pale and puny strong and
plump. Easily carried In Test pocket. SI perboxi
6 for 86. By mall prepaid with a written guarantee
to cure or money refunded. Write ns, free medical
bach, sealed plain wrapper, with testimonials and
Unsocial references, go choree for consultaadTertl ted agents, or address AKllVli HEE11 GO,,

sold in Portland by E. L. FOSS, 639 Congress St., and by L. C. FOWLEB, 107 Congress 8t
fbeStfeod

WOMAN

who

has bad four
A
perience
bookkeeper and
would like
similar

years

ex-

cashier
line penman and very accurate and correct
in her
work. Best of references.
Address, C. E.
28-1
B., this office.
as

a

A

position; Is

a

LADY of relinement and
education
desires a
us
position
companion,

governess or housekeeper.
Deering street.

Inquire

at

49

27-1

house keeper,
plain cook or seamstress.
Address
H., Monmouth. Me., Box 116.26-1

WANTED—Situation

inch

for winter wear.
Our

as

goods

are

selected—

all

skins—trimmings—silks—all.
I#

an
Amerioan
a family where

woman, a
situation in
there are
no
small children, Jto £do general work
or house keeper,
good plain cook; would
take care of an invalid
where not muoh
night work is required; or cook in family
where only plain cooking is required.
Address S. G., Press Office.
28-1

KROEGER

season, to the 36

man

a

a
pher; owns a

PROPRIETORS,

early

Pripo

Iiqo

ol wavo

Kaon

second consideration with

quality—is

our

Nevertheless,

us—

hobby.
our

buying large

price.
Our business has grown

and

wo

now

occupy

building exclusively
Again,

FOR

of
9
SALE—Suburban residence
fine stable, orchard, choice fruit,
land, 0 tons hay 1 1-2 miles out, five
minutes from electrics, high location, in
view of Portland and While Mountains, a
W. R.
great bargain to close an estate.
28-1
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.

we

request

an

7

acres

STOCK OR DAIRY FARM FOR
desirable
of
the meat
SALE—One
York county;
finely
suburban farms in
located within fifteen minutes drive of the

piNE
-T
IWU Cl

nf

quantities brings reasonableness
of

DeerSALE—Elegant residence in
iug, 14 rooms finished in hard wood and
walnut; in first class repair and lighted by
gas; fine large stable, four acies land, 150
fruit trees, three minutes to electrics; full
W. H,
view of Portland; a great bargain.
28-1
WALDRON A: CO., 180 Middle street.

FOR
rooms,

or

Book on Blood Diseases Mailed fret.

mUSIC HOUSE ,538 CONGRESS STREET.

WANTED—A

$1000 to $15,000
worth of cast off elothimr. I pay the
highest cash prices for ladies’ dresses,
gents’ and children’s clothing and gent’s
Call or address le’ter
winter overcoats.
or postal to S.DE GROOT, 76 Middle street.

Sequin, Tex., January 14,1893.
Mrssrb. Lippman Bros. Savannah,
Ga.: Gentlemen—1 have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
standing, and found great relief: 18
purifies the blood and removes all Ir-

&

capable girl to do general
bousawork. Appply at No. 6 Grant
street.26-1

teams,
PHYSICIAN
office, furniture and practice.Address,
North
N.
PHYSiClAN, Box

Testimony from The Mayor of Sequin,Tott*

Jones

for general Iioushwoman
11T ANTED—A
*7
reference
work in a family of one;
given and required. Apyly in the evening
betweou 7 and 9, at 99 Pleasant street, city.
27-1

WANTED—Reliable

Savannah,

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL

on furniture, organs, pianos,
horses, diamonds, watches,

LOAN

HENRY
KROEGER,
For 20 years superintendent o
Steinway & Sons Factories.

our

employment
medicated wafers.
M. D., 212 Columbus

ftr me
M.
Address A.
avenue, Boston.

Ga.: Dear Sirs—I bought a bottle of
yourP.P. P. at Hot 8prlngs,Ark..and
than three
ft has done me more good
months’ treatment at the Hot Springs,
Bend three bottles O. O. D.

ness

Upright Pianos,

KTO

should work

Danish girl to do the
ATONEY TO LOAN—On 1st. and 2d. mortwork of small family, good cook and able
JH. gages, real estate.
Notes discounted on
of
the
or as waitress or
to
take
houfee
charge
favorable terms. W. P. CARR, Room 6, Oxseamstress in private family. 46 WARREN ST.
ford Building, 2d floor.sept!3«4
25-1
rear house.
If write state salary.

GILDEMEESTER &
HAVE

some

Are entirely removed by P.P.P*
—Prlokly Ash, Poke Root and Potas*
einm, the greatest blood purifier on
earth.
Aberdeen, O.. July 21,1891.

loan

life insurance policies, first and second mortgages, real estate; also notes discounted. Busi-

_

Grand and

make

lady wishing to
WANTED—Any
money quick and needipg steady

floor.

to

MONEY
machinery,

E»peotfunijroar.iiEWT

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
the weak and debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
sickness,
gloomy
happinessandwhere
lassitude first prevailed.
feelings

wheel

FOR SALE—The
$75
BICYCLE
shown in this city; will sell It

septlO-4

PEOPLES, BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES
CATARRH, MALARIA,
KIDNEY TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA

Mbsbrs Lippman Bros.

house in Haverhill. Mass.;
Weekly profits aver840; rent, steam and water only $40 a
Brice only $2000
location.
Central
month.
1-2
Address B. B. Press Office.

SALE—Dye
FORestablished
30 years.

age

WOE SALE—Tickets

vember

| Es_—

SALE—Blaok pacing gelding, weigh
sound and kind, safe for ladies to
can go very fast. Will be sold cheap
as owner has no use tor him. E. JORDAN. 10
1-1
Boyd street

FOR1050,
ancl

drive

.-

Portland. Me.

THE N. K. FAiRBANK COMPANY, CHICAGO, 224 State St., Boston,

LET—In

inserted under this he«d
Forty
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
words

MAINSPRINGS

1

cotton-plant

rooms
with
room at

LET—Pleasant furnished

your food in Cottolene instead of lard and it will
be free from that greasiness and “richness” so distressing to dyspeptics; the flavor will be delicious instead of
rancid, and your food will do you good. Put it in a cold
pan, heating it with the pan. Cottolene reaches the
cooking point much quicker than lard—care should therefore be taken not to overheat it. Follow these instruc- j
i
tions—you will never use lard again.

26-1

LET'—Downstairs rent at No. 5 Laurel
street. Price $15. Has seven rooms and
bath room; gus, cemented cellar, spacious
yard. Apply to A. C. LIBB¥, 42 1-2 Ex26-1
change street.

TO furnace heat and
457 Cumberland street.

IT

42

at

rglO
A

LOCAL AGENTS.

Genuine Cottolene has trade-marks—'"Cottolene'' and steer's hchd in
wreath— on every tin.

newly
suite,

or

board,

room,
street.

m.

2G-1

AND

near

WANTED.

Fry

p.

BOARD—Pleasant,
in
ROOMS
furnished rooms, single
bath
to let with

foot of Chestnut St.

PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO.
R. S. DAVIS & CO.,

ladies

for
to 8

floor,
7
ROOMS—Three
only. Apply at 2 to 4
No. 269 Cumberland street.

at

St.,

head
week for 25 rents, cash in advance.

Forty words inserted under this
one

TO LET—a square furnished
ST.hand
heat, up
with two closets,
ROOM
chased at
conveniences. ;30<-CurnBath

heating by

make.

tions.

EVERYWHERE

Monument

s-iine

Repairs for our goods sold at moderate
i prices, and without additional express
charges necessary on goods of other

BY A

■■■-•mu.

KENT—Near
IjlORsecond
floor, tenement

of

BACKED^

SOLD

street.30-1

Ideal Atlantic

Estimates

sep 5

— —

mo LET—One of the finest corner rooms to be
*
found on Congress street; up one flight;
steam heat, Sebago, water closet, etc.; $25 per
month. Enquire of A. E. HILL. 500 Congress

Atlantic Grand

or

Cressey,

BANK
CHECK

LET—The corner house 9G Emery street.
a
Inquire it 308 SPRING STREET. Pos1-1
session given Oct. 15th if desired.

HOT WATEK,
HOT

P. J. GILDEMEESTER,
Many years managing partner of
Cliickering & Sons.

VOS'

Try Electrio Bitters as a remedy for
your troubles? If not, get a bottle now
and get relief. This medicine has'been
found to be peculiarly adapted to the relief and euro of all Female Complaints,
exerting a wonderful direct influence in
giving trength and tone to the organs.
If you have Loss of Appeti'o, Constipa-

heating stoves ever introduced have
proven as invariably satisfactory.

We make

TOLD.

The prolonged drought in England is
causing great hardship and loss to the
farmers.
Felix Cauthier was killed by the cars
at Williamstown, yesterday, and Horace
Herrick fatally injured
November 18th has been set for the trial
of Fred A. Stockwell, who killed Sergt.
McAllister at Manchester.
The treasury statement of receipts and
expenditures, to bo issued tomorrow, will
show a surplus for the month of September of nearly three million.
Edgar C. Smith of Brownfield and
Charles W. Noyes of Orono passed a successful examination for tho Piscataquis

put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
BENJAMAN SHAW dlVz Ex1-tf
change street.
will

Highest grade and
Cooking Ranges.
warranted.
fully

SU1UUID

(formerly the St. John Smith house) the
annual meeting of the association will be
held. The directors invite all subscribers
and members to attend with a view to
examining the house as to its valuable
work
features for the
contemplated.
After the house is put in order the public

TO

possession.

and-

anno

J. E. PALMER.

LET—A very desirable rent in Western
part of city, can be bad by calling at once
1-1
at 14 HILL STREET.

St. Nicholas Parlors.

ouk-

Yarmouth.

inserted coder this head
week forgo cents cash in advance.

Forty words
one

RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street,
17ORopposite
Portland Savings bank. Owner

and

No

tion at New Gloucester,and the Intorvale
post office in that town were broken into.
The burglars took nothing of value from
tho station.
They took a few stamps
from
tho post office.
No clue to the
of
the
orimes.
perpetrators

HURTS THE BRITISH PRIDEoffered prayer. Mrs. Bean read a fine
poem by Miss Abbott, of Norway. Eloquent addresses were made by Revs To See a Briton Order an American
Mossrs. Leardland Bean, and the old War
Yacht.
of
Horse
Aipheus
Methodism, Rev.
Turner, of Old Orchard who with Elder
Sanborn, alouo survive of tho class of
London, September 30.—The Evening
fourteen who were ordained July loth News
expresses itself editorially as indigA.
Thomas
at
1849,
Augusta, by Bishop
that Almeric
Hugh
Morris. Mr. Turner is 81 years old and nant at the fact
retains undiminished the strong faith Paget, an attache of the British legation
Methoold
time
and strong lungs of the
at Washington has ordered a two-and-adism. Much amusement was created by half
rater from the Herreshoffs.
his description of his first circuit, which
Commenting on the subject, the Westhe reached on foot, consisting of
Peru,
The crop
Sumner, Canton, Rumford, minster Gazette also remarks:
Hartford,
Dixfleld, Carthago and Livermore, in of attaohes is abundant and we might
which 175 persons were converted the first
find better than this
Yankee-smirched
yoar. Rev. Henry F. Snow, the poetorator, of Cornish, was detained by ill- one.
ness, but soDt a beautiful poem which
was read by Rev. Mr. Bean. The presents
The Story Dented.
were of practical utility and judicially
London,
September 30.—The Spanish
selected. Hon. Peter B. Young, presided
here authorizes the United Press
at the oenter table and announced sixty embassy
to
make
the
following statement “The
dollars in cash contributions. Mr. Green
has oommunioated by
Sanborn, Master of Greenleaf lodge of Spanish embassy
with the foreign office a<
Cornish, then called the members to the telegraph
SUglUU
JiUUUOUOU
front, and reading a feollng and fitting in tho American
papers and reproduced
address, ^presented flt'ijr dollars in 'gold in in the London
to
the
effect
newspapers
behalf of the Masons. Elder Sanborn
that Secretary Olney had warned the
tremulous tones, and with
arose and in
Lin Llin/l
n>nt
toQ
nf fl-ro f 1 f.l 1(^0
Spanish minister at Washington that the
insurrection in Cuba must be
crushed
returned thanks to all who had so kindly
months, otherwise the
He olosed with as- within three
remembered him
United States government will adopt a
surance of his unfaltering faith In Chrisdifferent policy from the one hitherto obtianity and Free Masonry. Some two served. This
communication tho Spanish
hundred guests then partook of a bountiThus foreign office has replied that tho newsful supper furnished by the ladies
statement referred to is pure fioclon.
closed one of the most pleasant occasions paper
The relations between Spain aud the
that we have ever attended.
United States
are
smooth and
harNorth Yarmouth.
monious, and there are not the slightest
of friction.
EastTNorth Yarmouth, Sept. 30.—Mr. signs
Eugene W. Evans has gone to New
Portland Fraternity.
Hampshire.
Mr. F. L. Lawrence has returned to
at 7.E0 at
This evening
Fraternity
New York.
House, corner of Spring and Oak streets,
was in
of
Miss Inez

Sparkle

ihe-

Yarmouth, September 30.—The intorest
being general in tho preservation of our
Old Meeting House on tho Hill, we are
swept over all landmarks and division happy to report that Rev. Dr. J. 0.
lines. Elder Sanborn having lost all his Stockbridge will send to the Christian
children and become blind, has engaged Mirror a authentic account of how the
Old Meeting House was saved from a
His relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Flye to
disastrous file in the storm of Thursday,
lake his home and care for him and his September 20. Two N. H. fire extinguishThe afternoon was ers were brought upon the scene by Mr.
wife during life.
L. R. Cook and did most effective work,
passed pleasantly at the home with a cir- while the flames wore
breaking out at
friends, but at evening
1 olo of familiar
both stories of the Grange building wei e the steeple. Those assisting to put the lire
J.
A.
out were:
Chase, L. R. Cook,
occupied and until midnight merry as a H. G.
Eugene Leavitt, Chas.
marriage bell. The hall was adorned Russell. Gooding,
R. F. Knight, Fred Cushman,
flowers and autumn
with evergreens,
W. F. Knight, R. K. Knight, John H.
leaves, and as the setting sun threw back
Henry Ridgewell, P. C. Kaue.
its halo of glory upou tho scene, the ven- Carter,
Some of them belong to the fire company
erable couple were escorted to the platof
the town,' and to each and all who
form and standing beneath an arch of
are
thanks
due, as well as to
evorgreoh, were photographed by Rev. helped,
alarm.
Alvin Phillips, who rang the
Insley A. Beau, oi Cornish. In the same The old
has
been kept insured
building
position they were also remarried later by
its trustees,
through Edwin P. GurRev. Mr. Leard, of West Baldwin. Ex- by
local agent. Fine photographs of
cellent vocal and instrumental music was ney,
old
this
meeting house taken before and
furnished by the Methodist ohoir of Corafter the fire, may be obtained froiu Mr.
nish, and others. A solo, 'admirably ren- Jerou of Yarmouthville.
dered by Miss La Vancho Knight, of Cornish, was well received. Rev. Mr. Bean

WANTED—MALE

FOR SALE.

TO LET.

MISCELLANEOUS.

rapidly

Lira,

ciitiicm

iuuu

auu

>oij

vno^

y

*-

cultivation: modern farm buildings, all in
thorough repair and surrounded by beautiThis property bos never
ful shade trees.
"he only
been offered before for sale.
health of owner.
reason now being the ill
box
address
647, Saco,
For full particulars
sep 26-3
Me.;;
_

Oakdale.
SALE—Bnillintrs lots Rt
The Deering Land Cq. offer for sale on
favorable terms, desirable bnilding lots on
Forest avenue, Falmouth. Fessenden, PitlWilJiam and Deering streets, Oukdale, Deer,
in". Applv to ROLLINS & ADAMS. 31 Exmyl3-eow20w
change street, Portland.

FOR

entire

for furs.
an

inspec-

tion.

experienced nurse, having
WANTED—An
had hospital training, desires
position
a

can

give

reference*

Me.

massage
treatment.
Best of
given. Address Box 125, Gorham,

26-1

WEDDINC RINGS.
Thousand Solid
Gold Rings,
Diamonds,
Fmeralds, Pearls. Opals, Rubies, Moon Stolies and
Garnets in any kind of a setting. Engagement and
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest Stoek. Best
Goods. Lowest Prices.
McRENNY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
auglOdtf
A

A fine line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
In the latest styles o! settings.
My prices are
reasonable and every stone of the best quality,
$10.00 to $800. McJLENInEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
junlldif

L. H.

SGHLOSBERG,

Furrier,
COR. FREE AND CROSS STS.
sep30d3t

VOTICE-M. M. NANSEN, Merchant Tailor,
A
502 Congress street, makes a specialty of
Winter Overcoats to order from S18 to S2S.
Ciso a Blaek Dress Suit from $25 and up.
.luarautee a lit and good trimmings used.
30-1

TIME THAT

HORSE !

He may he a hummer. All kinds of Horse Timers,
Laatrest stock, Best Watches,
57.50 to 9150.
Lowest Prices. Horse Timers repaired.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

jlplldtf

SAVINGS BANK book lost
\X7E have been notified In writing, as required
by Revised Statutes, Chapter 47. Section
112, by Harriet R. Dunham, Deering. Me. that
Iter Deposit Book No. 61.045 is lost and that
to her.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
GRogers, Treas.
by Alpheas
Portland, Me. Sept. 23, 1896.
lawSwXa
sept24

she desires

a

duplicate hook issued

JL

86Va
131%

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy 86
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. 133*4
Delaware.Lackawana & Wesrlb9%
Denver & Rio Grande. 17

of Staple Products in the

Quotations

Leading Markets.
New York Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Sept. 30.
Money easy at l1/* &2 per cent; last Joan
1 Vi per cent, closing lVfc per cent. Prime meremule paper was quoied 4% '< 5^4 percent.
Exc lanjre was easier, with actua»
Sterling
business in bankers bills 4 87V3 “4 87% ur
80-uay bills and 4 88Vs@4 885/* for aemaml;
post «i rate* at 4 88 a.4 89; Commercial bills.
Government Bonds
ftO-days 4 86Vi@4 87V4.
Railroads weaker.
firm
Silver at the Board was neglected.
Bar silver 66!'a.
Mexican dollars 53Vi.
At London to-day oar silver was quoted
86 916d
oz. and quiet.
---

Exports.
Brig Gabriel cleared yesterday for Arroyo, P.
R.. and H macao, P. R. The cargo, shipped by
George S. Hunt & Co., comprised 30u0 sugar
hogsheads shooks and heads, 631 sugar hogsheads sliooks without heads, 1000 molasses
shooks and heads, 1000 molasses sliooks without heads, 20,000 spruee shingles, 4000 hoops
and 20,531 feet white pine boards.
Imports.

TIVERTON,N8. Schr Alpha B Parker—400
qtis codfish55o do pollock to Trefethen&Bearce
and Twitchell, Champlin Co.
PORTLAND- Sept. 30
Receipts by Main* Central It. K.—For Fori,
and, 163 oars miscellaneous merenanaise; (or
ears.

6e;coaee crushed. 5Vfcc*. yellow.

—

<£5c,

Grain

(£72
@44
@4
@46

Wheat, 60-tt>s.
Corn, car....
Corn. Dag lots..
Meaj, bag lota..

Oats,

12

37%

J^

loVi

C0ol

18%
31%
lf-

21
•'*
1*
76

79

Paul.J7%1

Sugar,common.io
12
4

Pacific.12

1

UnionPacific.new.

Wah'aSshLou'iV&'Paci'flc'.:

car lots
bag lots

28@30
5

Oats,
@
Cotton seecwteb. str’ani
car lots. 00 00320 60
roller.... 3 76itS86
ban lota 0000@22 Oo
clear do... 3 60®3 66
8ackcd Br’n
t tLouis st'et
car ots.*16 00318 uO
cooler... 3 76®3 86
bat lots. .419321 06
clear no.. 3 60® 3 65
Middlings. .*3 8@20 00
Wnfri wheat
00
3B5®4
Dag ota. .*20@22 00
patents.
Fish.
Coffee.
Cod—L arc*
Shore
.417535 25 Rlo.roasted22 @24 Vs
Java
26
clo.28@30
small do. .2 60®3
Molasses.
2 25®3 26
Pollock
Haddock*. l 60®2 oo Porto Rico.27@33
1 60®2 00 Bar Dadoes.
27@28
Hake..
33(a3b
Fancy.
Herrlmr.box
Tea.
Scaleu....
9@12c
Amoys.17@2i
Mackerel, hi
...14(356
Extra Is 00 00@$00 Congous
Shore is S22 00®$26; Japan.18<g3f
Shore 2a f 18 00®$201 Formoso.20@bi
Sugar.
Mea.3 8.S16 00®$ 17.
Ur cess i« 00®$18 00.' Standard Gran 4 13-1C
i Kx-uual’tv fun*
Bananas.
J47/«
No Is.
125@160. granulated..
4 7-16
76c(»l 001 Extra C..
No 28.
Seeds.
1 00® 1 20.
Mediums.
...

..

....

....

i

y
/l

9

*

Eichmoua & West Point....—
do di fd.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Sept. 30.1896.—The following
01 mining stocks;
ire to-day's closing quotations
ol. Coal.
Hocking Coal.. ."
Homestake.

Boston Produce

Market.

BOSTON. Sebt. 30. 1896.—The following are
:o-aav's quotations of Provisions. Proauce,etc.:

9Vic.
Frakfort Sausages, 8Vfec.
Lard, tcs, 6V4c; pails, 7A.4!g7s4o; if. in pails,
Sausaee.

tiogs,Stressed,city, 6Vic ^ ib; country, 6Vic.
PRODUCE,

Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 00@40c bush
Potatoes, N Y Hebrons 35@40.
Rose 30(335.
do
Apples, new cnoiec ^ bbl, $2 00@2 50.
50.
Apples. No 2 at
Butter, cream,best,small lots 22V2@23Vac,
Butter, Western crmy.in round lots,21Va@22.
Butter, imit, crm. 15@lbVfcc.

Butter, factory, 12® 14.
Kgcs, nearby. 26@30: East 20@22.
Eggs. Mich. 17Vi®lbV2C; Western 16316V»c.
Beans, pea. I 60ra>l 70 -.mediums, 1503160.
Beans, yei. eves, 1 85®2 00:red kid.l 60@1 65.
Beans foreign, l 50@1 60.
Cliicbens, fresh Northern and Fa stern 18@20c.
Fowls, 12313c; iced chickeDs 12@i3c.
Turkeys. ll@llVac.
Stock Market

Chicago JLive
(By TelegraptD
CHICAGO. Sept. 30. 1896.—The Cattle markeasy and 10c lower except
20,000;
et-receipts
for choice natives, which were steady; com
mon to extra steers 3 25@o 40; stockers anti
•eeders at 2 25-83 85; cows and bulls at 1 40®
3 B0;calves 3 00®G 50,Texans 1 76®3 35;Wesern rangei s at 2 50®4 20.
Hogs—Receipts 25,000; Arm and o@10c higher: nearv packing and shipping lots at 4 00®
t 40; common to choice mixed at 3 90@4 45
choice assorted 4 30.84 40; light 3 8584 45;
tigs at 2 20^4 SO.
Sheep—receipts 23,000; weak and 5® 10 lower; interior to choice at 2 CO®3 50. lambs 3 00

~r“~

—

..

WHEAT.

Sept.
Opening...60 y«

May.
65%
66%

Closing.....62

CORN.

Sept.

May.

opening....31%,

29 %

29%

ciosutt.32%
FORK.

Dec.

Jan.
8.32

Closing. 8.36
LARD.

J uly.

8epL

Opening.

quotations.

WHEAT.

May.

Dec.

66%
67Vis

open ng..

CloslOi. 63%
CORN.

May

Sep.

29%
29%

31 %
Opening.....
Closing............
FORK.

July.

Jan.
9.7t
9.62

Opening...
Closing.
Boston

8 toe it

Market.

The following were to-day
stocks In Boston;

s

quotations of

68
Mexican Central
A ten men. Topeka Si Stanta Fe R. 22 V*
JR.176
Boston A Maine
do pfQ.165
Maine
Central.
New York and New England it-....
4s.

moil

Pao

..

American Bell.201 %
American Sugar, i common.108%
Sugar, pfd.101
Mass., pld. 56
do
13%
common.
Mexican Central. 12%
New fork

Quot

-.tions

ot*

Stock* and

Bonds

(By Telegrapu.j
The following are to-day’s clodnc quotations
oi Bonds:
Sept. 28, Sept. 30.
frill*/*
News’s rog.(Si31 i%
New 4’s
®112%
coup.^$112%
97
TTnited States2s reg. 96%
3C2
Central Pacific lsts.102
117
I) liver A R. G. 1st.ilOV2
81 %
E Je 2iU. 81%
Kansas Pacific rConsois. 78
Greuon Nav. lsts.Ill
Kansas r:«eiflc lsts.107%
Northern Pacliic cons 5s.... 38%
CJosinj: quotations ot stocks;
Atchison, 1st asst, paid.... 22%
Aaams Express.160
merman

Express.114

Boston A Maine..175
Central Pacific. 19%
Lhes. <e unto. 20%
Chicago Si Alton.163

Chicago

a Alton

preterrea—170

76

111%
107%

38J/a
22%
150
114

175
19
20
163

170

New

York..8’thampton...Oct

MA.EHSTE

6 27Ve ; citv 6®G 05: refined firmer; Continent
6 75; 8 A 7: compound 4V2®6c. Provisions—
Pork in moderate demand ana steady; mess at
9 76®$ 10.
Butter—choice fairly active, firm;
State dairy at 12$20c; do cram 21Vj®22c;
Western dairy at 9V2@13c: do crm 13®22c;
Cheese
do factory at 8®12VaC; Elglns 22c.
}uiet and firmer; State large 6®8V4C; do fancy
at 8@8V4c;do small at 6^ @9. Petroleum is
in moderate demand:united at 1 26. Coffee
—Rio fi mer and quiet; No 7 at 16@16. Sugar
—raw firmer and quiet ;refined fairly active firm*
No 6 at 4%@4 5-16c; No 7 at 3 16-16@4Vsc
No 8 at 3 J3-16@4c: No 9 at 3% @3 16-16c
No 10 at 3 il-16®37/a: No 11 at 35/s@8 13-16
No 12 at 3 9-16®3% c:No 13 at 3»/sc; off A ax
4 1-1 G@4 5-16, Mould A 4 11-16®46/8 standard A
4 7-1645/sc; Confectioners’ A at 4 6-16®4^/2 c
:ut loaf and crushed 6 1-16®6V4C; powdered
at 4 13-16@47/»,c granulated at 4 7-16@4%c
Jukes 4 11-16®47/8C.

Liverpool—grain firm and fairly

Freights
active; by steam —d.
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
firm {holders asking 10c advance; demand moderate. Wheat—No 2 Spring at 63%c: No 2
Red 63 Va©64V2C. Corn—No 2 at 3i3/8@31 c/sc.
Oats—No 2 at 19®19V2C: No 2 Rye at 40V2®
4ic. No 2 Barley 42c nominal. No 1 Flaxseed
95c.
Provisions—mess pork 8 lo@8 60. Lard
5 90@5 92V2 {Short rib sides at 5 86,it5 60. Dry
salted meats—shoulders at 5 75®587V2; short
clear sides 5 «2Vb®5 75.
Receipts—Flour, 10,500 bbls: wbeat.185.00u
aush: corn. 299,000 bush mats. 686.OOu bush:
rye. ?60o bush barley. 111,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7,800 bbls: wheat 61,000
hush: corn. 476,000bush, oats 290.000 bush:
rye. 19uO busii: barley 103,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
firm; patents at 3 X5®3 25; extra fancy 2 90®
3 00; fancy 2 7 @2 80: choice at 2 60@2 60.
Wheat higher Sep —c. Corn—lower; Sept 27c.
cats unchanged: Sept— c
Provisions—Pork,
to

standard mess at 8Oo.
Lard—prime
steam 5 76®5 82Vj». Bacon—shoulders at GVb
ribs
short
6
clear
clear
6%
:
Vs;
6va. Dry
longs
salt meats—shoulders 6: ribs at 6C/s ; clear 6%".
wheat
4,700
bbls;
36.000
Receipts—Flour
busn; corn 28,000 bush; oats 91.000 bach; cy%>
bush.
Shipments—Flour 6,300 bbls: wheat 32,000
oush; corn 11,000 bush; oats 15,000 bush;rye
bush.
—

—

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 67% ; No 1
White at 67%. Corn—No 2 at 34.
Oats—No 2
White 24c.
lotion

ISTEWS

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MONDAY. Sept. 30.
Arrived.

Sch Alpha B Talker, Outhouse, Tiverton, NS
Sch Samuel Dilloway, Smith, Philadelphia,
coal to Me Cent RE.
Seh C B Wood, Stanley, Yarmouth.
Sch Robert Pettis, Perkins, Brooksvilie lor
Boston.
Sch S E Nightingale, Aileu, Eastportfor New

3iarKaa

(By THeqrann.*
SEPTEMBER 30. 1895.
NEW YORK—The cotton market to-day was
410 bales, middling
and
sales
%c
quiet
up;
uplands at 9Vsc: middling gulf 98/sc.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
was firm; middling 8% c.
CHARLESTON—lhe Cotton market is firm;
middling 83/sc.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market is firm;
Middling 8%c.
MOBILE—The Cotton market is firm; middling 8V2 :•
MEMPHIS—The
Cotton market is
firm;
middlings 8%c.

...

Sch Emily Staples, Sellers, Penobscot for
Boston.
Sch Smitli Tuttle, Bryant, Penobscot for Bos-

Inn

Godfrey, Stroup Cherryneld

for

bec for Philadelphia.
Sch Herbert E, State Point for Philadelphia.
Sch Laura T Chester. Rockport for Boston.
Sell Hatlie McU Buck, Bangor for Boston.
Sch A F Kinaberg, Bangor lor New York.
Sch Serene (Br), Port Gilbert, NS, for Gloucester.
Sell Swallow (Br). Harvei. NB, lor Boston.
Sch Vado (Br), St John. NB, for Salem.
Sch Abana (Br), Quaeo.NB, for Vineyard Ha-

V<8cli Howard H Harvey

Boston;

CM* sch Helen Montague,
PItOV{DRNCE—Ar 29th,

Haskell,

Adams Gardiner.
sch Aug Palmer.

Norfolk.

Holl

..__

Hall.
ROCKLAND-Ar 28th, sebs Atlanta. BosPortsmouth; Jennie Greenback Meader. New
White,
White,
Lena
ton; Volunteer, do;
York; Jennie Palmer, Palmer, Rockport, NB,
P Blake, Brown, Port George. NS; Marie DeiCarson.
phine, Adams. Port Gilbert; Republic.Moncton.
St Andrews, NB: Warbeck. Edgett.
29th.
NB.
NB; Mauzauilla, Lake, Musquash.
schs Addie K Snow, Pinkliam, Greens Landing
ior New York; Radiant, Hardy. Boston.
Sid 28th. sells G M Brainard. Beal, New York;
Francis A Rice, Marshall. Weymoutli, NS: J£inu,
Douglass. St George, NB; Watchman. Seeley,
,lo; P Blake, Brown, Port Gdorge; Beulah.
Masson, St John, NB; 29th, schs Kume, Gray.
Boston; Mary Jane Lee, Nelson, New York;
Mark Gray, Hillsboro, NB.
SALEM—At 29th, sells Lizzie Brewster, Peabody. Jouesboro foi New York; H Curtis, Gray,
Blueliill for do; CR Flint, Hart, Tenants Harbor for do; Right Away, Kendall, Bangor for
do; Grace Webster, Crossman, Pigeon Cove for

GASOLINE.
If you want the best GASOLINE for yorr
stoves this summer, order from us. We till any
size package and we loan 6 gallon cans to

GASOLINE

Rosario Aug 16, barque Mabel I Myers,

Drop

us a

Tostal

or

S. A. MADDOX,
OIXj Dealer,

35 Middle
jly25

Portland,

St.,

Me.
dtf

|

J H Blake.

Ir

Sell Golden Kule. Bobbins, Harrington—J H

|

^

we cannot make a
on an order, we do
want it. We are not

If

profit

not
in the printing business
but for
for our health
the money there is in it.

Jv
All

—

men

doing'business

working for the
y
V
y
y
y
y
V
y

a

and

A
A
A
A

^
are

vy

The Thurston Print,

v

V
v

our correspondents.
WI8CASSET, Sept 28—Ar 27th, sch Fannie
Boston; 28th, son Nat Header.
Bines,
Hodgkins,
Dunton, Saco.
Ar 29th, sch Daisy Farltn, Dnntonf Saco.

and other Invest-

J

York.

Cld, sch Three Sisters, Delaware Breakwater.

UPON APPLICATION.

Memoranda.

Vineyard-Haven, Sept 28- Sch

Florida. Strout.

Edgewater, of and for Rockland, with coal, ai
this port, reports was In collision early morning
of the 26th, off Faulkner’s Island, with sell Maggie E Davis, and had cutwater carried away,
jibboom sprung, lost some headgear and susThe
tained other damage. She will proceed.
Davis had port rigging carried away and otherdamaged.
Domestic Porte.

NEW YORK=-Ar 28th. sells Eunice LCrocker.
Santa Cruz; 29tll. Cathie C Berry, St John, N B;
Lexington, Sand River, NS; Andrew Nevinger.
Post Boy, Edward L Warren, Hattie M Howes.
Telumali, Helena, Isaiah K Stetson, and Lunet.
Bangor; Maggie Todd. Calais; T W Cooper.
Machias; Henrietta A Whitney, Ellsworth;
Bessie C Beach. I.anesville; Harry L Whiton,
Rockport; Will Flint. Searsbort; Henrietta Simmons, Orland; Albert Pbaro. Frankfort; Maun,
and Uranus, Somes Sound; KT Ruudlett.Round
Pond: Francis Goodnow. and Jessie Barlow,
Long Cove; Calvin P Harris, Pigeon Cove; F'anuy Si Edltli, Mabel Hall. Eugene Borda. Jennie
r pnishnrv.

I.aura Robinson. IHarv Brewer. Ira

Bliss, Thomas Borden, and Commerce, Rockland; July Fourth, Fall River; Amelia F Cobb,
Bluehill; Lottie, Thomaston; Emma, Clark’s
Island.
Also ar

29tli, schs S G Haskell. Perkins. Apalachicola; Jennie F Willey; Julia A Decker.
Speed, Rockland; J Nickerson. Winslow. Port
land, Abenaki, Snowman. Richmond, Me.
Ar 30th. sells Nellie Clark, St John, NB; Sarah. Portland; Anna W Barket, Woodbury M
Snow, and J R Bodwell. Rockland; Maynard
Sumner, and Stephen Morgan. Vinalhaven; Bertha Warner, Bangor; Mary F Lynch. Roberts
Haroor; Mary B Smith, Tliomastou; Lena Nelson, Hillsboro. NB.
Sid 2Stn. sells 0 M Marrett, Rockland; Laura
MLunt, do; Annie P Chase. Hoboken lor Belfast (and anchored ill Flushing Bayi; Charles E
Sears. Hoboken for Eastport: Ann. Amboy for
do: Witcn Hazel, Amboy for Portland; Helen,
do for Rockland; Richmond, do for do; Emma
S Briggs, Edgewater for Richmond, Me.
SKI 29th. sells Humboldt, Rockland; Richard
Hill, Thomaston.
BOSTON—Ar schs Horatio L Baker. Atkins,
Washington; Ella Clifton, Leighton, Rondout:
Regina, Sanborn, Staten Island ; Edward Rich.
Stinson, Greens Landing; Willie. Allen, do;
Bessie H Gross. Thurston, do; A II Whitmore.
Dow, do; Zella, Brown. Dennysville; Ida HudGilson, Bishop, Rockland; Ruth S Hodgdon,
bert, do; Unison, Barter. Kennebec; N Jones,
Kate
Perry, Calais; Daniel Webster, Rockland;
McClintock, Wright, Kennebec; Clinton,Wilson.
li
Miilbridge; Peinaquid, Wliteler, Rockland;
PeerI, Kenney. Colson, do; Alaska, Sweet, do;
less, Thompson, do; Allan. Foren, Miilbridge;
Winslow Morse. Winteiport; Gen Banks. Cole.
Mr Desert; Robert Byron, Thurston. Bockport.
1 hiladelSid, str Maverick, from Portland, for
phla; sell Carrie C Mills, for Rockland.
and
Kennebec
Brothers,
Younli
sells
30th,
Cld
Washington; Forest Bello, Eastport.
fm
Keystone,
with
barge
Colon,
30th.
Sid
tug
E PickPhiladelphia lor Portland: sells Carrie
W H Olei,
Bangor,
Daino.i.
New
York;
ering.
Kennebec and Baltimore: Diadem, Thomaston,
Edith Portland and Sullivan.
MorAnchored io President Roads, sell Chas
ford, Bockport for New York.
„
Haskell,
BANGOR—Ar 28 th, sohllugli Kelley,
Philadelphia.
schs
Isew
York
;
Sid, brig Kiitalidln, Leathers,
Hattie McOr Buck.
A F Kindberg. Kendall, do;
Lowe, New Bedford; Eagle. Wentworth, do;
Marcellus, Sellers, Boston; Odell, McDonough,
do■ Samuel Lewis. Jordan, do; l.estei A.lames,
Burgess do; Harriet S Brooks, Bullock, BridgeJ E Botvley,
port; Vandalia, Marshall, Beverly,
__

sells Mary EHG Dow. BosMBATH—Ar 2bth.
Rebecca Shepard, do.

passed up;
siri 28th, barkeiitiue Anita Berwind. Donahoe,
Philadeipliia; sell Edwin It Hunt, Washington.
BELFAST—Sid 29tli, sell Nellie S Pickering,
Kimball. New York
DA'.IEN—Cld 28tli, sell Alice Archer, Gibbs,
ton

))}

Leather and Rubber,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

tli,

sell

Bello

O’Neill

Denton, New York.
I) YANNIS—Ar 28th, schs Nat Ayer, bound
east; Fair Wind. Coxsackiefor Bath; May Stewart, Newark lor Bangor. Off Bass River, schs

III
«l
/ I

11
1
/

worm

44 yrs. is purely vegetable,

()
I
I

W DR. J.F.TRUE&CO.,
Auburn, Me.
|V
For Tape worms we have
llj aforspecial treatment. Write
Pamphlet.
•lj

and 13.30 p. in.
Manchester, Concord, and points North
7.30 a. m. and 13.30 p. m.
For Rochester, gpringvala. Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.80 a. m. 12.30 and
For
at

6.30 p. m.
For Gorham

<***»,
p. in. rur juuuanivA. ulouvii
Lewiston. Bath, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
ana Bar Harbor.
11.00 p. m., Niaht Express with sleeping
ears for all point*.
12.55 a. m,, Mt. Desert special for Rockand, Bangor and Bar Harbor

i.uu

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

at 7.30 and 9.45 a. nu, 12.3d
s.oo, 5.30, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland * tills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30,
and
5.3d
9.45 a.
m..
12.3d
5.00.
6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. bain from Portland connects
"Hooeae
Tunnel
at Ayor Junction With
Konte” for tile West and at Union Station,
New
Providence
and
lor
York,
Worcester,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Lina" with Boston
A Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Spr ngfleld.’’
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.80 p. m. j from Rochester at 3.30 a. in.,
6.48n.
'and
m.; from Gorham
1.30
8.30 and
10.Su a.
at
m„ 1.30,
6.40,
6.48
m.
4.16,Band
p.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket

Agent, Portland, Me.

Portland & Romford Falls

S. W. PETERS, Supt.
dtf

je29

IN

shoe at the same price as heretofore
the chances are be is taking it out of the
value of the shoe.
Rubber goods also, the fust day of October, will be advanced to the retailers and
iobbers 5 n^r cent, consequently the Conon
aumor will have to pay a somii auranee
some Kinds oi goods.
President.
H.
MARDEN,
A.
A. T. DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer,
d1
sepiti

Congress

think

& Portland

Sts.,

my

Exchange St.,

STATE
sep7

AGENCT.

opia

or

it:

From SIg. Campanini, the great operatic
tenor: 4,I think the fact that after having used
New York, I purone for several months in
chased another for my home in Italy, is the
strongest evidence of my appreciation of Its
many excellences. No one who understands
good music can hear the ^EOLIAN without purchasing one if they can possible afford it.”
From Mme. Sofia ScalchJ, the great Contralto Prima Donna:
“I find the yEOLIAN not only a wonderful invention, but a musical instrument of great artistic importance. As a vocalist. I naturally
think of the great advantage your A3E0LIAN
will be to tliose who sing but do not play,
it
is a source of great ^inconvenience for singers
to have to depend upon others to perform their
With an ASOLIAN, the most
di flcult selections are as easily performed as
a simple ballad.”

accompaniments.

9

to 5.

Call and

hear

The M.STEINERT&SONS

C.McCOULDRIC,Mgr.
617 Congress Street,

sepic

PVER100
PROMINENT

MEN

dtf

Beginning Sept. 10,

recently expressed,

in convincing letters,
their belief and
confidence in the

Weakness, Nervonsnessy

and all the train
of evils from early errors or
later excesses, the results of
overwork, sickness, worry,
etc. Full strength, development and tone given to
)every organ and portion
of the body. Simple, natural methods, lmmediate improvement seen.

Debility,

WOULD r\
YOU
f
SEE the •
PAMPHLET

Union Mutual Life
Insurance Company,
Portland, Maine.

is the

GO., Buffalo, N.Y.

IT HELPS
■II THROUGH
LIFE.

Notice

LEANDER VALENTINE, lute of

Westbrook,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
himself
that
trust by
has taken
upon
directs
law
as
the
bonds
giving
All persons having demands upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
FABIUS M. KAY, Executor.
Westbrook, Sept. 10, 1895.
law8wTu*
septl7

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
.special or general Neuralgia: also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Aneemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Brice, 10, 26 and 60 cents.
Effervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
151 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.

Sold by all druggists.

death,
the most
valuable

At

_

OUCCCSS

I

possession

Return from

j

of its

Holder.

Have you this

I

Helpmate ?

je22dtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.,
CUSTOM DOUSE

I

WISEST POSSIBLE INVESTMENT.

WHARF.

I
S

Commencing Sunday, Sept. 15, 1895.
For Forest, City and Trefethen’s Landing
Peak's Lslann, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 5.30, 6,40, 8 00, *10.80 a. m.,
2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. ID.
S.00,
For Ponce Landing, Long Island.

X

1

p.

+

?

jj

TIME

TABLE,

*10.80

a.

ill.,

Boston & Maine

in.. 8.15 4 45.6 45 p.m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.10.
7.15,
11.40 a. in., 3.-5, 4.3 >. 0.85 p. ill.
Leave Great Diimip d, 6.05, 7.10,
*11.85 a. m.. 3.20, 4.40. 6.40 p. ill.
Leave Ponce’s Landing. Long Island,
*11.15 a. in., 3.00 p. ill.
Leave Cushing’s Island, 7.25, 11.50

Effect

R.

R.

September 4, 1895.

WESTERN DIVISION.
for
Trains leave Portland. Union .Station,
Scarboro Crossing. 10.00 a. ui.. 6.16,6.20, p.
Pino
Point,
7.00,10.00
m.; Scarboro Beach,
3.30. 5.15,6.20, D. m.; Old Orchard
a. m.,
Beach. 4.05, 7.00, 8.40 10.00 a. m.. 12.20,
Bidde*1.45, 3.30. 5.15. 6.05, 6.20 p. m.
ford, 7.00, 8.40, 10 00 a. in., 12.20,3.30,
KeuneSaco,
m.;
6.20,
p.
5.15,
bunk, 7.00, 3.40, 10 00 a. m., 12.20, 3.80,
5.15, 6.05, 6.20 p. m.; Kenn**bunkport, 7.00,
8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.20, 3.30, 6.05, 6.20 P.
m.; Wells Beach, 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 3.30,5.15
Dover, 4.05. 7.00,
p. m.; North Berwick,
8.40 a. m., 12.20. 3.30, 5.15, 6.05 p. in.;
8.40 a. in., 12.20,
4.05.
7.00,
Somersworth,
3.13, 6.16. p. m.; Rochester. Farmington,
Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.40 <*. n;.. 3 2.20,
Island
Wolfboro.
Tong
3.30
P. m.:
Alton
Bay
Center
(Via
Harbor,
12.20
m.,
8.40
a.
and
steamer,)
Somersworth
(Via
m.
Worcester
p.
and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m. 5 Manchester,
wuhvip../..,

via

^^

—

m.. 3.30 p. m., (Via, Lawrence) 8.40 a. m.;
12.20 p. m.; Kook Ingham j unction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t4.05, f7.00, +8. +0 a. m„ §12.20. 3.30,
+6.05 p m. Arrive in Boston. +7.30. tlO.15 a.
m. tl2.55, §4.14. 7.30. 19.31 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00. S.30 a. UL,
1.00, 4.16,6.01 p. m.
'*
BAINS.
S UNDAY
Boston and
For Boston, express, 4.05 a. m.
Arrive
5.30 p. in.
stations, 12.55,
way
in Boston. ri .30 a. m.. 5.29, 9.58 p. in. Leave
in.
Portland.
3.45
a.
Boston for
EASTERN DIVISION.
Elisabeth,
From Union Station for Cap©

Newburyport,
«8.45 a. in.; Biddeford.
Amesbuiy, Salem, Lynn, 2.00. 9 00 a. m.,
12.30, 6,00 p. m.; Portsmouth. Boston, t2.00,
t9.00 a. m.; §12.30, + 1.45. r6.00 p. m. Aral'rive in Boston, 5.58 a. 111.. 12.55. 4.10, 4.40,
9.25 p. ni. Leave Boston for Portland. 7.30,
9.00 a. in., 12.30, 7.00, 9.30 P. ill.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Newbury*
For Biddeford, Portsmouth.
port, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. 111., §12.30
4.12 p.
a.
in.,
Boston.
5.53
in
Arrive
ni.
p.
ill. Leave Boston for Portland. *9.00 a. in..
7.00. 9.30p.m.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
$Conn«cts with Sound Lines for New York.
Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
'vlcil
at
Scarboro Cross mg
++Conneets
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
to North Berwick.
Division
^Western
Through tickets to all points; South and
ioket Office. Union Station.
West lor sale at
D. J. FLANDERS. G. B. and T. A.. Boston.
dtf
1e23

4.20

ID.

RETURN.
9 15,
I Lo£Ve Unrest Ci'y L Hiding. 6.20, 7.20,
*11.46 a. in.. 8.80, 5.no, 6.25 p. in.
Leav Trele: hen's, 6.00. 7.05, 9.00, *11.30 a.

jp |

—j

DAY

+10.30 a. m 2.15 p. m.
For Cushing's Island, 6.40,

5.05 p.

1

m.

WEEK

“INVEST IN MAINE”,
I, the UNION MUTUAL'S motto!
Is it yours ?
To insure your life is the

1.00 and 6.30 p.

|

Z

|t

llarps'.vell.

Daily excursions 22 miles down tlie bay.
only 60c. Sundays, excur36o, other landings 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Geu’l Manager.

Rounc trip tickets,
sions to Harpswell

§

Prosperity

will

Lv. PORTLAND lor HARPSWELL and in
termediate landings, 10.00, a. in., 2.00 p. m.

j
|f

of the

and

1895, Steamers
Portland,

-SUNDAYS.-

I

eodlyr

is hereby given, that the
subscriber lias been duly
appointed executor of the Will ana Codieil of

B
C

J

|I

©-—® I
A Policy in this
+
i
reliable Maine Company

Book,
Failure impossible. 2,000
explanation and proofs mailed (sealed) free.

Co.

♦

CHF.BEAGUE
For
LONG. CUFF Mil
ISLANDS, HAKFSWELL, HAILEY’S and
ORK’S ISLANDS. 9.30 a. m.. 4.00 p. ill.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND. Leave ORR’S
ISLAND, 6.00 a. m„ 1.00 p. ni. Lv. HARPSWELL. calling at Intermediate landings. 6.35
Arrive Portland, 8.30 a. m„
a. m.. 1.36 p. m.
3.30 p. m.

°

°

references.

feb2

R. C. BRADFORD, G. P. & X. AgL
Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN. Superintendent,
Rumford
Falls. Maine
FeblOdtf

In

Leave Portland Pier,
as follows:

|

=

have

Easily, Quickly, Permanently Restgred.

ERIE MEDICAL

Harpswell♦Steamboat

<^MAINE^>
Policy Holders

Lakes.

Through tickets on sale for all points
on P. & It. F. R’y.

v onvuru

GO., A firnold’s Bnurtieig.

Role New England Representatives for the
Steinway, Hardman, (.abler, Bacon, and
other First Class Fianos.

T.

dtf

VIGOR

=====

daily from

L. J. 8EARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
Portland. Sent. 9th. 1895.
septlO

your

Maine.

--

aug22

Quebec.

and Glasgow Service.
Montreal. I_From New York.
Saurentian Sept. 28 |
Parisian
Oct. 5 I
Mongolian Oct. 12.
Cabin passage, Montreal service 850 aud upSecond
wards. Return. 8100 and upwards.
cabin. 830. Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, 845 to 865.
Return. #85 to 8120.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via oue route and return by the oilier, thus enjoying tile uiaguiflceiit scenery of the St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Derry: Prepaid steerage, 815; intermediate
825.
Apply to H. &. A. ALLAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN & CO., 63
Broadway. N. Y., or to GEO. H. STARR, or
T. P. MCGOWAN Portland.
mnySdtf

Myopia, Ify-promotropia. Presbyopia, AsthenAstigmatism.

Portland,

is tlie most wonderful musical instrument evermade. See wliat well known people say about

On exhibition
it.

what

E. S. PEMBEXTER,
561 Congress St.

dtf

♦

matter

via

Bain.
New York

8.26. 11.45 a. m.. and 5.25 p. m.
In gold frames,
From Chicago and Monbeal, 11.45 a. m., 6.25
“ silver
frames,
p. m.
steel frames,
From Quebec. 11.45 a. m.
“
Cars on Night
Pullman Palace Sleeping
fact the finest line of
and parlor cars on day trains.
glasses you will find In trains
MIDDLE
OFFICE NO.
177
TICKET
fit
and we
Portland
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
them
STREET.

no

Liverpool

From

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 and 11.45
a. m„ 3.10. 6.16 and 5.25 p. m.
From Island Pond, Berlin Falls and Gorham,

FREE OF CHARGE

Rangeley

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls-

Allan State Xiino.

P. m.

The^OLIAN
=====

Royal Mail bteamer*.

Montreal to

For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.

Glasses that will fit you.

ana

R’y.

Allan Line

LEAVE.

Auburn and Lewiston 7.10, 8.40 a. m.
1.10,1.30. 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
8.40 a. m.. 1.80 p. m. 5.16 p. m.
For Monbeal and Chicago, 8.40 a. m., and 1.30
For

:

R. H. JOR D A N,
104

1895

trouble.

Cash
National
Register bought of you, all you
and
am well
1'or
claim
if,
pleased with the system.

1

aad after MONDAY. Sept. 9th,
trains will run as follows:

On

JAMES L RICE, Grocer,
SAYS

john’s,

RAILWAY.

w_

Jet.

/COMMENCING SeDt. 23d will leave Portvg
land Pier for Falmouth. Oonsensj LittleGreat Cheheague and Bustin’s islands,
Woli's Point and Freeport at 3.00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m.
lor Portland.
J. P. BAXERT.
sep9dtf

TRUNK

GRAND

same

Brunswick .Au-

gusta, Waterville and Bangor.

dover

B<DUTCH

2:

III
1)1
[II
\|
//I

fcarmleBB and effectual. Where no worms are
conpresent it aqts as a Tonic and corrects the
d it ion of the mucous membrane of tbs atomcure
tor
ConstipaA
bowels.
and
positive
ach
tion and Biliousness, and a
valuable remedy in all the
common complaints of chudren. 35<% at all Druggists.

order to protect the general public cs
well as ourselves the PORTLAND SHOE
(repreAND LEATHER ASSOCIATION
senting the retail and wholesale shoe trade
of this city) begs to iuforrn the public that
the
there has been a strong advance iu
price of various kinds of leather, notably
sole-leather and upper stock, and that it is
impossible to sell the same goods for the
Either the
heretofore.
same
money as
an
price of the shoe must be advanced or
inferior shoe sold.
as
The details of the advance in price
given by one of the leading manufacturer*iso.'e fi
of Massachusetts are as follows:
cents, insole 3 cents, heels 3 cents, counters
2 rents, calf vamp 8 cents, welts 2 cents,
rands 2 cents, tilling 3 cents. Total increase
This for a
in price of stock 29 cento.
medium grade shoe, some grades a trifle
less, some grades more, so that it is absolutely necessary for reliable dealers to adto 50
vance the price of each pair from 25
cents, and purchasers may be quite sure
that if anv dealers offers to sell exactly the

TRAINS.

paper train for

in.,

and all parts of New Brunswick, Norn SooARRIVALS IN rORTLAND.
tin, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello aud
From Sebago Lake and Cumberland Mills
St. Andrews. N. B.
7.80 a. m.; Montreal and Bridgtou 8.25 a. in.;
'Lewiston and Mechanics Fall* 8.30 a. m.;
Tall Arrangement.
a.
.8.35
m.;
and
Waterville
Augusta,
On and after Sept. 'Jth, and until rurther
Farmington, RumKingfield.
Phillips,
a.
11.40
notice, the steamers of this line leave Rail- ford Falls,
m.;
Lewiston,
and Skowhegan and
Portland.
Monday
road
in.:
Wharf.
Lewiston 11.50 a.
Friday at 5 p. m.. icr Eastport, Lubeo Mattawamkeag and Bangor 12.05 (Sundays
and St. John, with
the above connections. 12.10) p. ill.; Quebec, St. Johnsbury, LancasReturning—Leave St John, Lubeo aud East- ter and Bridgton 12.15 p. m.; Fxprcss Bar
port same days.
Harbor. Greenville, Bangor, Augusta 1.20 p.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked m.; Lancaster, Fabyans, Bartlett, No. Conway,
to destination. iar~Fieight received up to 4.00 Fryeburg, Sebago Lake 4.55 p. m.; Skowliegan,
5 25
Rockland
p. m.
Waterville,
iy 111.; St,
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the John, Bar Harbor, Caribou and Moosehead
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
Lake via B & A., Bangor 3.35 p. m.; Rangeley,
or for other information at Company’s Office.
Farmington. Rumford Kails, Lewiston 5.45 p.
White
all
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
Montreal and
ra.; Chicago and
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
Mountain points. 7.46 p. m.; Mattawamkeag,
ap29dtf
Bar Harbor, Kooklaud 1.40 a. m.: express
Halifax, Si. John. Vanceboro, Bar Harbor,
Waterville aDd Augusta, 3.50 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
NEW YORK DIRECT LINE.
F. £. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A. |
Portland, Sept. 10, J895.
Long Island Sound by Daylight—Delightful
dH
jelS
and Invigorating Sea Trip.
The steamships Manhattan and Cottage
City leave Franklin Wnarf on Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pler38, E. R.. same davs at 5p. m.
The elegant steamer Tremont leaves FrankIn Effect June 24, 1895.
lin Wharf at 6 p. m. August 26.
Returning, leaves Pier 38, E. R„ Aug. 23
DEPARTURES.
and 28 at 5 p. m.
Each steamer touches at Cottage City. M. V.. 8.30 A. M.& 1.0.5 P.M. From Union Station
in each direction and are dne in Xew York and
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Bucktield, CanPortland, evening following saiiiag day.
ton, Dixtield and Rumlord Falls.
Fare to New York one way 55.00; round trip 8.30 a.
m., 1.06 and 6.10 p. m, From Union
$8.00; to Cottage City one way $4.00; round
Poland anl
Station for Poland Springs,
trip $7.00.
Mechanic Falls.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
train leaving Portland 6.10 p.
Saturdays
only
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
je26dtf
m. connects with traiu on P. & R. F. R’y running through to Rumford Falls.
Stages connect at Poland Springs Station for
FKEEPOKT STEAMBOAT CO.
Poland Springs, and at Rumford Falls for An-

Portland & Worcester Line

a

ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 28tll, sell
Nellie Eaton, Providence for New York.

GALVESTON-Ar

(I
(II
VI
/»)

vJ
,'A

ADVANCE IN

A New Barge—Bath. Sept 28—Shortly after
8.30 this morning, the large barge Ardamore.
which has just been completed at Kelley &
Sgear’s yard, started from her ways and slid
gracefully into the waters of the Kennebec.
Tbe craft was constructed for the Staples Coal
Company of Taunton, Mass, and will be used In
transporting coal in tbe coastwise trade. Tile
barge is bu-lt in a strong, durable way. Her
measurements are: Length, 174.3 feet; ueam.
35.3 feet: depth, 16.t feet; gross tonnage,821.
The barge has one
12; net tonnage, 762.25.
deck and three masts, with well equipped quarters for the captaiu and crew. She will be ready
for ssa Tuesday.

wise

TTh&Stf

septl4

V

me

SUNDAY

a.

on.

STRUESelixir

SUBMITTED

OFFERINGS

Brown, New

A

FOB

m.

111 It has been in

Steamship Co.

international

Od and after Swuday. June 30, 1895,
Passenger train* will Leave Portlaad:
Wo roaster, Clinton, Ayor Junction,
For
Nasnuu, Windham and Epplng at 7.30 a.

IiTDIIC’&pin

ment Securities.

from

SACO, Sept 30—Ar, sch

Railroad

11.10 a. m
Express for Danville no., rolAtiu
Spring station, i.ewisto.. vVmihro". Water*

_dtf

Eastport, Lubes. Calais, SUohn, N.3.. Halifax,H.S.

X
97 1-2 Exchange Street, yy
y..

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. The symptoms tre—indigestion, with a variable appetite; foul tongue; offensive breath; hard
and full belly, with occasional gripings and
I pains about the navel; heat and itching sensation in the rectum and about the anus; eves
heavy and dull; itching of the nose; short, dry
cough; grinding of the teeth; starting during
in Bleep; slow fever; and often in children, conill vulsions. The best worm remedy made is

1893.

Trains leave Portland, Union Station. Laiiway
Square, ior stations named Ueiow an t nitermediate points as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. ItocfcJanu,
Augusta, Vv aterviile, Skowheg&u, Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick.
8.80 a. in. ForDanviile.ro. 'Poland Spring*
i-vv;stou.
Mechanic Fails, Bumtord Fulls,
Livermore Falls Farmington, and PiniipA.
8.45 a. ns. For Bridgton, Faoyahs. Buriin.:ton, Lancaster, St. John.-: bury, Sherbrooke.
Montreal, Chicago, St. 1':;'*.i and Minneapolis
and all points west.

7.20

RAILROADS.

V/
*

16th,

SALACIA.

sept2i

V
V

\J

V/

Saturday.

prom Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. H., and
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip #18.00.
Passage #10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON. Treasurer and General
Manager, S» State 8t„ Fiske Building, Bostou.
oot22dtf
Mass.

v

Sept.

Enterprise

From Bostonevsrjr Wednesday and Saturday. STEAMER
From Philadelphia every Wednesday

end

same

and what one man is after
he must accede to others.
You are the “one,” we
Our
are the “others.”
prices, work considered,
are nothigh, and we have
know how to make
the
the result attractive.

g

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

|

STATION FOOT QFPKEBLE STREET.

DEALERS IN

ilimicipal,

SAILED—Brig Gabrielle, Arroyo, PR; sclu
Nellie F Sawyer, and Sarah & Ellen.

PALATIAL STEAMERS

RAF
STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New Fork, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 6 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

%

The laborer
is worthy
of his hire.

*

CO,,

STATE & JAMES STS., ALBANY,
—

Steamer

__

27 & 29 PINE STS,, NEW YORK,

Philadelphia.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damarlscotta—

AND

Effect

In

vllle. Moosehta i Lake via Foxcrort, Bangor,
Bar Harnor, Oldtown Houlton. Fort FahTiela
and Caribou via B. & A. K. K. and Sr. Andrews,
After Monday, Sept. 9,
St. John and Halifax.
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls, Augusta, Waterville. Mooseheari Lake
via Foxcroit, Bangor. Bar Harbor and Oldtown.
1.05 p. m.. For Danville Jc.. Poland Springs
Will leave East Bootlibay Monday at 7.15
Romford Falls,
Falls,
a. m. for Portland, touching at So.
Bristol, station. Mechanics
Lewiston.
KingiieLi,
Phillips
Farmington,
and
Heron Island, Bootlibay Harbor
Squirrel and
lev.
Range
Island.
For Freeport. Brunswick, Auin.
1,30
p,
m.
at
for
6.43 ?a.
Tuesday, leave Portland
Bath, Rockland and ail stations on
Island, gusta.
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
SkewKnow & Lincoln division.
Boothbay Harbor, llerou Islaud, So. Bristol began, Belfast. Dover and Waterville,
Foxcroit. Bangor
aud Hast Boothbay.
and Muttawumkeag.
Oldtown
Bucksport,
at
6
a.
m.
for
Femaauid
Wednesday, leave
1.33 p. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
Portland and above landings,
Springs station. Lewiston, Wiuthrop, Oakland,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a, m. for Bingham, Waterville an SKowhegan.
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.
1.35 p. i5). Bridgton, Fryeimrg. No. Conway.
Islahd.
Lunenburg. St. Johnsbury. Newport*
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m. Fabyans,
Vr..
Lancaster, Cole brook and Quebec.
Island.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon
m.
5.05
p.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. ill. for Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danvii o
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
Junction, Poland Springs .station. Mechanic
ALFUFD FACE, manager.
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
5.55 p. iu. For Sebago Lake Bridgtnn. Fry
aug31dtf__
North Comvnv, Fabyans, SO Juliiisburv,
burg.
MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
Montreal and Chicago.
11.00
p. in. Night Express, .sleeping cars,for
For Bath, Popham Beach and Boothbay Harbor. Bath, Lewiston,
Augusta, (Waterville. BanFA IX AW WAN GE M EN T.
gor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro. bv,
Aroostook
all
On and after Tuesday, Sept. 24th, the Dew Stephens,
and
St. John
but dons
and fast
County, Halifax and the Provinces,
not run to Belfast, Dexter. Dover and Foxcrotc
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor,
will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, for Bath, Saturday nights.
12.55 a. m., midnight, Mt. Desert special, tor
Popliam Beach and Boothbay Harbor on TuesRockland, Augusta, WaverviUe,
days, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m. Brunswick,
and Bar Harbor, connecting at Rockfor
Bangor
Harbor
Bath,
Boothbay
Returning—Leave
mornland
Wednesday, and Saturday
Popham Beach aud Portland on Mondays,
ings with steamer Frank Joans lor Castino.
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.4oa. to.
oa
and
all
Bar
landings
Harbor, Macuiasport
Tickets, Si.oo to Bath and Boothbay Harbor.
route.
CHA8. R, LEWIS,
O. C. OLIVER.
Treasurer.
President.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Dailv Line, Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW

Telephone, 318-3.

Cleared.
Sch Nellie F Sawyer. Willard, Hillsboro, NB,
and Newark—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch D Howard Spear Falker, Kennebec and
Philadelphia—Kyan & Kelsey.
Sch Sarah & Ellen, Henley, Kennebec for

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

AJiiRS

FRIDAY OF EACH WEEK.

BANKERS,

Bridgeport.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

"1ST0H

Woodfords and Morrills,

On and after May 30, 1895, Steamer Sokokis
will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a. m.,

juneifitf

stormy weather.
E. R. NORTON. Manager.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Table.

2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Mallison Falls at 11a.m.,
2.46 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 6.30 electric cars for Portland
Be sure and take the 9.10 a, m„ 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.
J. H. IIEZELTON. Prop.

111

Willard,

and

Falmoulli i

THURSDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Most men break down when afflioted
with rheumatism. If they would try Sal
ration Oil they would find rolief at once'

&

run

OF EACH WEEK.

Knigiitville, So. Portland

Mageic Miller. Miller, Tiiomaston; Sabrina,
Barton, do: Brisk, Wadlin, Bastport via Beaver
Harbor.

SPENCER TRASK

Does not

sedi28dtf

Woodfords and East Deering,

.s

Myers, Buenos Ayres.
Ar at St John. NB. 28tli, schs Lady Ellen,
Brett, Eastport; A Gibson, Stevens, Rockland;
(ilirte. Belvea. do.
CM aclii Welcome Home, uame. nucnmuu;

Diamond

MONDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Foralgrn Forts.
Ar at

*

Stroudwater, Cash's Corner, Pleasantdale,
Cape Elizabeth and Knightville,
TUESDAY

Time

On and after Sent. 30th steamer Madeleine
will leave Port'aua for Diamond Island, 7.00,
11.00 a. m., *4.00, 0.10 p. m.
Return, leave Diamond Island, 7.20, 8.45 a.
m.. 1.20. 5.25 p.m.
For F’almoiith Foreside, 7.40, 11.00 a. m.,
*4.00, 0.10 p. III.
Return, leave Falmouth Foreslde, 6.00. 8.20
a. m., 1.00, *5.00 p. m.

OUR TEAMS CO TO

do.

VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 29th. steamtuglce
King, towing barge Independent, from Bangor
ior Philadelphia (.and sailed); schs Herman 1*
Kimball, Lane. Weehawken for Exeter. Nil;
Hunter. Whelpley, Staten Island for Boston;
Clara J. Stevens. Port Johnson for Duxbury;
George A Lawrey, Dobbin, New York for J orts*
mouth; Mattie J Alles,Crockett. Perth Amboy
or Biddeford; Jordan L Mott. Speed, South
\mboy for Rockland; Gamecock, Robiuson.
iangor for New Bedford.
Ar 29th, schs David 8 Slner, Fernald, Port
Johnson for Bangor; Edward Waite. York.
Philadelphia for Portland; JohnD Paige. Haley,
lo for Gardiner; MB Mahoney, Fickett, Bangor
or Providence; J J Little, Powers, do for Atlantic City; Stephen Morris. Smith, Hoboken for
Belfast; Kioka. Woodward, Calais, to discharge
it tills port and New York; Lizzie Rich, Rich,
Bangor, to discharge at this port.,
SJil 29th, sells Gamecock, and M B Mahoney.

OIL CUSTOM EHS.

or

and
Island
Foreside.

“SOKOKIS.”

STEAMER

PORTLAND PIER.
For

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS,

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT CO.,

AND-

—

NPHILADELPHIA—Ar

2Sth. str Lancaster,
ltobinsou. Portland: schs Mary 1‘ Godfrey,
Lank do.
Wicks, KenneDec; Florence CreadlcK.
Bath,
Also ar 29th, schs Normandy, Merry,
Mary Manning, Burr, Portland; Mary E Olys,
Falk'ngham,
White.
N
Bertram
Dover ;
Gat
Priscilla Scribner, Van Gilder,

(Br), St John, NB, for

Sch A D Perry, New York.
Sch Sadie & Lillie. Nutter, Boston.
Ar 29tli—Barkentine J W Elwell, Goodman,
Philadelphia, w ith coal to Me Cent UK.

HIGH TEST OILS

Davenport.

York.

Sch Win Thomas, Calder, Calais for Quincy.
Sch Terrapin. Brooks, Boston for Calais.
Barkontine Anita Berwind. Donahue, Kenne-

..

s

....

Sch Hattie
Kondout.

Pork, barrel, 13 60.
Pork, light backs SI 2 60.
Pork, lean lends 14 60.

<

Closing.
Monday

t
1<
Oct 12
Manitoba.New York. .Loudon
.Oct 12
Prussia ...New York. .Hamburg
S.of Nebraska..New York. .Glasgow.Oct 3 2
Oct 12
Fulda.New York. .Bremen
Oct 12
Werra.New York. .Genoa
Lucania.New York. .Liverpool. ...Oct It
Veendam.New York. .Rotterdam...Oct 12
Normania

pfd.13

do
texican.

—

Openine..

..

Ontario...

**

Saturday’s quotations.

New York.. Rotterdam. .Oct

Oct
Lalin.New York. Bremen..
Oct.
Aurania.New York.. Liverpool
Paris.New York.. tt’thampton. Oct
Britanic.New York. Liverpool....Oct

2
2
2
b
3
6
£
£
6
6
f
f
t
6

New fork Blimnc: Stock!.

90.
Provisions.
85 Pork75.
clear.. 13 60(314 0( j x4
20
2* bacKs... 13 60(314 00
Iromestie Bt.rsta.
@12 05
25
No 2.
»noricuil3 50@14 00
iliy Telegraph.'
Yirg. »weets2 50®2 75
251
do .Jelse 3 00®3
SEPTEMBER 30, 1896.
do Vinelana— OOOj Beef,tarn. 9 5031-'oo
receiDts
NEW YORK—The flour maraet
i
Dl&te... 1000310 5
Onions—
160 bbls and 156
exports
29,820
packages;
Native.bblO 00® 1 651 ex-plate 11 00>'\ 1 60 sacks: sales 12,600 packages; firmer with modBneiessVteblOGta *
Beimuaa..
<#'
erate demand.
ia
158616! Lara. IDs. con)5
Sp Chickens.
2 15®2 oO
nour quotations—low extras at
tubs, pure 7
i5®1Cci
@7Vi eitv mills extra at 3 7004 85: city mills pal entt
Turkeys.....
I2®14ci tcs.comp’nd 5Vi 36Vi 4
Fowls....
low
wneat
grades at 2 16®
10@4 36: winter
tterces.pure 7 @7V*
Apples.
20: patents at 3 30
2
@68/* 3 601 fair to fancy at 60@3
New. *2 00®3 25! paii»,compd 6
2
60@3 00: straight?
x3 60; Minnesota clear
l 75@S2i
@8*4
Fair to good
pails, pure 8
do at 3 1003 36: do patents 3 30®4 20: do ry
pure If
9H<S39*a
fvap ® lt>.
8® 9c
mxtures 2 60.02 80; superfine at 2 10®2 40
Baras ....10
Lemom.
@10Yu
ine at 2 0f>®2 20.
Southern flour firm is and
8 00® 900
aocov'rali @HVfe
Messina.
quiet; common to fair extra 2 00@2 70; good
Oil.
Oraneei.
Hour fairly active and
2
00.
to
choice
Rye
80®3
fir
ts el4
o *>0®0 00 Kerosene 120
Calitornia
Ligonia.10V% firm 2 60®3 00. Buckwheat flour-at Si 90®
000®0 00
Florida
2
no.
but
steady. Ryeisdull.
Oornmeal
quiet
do 714s. O 00(&0 uO
Centennial.10V4
Wheat—receipts 106,825 bush: exports 25.370
Pratt’s Astaal ..12V4
"3 00®3 50
Messina,
more
active and 1V$
bush:
sales
bush:
112,000
Devoe's brilliant 12V4
Egkfc
^
Jltic higher; No 2 Red in store elev at 68V. ;
Nearpy. *./.... £0® ! In half bbls lc extra
No 1 Northo
bat
f
69Vic:
tnoai69V,(860V4c;
Raising.
19@00
Kasfcernext,.
Corn—receipts 186,250
Fresh Western.; ®18 Muscatel.50 lb bxs.3@f> ern at 681/x®68b/8C.
sales
bush;
104,000
bush:
exports
li;,807
London
26
tsnttei.
lay’ri $2<g*2
bush; easier and more active; No 2 at 37V«@38
Creamer v ,fncy. i 24®25 ondara iay’r.0 @o
in
afloat.
121,Oat.—receipts
38ja®39c
Valencia.
..0
elev,
GiltEdne YFint.l8®20
@0
Oo bush: exports
bush; sales 78,OoO bush;
Coal.
Choice..16® 17
2
No
at
;
24V4
easier;
50
dulhmixed
steady:whites
Cheese.
Cumberland.4 00@4
lo White 25V4 c: No 2 Chicago 26V,c;NoS at
Chestnut....
N-Y-tfcrry. 9Vfe@10
@5 26
Franxiln....
7 25
Vermont.. 9y2®10
24c; White do at 25c: Mixed Western at 26®
o 25
Lehin. • • •
•.. liya <U2
26c; do White and White State at 2r>V»®32c.
6ate
Beef firm and quiet; beef hams dull; lierced
beet strong, city ext mess $17: cut meats qulel
Grain Quotations.
and firm; pickled bellies 12 lbs at 7, do shoul
CHIGCAO BOARD OF Tit A It.
ders at 6; do hams at 9® 9 Vi ; middles nominal;
Fee Beans 1 86:®1
Foreienao 1 76®1
Veilow jtves.2 l&®2
CaLFea... .2 15®2
Irish Fotat’s. bbi L

Spaarndam...

c
Philadelphia for Portland.
Ar 20th. schs Emma 8
NEW LONDON
O M
Briggs. Edgewater for Richmond, Ale,
Marrett, New York for Rockland.
(r A llayHid. s hs Mattie Holmes. Bangor;
leu for eastern port.
sell Chas
29th,
here
off
NOBSKA—Anchored
Piukhain, Baltimore for 1 ortsmouth

STEAMERS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Samuel Dlllaway,

Kennebec, for Hallowell;

Moo?e.

FOR

FROM

Nordland.New York.. Antwerp.Oct
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Oct
New Yrork.... New York.. So'ampton. Oct
Aug Victoria...New York. S’thampton..Oet
Zaandam .New York. .Amsterdam.Oct
..Oct
Massachusetts..New York.. London
Patria.New York. Hamburg. ...Oct
Oct
Trave.New Yrork. Bremen.
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool. ..Oct
Oct
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow
Oct
Bourgoyne.New York. .Havre

MINIATURE ALMANAC.OCT. 1.
941
Sunrises ..5 42UTip,h war*r /
9 46
Sun sets.5 2i> |water (

..

Red Top-recleaned.... 16M»@17
iKroduce.
312V2
good.
Cape Cran'os86*50@$7
Jersey,ct O00®0 00 Tlmotny.. $5% .30 2<
a 13 Yu
Clover —10
NewYork

V TS

..

Omaha., f 3-4
Paul. Minn. & Mann.11°

Texas

_

..

St. Paul th
ft

0s0d(&5s2d;

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEME

S5V2
113
5
18%
4%
14/

Northwestern, ofa.147
New York Central.J03
New York.Chicago & St. Louis 16%
do 1st prd. 70
Ohio & Miss.
New York & N E. 51
Old Colony.
Ont.!& Western. 18%
Pacific Mail. 31 Ms
Pulman Palace.1‘3%
tteaamg. 21%
Rock Island
St.

1000 bales.
Quotations Winter Wheat at
Spring Wheat 6s ld^6s 2u.
Corn 3s 6% d.
export

100%
24%

MEATS.

PORTLAND. Sent. 27, 1895.
The markets were strong to-day [on Flour with
Corn steady.
a further advance West.
Tnofoliowiugjare io-a iy’s <ju »tatioua of Gr. in,
Flour*

63V8

and seconds. 2 80'aS3 ispriug wheat,clear
clear
in 1 straight, 3 20&3 70; winter wheat,
and straight, 3 26 «3 86; winter patent, 3 70iq
Add 26c to tile
3 96 ; spring pat. at 3 80@$4,
above for the jobbing rates.

PortlandWlioiesal© Market.

Superfine 6r
low tirades-2 90 g 3 10
6prlnc Wneat bakcrs.cl and t»t3 40@350
FatentBprne
wneat... 4 10®4 20i

26
100
24%
16o

Extra

powdered, Go; granulated

—c;

Erie. 13
2b
oreferred
no
Illinois Central.191
Lake Erie & West. 25
Lake Shore.. —149
Louis <fc Nash.. 637/8
Maine Central R.
Mexican Central. 12%
Michigan Central pf.100%
Minn & St. L. 25
Minn. & St. Louis, pf. 86
Missouri Baothe. 38%
Now Jersey Central.114
b%
Nerthen Bacllic common.
do
do
preferred— 18%
N orth wes f era.104 %

FLOUR.

Retail Grocer*' sugar Rates.
market—cut loaf at 7c iconfectione.

Portland

7c;pulverized.

16%
12%

luicksllver.

Railroad iteceip. <*.

comiecitii* roads 154

169

European Markets.
«Bv Telegraph,
LONDON,Sept. 30, 1895.—Consols 107%d for
money and 107 13-16d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Sept. 30. 1896.—The Cotton
market is firm; American middling at 4 9-32 i;
estimated sales 20,000 bales; speculation am

9.10,

WIscassct&Qiiebec Railroad

A. M.

9.25

9.05.
8.45,
a.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landing,
Teak’s Island. Little and Great Diamond
Islands, 9.00, 10.30 a. HI., 2.15. 4 20 p. Ill
10.30 a.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Isla»;
m.. 2.15, 4.20 l). m.
a.&
4.20
10.30
Island.
p. ill.
For Cushing’s
Manager.
C. W. T. GODINIJ. Gen;.
*
.tuer.
or
in
Not run
foggy*
stormy
dtf
sept 12

;P. M.

I_j A.

3.55 Lv... Wiscasset....Ari
I Lv. ..tSheepscot.
l
i Lv. 1 Aina Centre. Ar,

M.

1

P. M.

8.55; 2.48

Arj

!Lv.tAlna.Ar|
4.32 Lv. ..Head Tide. .Arj 8.20! 2.13

10.00
10.1S
10.36

10.53i

Whiiefic.M...Arj 8.01)
7.48}
7.25}

4.52 Lv.
Lv... tPreble’s.• Ar
5.12 Lv.No. Wilitefield. Al l
5.31 Lv..Cooper’s Mdls.Ar
..

;

in.,

in.

Co

Read down._Read up.
No. 31 No. 5 In effect July 24, *95 {No. 2jNo. 4

1.55
1.37
1.19

Lv.. Maxy’s Mills.. Ar|
11,10 5.49 Lv....Windsor ....Ar 7.081 1.02
6.50! 12.44
ll.28| 0.081 Lv..Weeks* Mills..Ar
| LvtNewall's Corner AiLv
! 6.301 12.25
11.481 6.30|Ar_. Palermo.
on signal or notice to Conductor.
(t) Stops
*
J. I\ PUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLLTX, Geu’l Mgr.
may 18

acmos

£ UA A AAA A

o

THE
NEW

NEST

PRESS.

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

MONDAY

MORE

NIGHT.

Hearing for Change of

Occurs the

Location

AMUSEMENTS.

Cape Electric’s Tracks in This City
—So Decided at a Special Meeting of

Of the

*

I.arrabee’s White Store.—2.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Eastman Bros & Bancroft,
.i. li. I.ibby.
W. L. Wilson & Co.

the Aldermen—Other Business.

l isk & Goff.
Kales to Kigby Park.
No lice of hearing.
J »r. Temple.

Wonderful

by Dr. Drew'.

cures

Dr. linsselle’s Great Work

Still

Goes

On.

Brackett
Newton ^mith, residing at 190
street, is eleven years old. When two years
with scarlet fever,
old lie was attacked
Dr. Russelle
which left him stone deaf.
r* stored bis
bearing perfectly in a few
minutes, simply by the laying on of hands.
Every forenoon, commencing at 10 o’clock
Dr. Russelle cures the sick free at Mysti
AH are invited to
hall. Monument square.
marvellous'
witness these
and
attend
treatment at
J r-vate
demonstrations.
office, 199 1-2 Middle street, from 9 a. m. to
$ p. in. Consultation and examination free.

THE OCTOBER MEET*
Unusual Attractions at

Rigby Park This

Week.

The October race meet begins at Rigby
The
says
Park today.
management
that the list of entries is the*lar est ever
received at any New England meeting^
-There is every prospect of a successful
■meet in point ofj attractions and attenif only the weather is favorable.
dance,
Portland
been suggested that
It lias
business men should close up Wednesday
afternoon so that all employes may witness the events
there, the programme
being particularly attractive.
Among the entrin are an unusual
number of noted horses from the West.
BRIEF

JOTTINGS.

The old railroad signal station at Scarwill be taken down, and a now
signal tower erected bearing the new system of signals, while the interlocking
switch system will be put in at the place.
Train 102 on the Maine Central made'a
boro

___1

,n,n

Co + nmlnw

CPa f.ima

from Waterville to Portland was just two
hours with six stops, throe of them long
than usual.
The friends of Mrs. Louisa Lothrop
Dam, will be pleased to know that she
has entered the musical profession as a
teacher, as will J)o seen by her card in
this edition. Her pupils are to be con-

or

•

HOUSES RAIDED-

Big Seizures at Ingalls Bros, and Murdock
& Freeman—Otto Mariner Summoned to

Appear

City Hall—Peter F. Dailey.

BOTTLING

In Court.

The police made seizures yesterday at
two more of the bottling houses In the
oity where only “soft stuff” is supposed
to exist.
At Murdock and Freeman’s, Deputy
Hartnett and Officers Morse and Bonner,
secured two half barrels of beer, two kegs

Uent.

Peary Expected Today.

early this morning.
Host

_

Women’s Troubles

disordered stomach. The genuine Carlsbad Sprudel Sait is a positive remedy for
It clears
a disordered stomach.
the complexion and purifies the
Best results when outblood.
door exercise can be had. Secure
only the genuine imported article,
which must have the signature of
“Eisner & Mendelson Co., Ages.,
2$ew York,” eu every package.
gxs

caused "by

a

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

LIBBY-1

J. R.

Demonstrating to the Public
That His Remedies Do Positively Cure.

To

Ho Offers

This End

the Volunteered

Citizens—
Testimony
the
There was a speoial meeting of
Bead What They Say.
Board of Aldermen yesterday afternoon.
a well-known
The matter of chief importance was the
George O. Fisher, Esq.,
of whiskey and^one barrel of whiskey.
artist of Alleghany, Pa., aud who resides
fixing cf a time for a nearing on the
Deputy Sterling and Officers Greely at 290 Robinson street, says: “I have
petition of Portland and Cape Elizabeth
secured suffered for years front rheumatism of my
Electrio railway to change the location of and Haggett, at Ingalls Bros.,
sevarms and logs; I have doctored with
seven and a half barrels of lager.
track
in
this
its
city.
eral different physicians, but to no avail;
the
of
or
the
Otto
bottle
Mariner,
proprietor
a
Munyon’s
but since taking
Alderman Thompson read the petition
I can
was Rheumatism Cure feel Quite woll.
of the railroad company asking that it be Murdook and Freeman'estaulishment
it to all rheumatism
Robinheartily recommend
before
Judge
*
allowed to locate its track from the inter- summoned to appear
sufferers
section of Cross and Fore streets along son Wednesday morning.
John L.
Gill, residing at 34 North
the
o’clock
six
before
Just
liquor
MonuGrant avenue, Columbus, O., aged 88
to
Federal
Fore street to Market to
to
Murdock and years, says: “I suffered from rheumatism
ment square, thence between the tracks deputies went down
The pains were very
30
and although
two, hours for overandyears.
of the Portland Railroad to the southerly Freeman’s
often I was unable to move
severe,
It asks for a previously the police had made a thorough around. I have doctored with many phyline of Congress street
suooeeded in bringing to sicians and taken all kinds of patent
single track on all streets except Federal searoli, they
received any relief
and ale in barrels and medicine but never
street, upon which it is desirod to lay a light enough beer
until I began using Munyon’s Rheumahorse
a
two
fill
jigger, tism Cure. Within 13 hours after taking
double track. It also asks permission for half barrels to
Z and single horse jigger, while another the first dose I was free from pain and
a 500 feet turnout on Fore street.
Bird said that he two horse jigger was loaded with bottled am now completely curod.’*
Hon.
George E.
testimonials covering
Thousands of
The seizure was alcould be pubrepresented parties owning and occupying lager in the racks.
every portion of the country
taken
as
that
in
amount
He stated most as large
lished from people in all walks of life
property on Federal street.
Prof.
on
Munyon’s
who have been cured by
to from the Carbonated Water company
be more satisfactory
that it would
It consisted Remedies of such diseases as Catarrh,
him If a notice of two weeks could be Union street the other day.
and
Rheumatism,
Kidney
Dyspepsia,
The Supreme of 38 half barrels and 64 cases of bottled Liver Diseases, Female complaints, Asthgiven before the hearing.
etc.
ma, Coughs and Colds, etc.,
court sossion would interfere if the hear- goods. __
Munyon’s Homoepathio Remedy Coming was to occur in one week.
PERSONAL.
pany, of Philadelphia, puts up specifics
in
the
sit
does
not
court
“The Supreme
for nearly every disease, which are sold
all
mostly for 25 cents a
b
evening” suggested Alderman Randall.
CoL D. P. Livermore of Hallowell, was bottle. druggists,
Mr. Bird replied: “The Supreme court
some
on
With Munyon's'Remedies every one can
quite badly injured by falling
does not usually sit in the evening, but
stone chips in the rear !of the post office doctor themselves.
Suthe
before
business
those who have
in that oity, Friday forenoon. His left
today
preme court sometimes have to sit in the shoulder blade was broken and dislooated. The weather be
is likely to
evening.
fair.
Mr. Livermore is 91 years of age and
Aldermen Thompson and Smith said
Tuesday Oct., 1st 1895.
feeble and the chances for his recovery
if the quite
that they would have to be absent
His son Charles of Portare doubtful.
for
weeks.
hearing was postponed for two
land, was notified and arrived on the
Clarence Hale, Esq., who appeared for
rehe
was
two
the
evening train. Sunday night
the electric road, said that it was necesto be very comfortable.
ported
as
soon
as
has
seen
the
months
to
have
hearing
sary
Mr. L. O. Bean, the real estate agent
possible, in order to get to work on the who has been confined to the house by
a fresh arrival of
road before the frost came.
sickness, is improving.
It was voted to give the hearing on the
and
Florentine
Sergt. Jeffreys of Co. G., First Regi7th of October at 7.30 o’clock in the aiderment, is visiting the oity, the guest of
a
every
men’s room, and to publish the notioe
uapc. cjomey.
thereof in the PRESS, Argus, Express
Hon. Llewellyn Powers of Houlton,
and Advertiser at least four days before
was at the Falmouth yesterday.
The demand for these
said hearing “It is next Monday evening,
Hon. E. F. Webb of Waterville was in
the time of tbo regular monthly meeting
fabrics continthe city yesterday.
when the hearing will occur.
Among the contributors to the Youth’s
unabated and the
ues
NEW BUILDINGS.
Companion announced for 1896 are Hon.
Petitions for the erection of the follow- Thomas B. Heed, who will tell “What
stream of arrivals is lar-

'St

Well-Known

of

_

KVERY

week

A PRICE FACT
will build

more

confidence than entire pages of

advertisements with

regardless

of values.

use

We want the truth told in paper and store. We
want to

produce

a

our store manners

Everything

is

impression. We hope

correct

and liberal methods prove this.

and stylish and the store fairly
the way through—with the bright-

new

sparkles—all
of new goods.
More particularly does

ness

this apply to

Black Dress Goods

our

Dept.

A department that is deservedly popular—that’s
well filled with staples and fine novelties of the
season.

HERE ARE A FEW PRICE FACTS:
class black goods, New Matelasse, Crepons, Choice novelties

High

in all wool and silk and wool in smooth
and

past

rough effects, in dress patterns,
$6.00 to $30.00 each.

j

Genuine Silk aud Wool Lansdowne.
$1.00

printed

Silks,

Saturday night

ing

new

buildings

Of Samuel

D.
287

were

received:

Plummer,

a

Pastor
the workers.
Ayres was
present for the first time since his recent
all

encheer and
couragement were oause of rejoicing to
all.
Under special arrangement there
Homes
was an offering for Good Will
taken at both morning service and school

illness and his words of

$107, which was
generously doubled by a friend, making
work for boys
*214 for Mr. Hinckley’s
session, amounting

to

The doors of this school
and girls.
wide open to any, and all who may not
have a Sunday school home, and would
like to join a live school.

ore

Firemen’s Fair.

The Ladies’ Annox of the Vetoran Firemen’s Association will open a fair at the
f the association in City Buildrooms
ing todi •. They will have many pretty
and usefu things for sale and should be

well patroi. "id.

ger than
This

ever.

morning we received fifty*- pieces more of
crisp new goods, straight
from the factory, new designs and new combinations of color. Fifty cents
a
yard,—you’ve paid a
dollar you know.*
And there’s such

be put.
They’re fit for cushion

can

pillow cases and
panels;
they’re

screen

the proper sort for curtains and
lambrequins
used

may be

shades

and

table

covers

and there’s

noth,

ing

for

New Woman

Bine* taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I was
at death’s door, bloated and crippled with
rheumatism, and friends thought I could
not live. Hood’s Sarsaparilla did me a
vast amonnt of good and made me feel
much younger.

Hood’s

I always keep

Sarsaparilla

in my house and gladly recommend it, for
the benefit I have received.” Mbs. A.

Lynch, Pettlngill’s Coiner, Maine.

Priestley’s

and

and for

wear cannot be

All

Storm

Rough Serges—prime

favorites for

75c and $1.00 yard

excelled.

46in

75c up

GrayWool Novelties,

prices $1.00—Up.

Hair Chevron,

Camel’s

$1.00

Serges—the genuine

—always desirable. Special

did

we

our

merly sold

at

a

foreign black

dress

weaves and

for the

goods

ey—everything possible
new

is called to

popular price—never before
show such a grand lot of fine

50c is

69c

quality

attention

Fine

quality black Soleile,

Cork Screw Diagonal,

$1.00

$1*25,
58c Broadcloth,

1.50, 2.00

SOMETHING SPECIAL

1.25J

at

and 25c.
One hundred dozen
linmore women’s pure
drawn

very

line

enormous

morning, plain

and

this
dot-

chiffon, tuxedo nets,
chenille spots and black
ted

and

white

EVERY

UNEQUALLED!

DAY

season.

EASTMAN
*

rlm’#
11

price will

About 2

A fabraic made to sell

per

to need
"■©ins
8

Carpet

this fall!

cases

of White Ground 6c Prints for 4c

of All Wool French Cashmeres, 38 inch
Cardinals, Old Kose, Buff, Garnets, Old
wide,
for 25c per
Blue, Pinks, Lt. Blue and Heliotrope,
50c.
from
reduced
yard,
case

in

RRNCROFT.

le y°u are« now f> a good time
your selections. Fall
stock is now lu, or nearly so,
and you wNll have more of an
unbroken variety to select from
Ilian If you wait until later in
the season.

One hundred Umbrellas for 49c each, worth 75o»

to make

B

n new

DAY.

yard.
1

be 58c and 83c.

YOU
J

BARGAIN

A

FOR TUESDAY’S SALE.

variety of patterns—

BROsT&

WILL BE

I

F.

T.

4S1

HOMSTED,

Congress

street.

embroidered

Better Give the Matter Prompt Attention.
MOORE
Beer

& CO.

perhaps you have done so and decided to let the old carpets do
Well, in that case if you want them cut over, or
a while longer.
are prepared to do it and do it right.
we
or
both,
relaid

Wagons Again.

Doten’s
John A. Mayhew works in
mill, and on Saturday he got a ride on a
beer wagon which was going his
way.
Michael Joyce, a boy about fifteen years
old, was also a passengor on the toum.
When they were on Federal street the
police seized the team and arrested these
who were found on it for
two persons
of
illegal transportation, as two cases
beer were found on the wagon. The men
had
considerable
accused of this illegality
trouble in proving their innocence in the
court yesterday morning, but were finally
discharged by the judge who said that
they had better be oareful about riding
The real
on beer wagons in the future.
team
oulprits who were driving the

escaped.

stylish this
Our

Veils.

on

Will Be the Rule
All This Week.

Bargains

Special

White, Black and White

for 75c and $1.00,

Handkerhemstitched
chiefs at two for 25c unlaundered.

our

50c

new

figures—fine quality—large

border,

Thirty novelties in imported Veiling added to

October 1st, 1895.

1.38

imported Black Wool
Dress Goods, With handsome raised Mohair
Two full lines of

1-2 i-2C

hand

Commencing Tuesday,

1.00, 1.25, 1,50

Plaids, all prices.

and lace borders, entire-

en

and

Gray

tatting

designs,

CELEBRATE ALL THIS WEEK,

$1.50

Waterproof Cravenette,

Swiss embroidered

ly orignal

\

This little corner store was opened
Dry Goods. Dress Goods ha£ been a specialty
and we have sold a great many rich
dresses. Now we are going to

Crepon Stripes,

Handkerchiefs,

i

for the sale of

$1,00

Figures, Whip Cords, Brilliantine Mohairs, all 50c yard.

Henriettas.

Ago To-day

Fifteen Years
Indestructible Storm Serge,

56 in.

cloth—Cashmere s,

Figured Lusters, Serges, Mohair

c

15

15

mon-

Camel’s Hair, Paris Novelties,

75c

15

15

15

15

15

in the way of

open
stock of

new

Agent

which for-

$ 1.00.

Other Prices 25c, 50c, 75c, $i.oo

we’ll

To-day
surperb

J. R. LIBBY,
for Portland-

all wool hard twisted smooth finish sort

45 inch India Twills,

a

and

ever
wear

Black Wool

Regular

sbreads and

inches wide—also wide

resisting Silk and Wool Henriettas.
These goods are absolutely fast black

bed

good
puffs.

so

a

covers,

lamp

They Won’t Ride

a

they
glass

for

shades, for book

OWEN,

I’m

drapes;

and easel

of

larger line than
Gold Medal

This season

Rough Diagonals—in good blacks
—imported English Diagonals. 50

service, style and wear,

an

endless variety of uses
these goods
to which

covers,

50c

Wide India cashmere-

beautiful

the Speaker has to do;” Walter L. Sawwooden yer, formerly of Portland, who will write
Brackett street, three
at
dwelling at
about
games under the title “Boys
gratulated upon securing so able an in- stories high, eighty feet long and sixty Play;” and Mr. F. E. C. Bobbins, who
feet
wiae.
structor.
Of Mark H. Hill, a two story addition will furnish a humorous story entitled
Fine
day yesterday, after the heavy to a dwelling at No. 9 Cushman street.
Other Maine
“A Newspaper Sensation.
showers of Sunday night,
Of George W. Billings, an addition to
A. Stephens and Hiram
are C.
writers
A street.
Capt. Henriques of the U. S. revenue a hot house at 25
Of Ammi Whitney, an addition to a Maxim.
the derelict
cutter Woodbury, reports
28 Brackett street.
at
Mrs. Ida V. Woodbury of Deering, has
wooden dwelling
British schooner, Gypsum’Queen, lodged
a
addition to
Of John S. Fogg, an
been invited to deliver an address at the
wooden dwelling at 106 Spruce street,
on the rocks at Seal Island and says she
the American Missiona
wooden dwelling annual meeting of
will have to be blown up to dispose of g Of James Hudson,
40x33
feet, at ary Sooiety at Detroit, Mich., October
and store of 2% stories,
her.
corner of Adams and Waterville streets.
24th.
a
addition to
the J. P. Lovell Cycle
It is expected
Of G. W. Jones, an
Warden Allen of the State Prison at
44 Melbourne street.
Company w ill start up with an order for wooden dwelling at
and his daughter, ,was at the
64
at
shed
Thomaston.
a
wooden
A.
C.
Of
Sinnett,
6000 wheels in about a week.
Franklin street.
Preble House, yesterday,
W.
James
four-masted
The
[barkentine
LICENSES.
y Dr. H. M. Niokerson was called to
El well brought' 01)00 tons, and tho schoonCanton, Me., yesterday, to perform an
licenses
for
The following petitions
800 and Clara Leavitt, 600
er Woodside,
upon the wite of A. S. Hathaoperation
were received:
tons of coal yesterday.
Of C. F. Stubbs, to give theatrical ex- way, Esq.
The schooner Alva brought 4000 live
Mrs. H enroten, President of the Generhibitions at 382 Congress street.
lobsters’yesterday.
Of Snlkowitch Bros, as pawn brokers al Federation of Women’s Clubs, has acA carriage was wrecked on the Cape at 443 Fore street.
cepted the reception tendered her by the
of the Portland bridge
Elizabeth side
Of Mrs. John J. McGill, as a viotualer
October
Woman’s Literary Union for
street.
Sunday evening, the pieces of which were at 21 Fore B.
Of Sarah
Corwan, as a victualer at 12th. The reoeption is to be he Id at Giltenders
the
draw
Tfiscoverod by
bridge
108 Preble street.
bert’s Hall, .to which all members of the
sometime
after the accident occurred.
Of Houghton, Clark & Co., to sell gun
Union will be admitted by membership
Who wore in the carriage is not known.
powder at 131 Middle street.
the signature cf
C. F. ticket of 1895, [.bearing
asked
license
the
to
In
by
of
the
The
regard
meeting
regular monthly
Mrs. T.‘_J. Brown.
that
said
Alderman
Thompson
will
Indian
Association
Maine
Stubbs,
Women's
Ex-Mayor Wescott was more oomforIjo held in the’:vestry of^the Second Par- he understood that the gentleman desired
last night and was doing as well
table
in
the
old
Hooper,
to open a variety show
ish church this afternoon at S o’clock.
The physioian sees
It was to be as could be expected.
The four-masted schooner C. S. Glid- Son & Leighton building.
in his favor and unsome- a good many points
he
and
floor
second
on
the
thought
den Is on the railway being coppered.
unforeseen
some
less
oomplioations
The Mechanic Assooistion festival will thing ought to be done to ensure the
should
oocur, thinks he stands a good
safety of the audience, as the building
come off October 23d.
ohance for recovery.
Martha Washington Society will may very likely not be strong enough to
Tho
Mayor Hamilton of Biddeford is sick
or 700 people.
of
600
the
61
Sherman
weight
Mrs.
with
meet
Bourne,
support
and it is feared'that he has typhoid fever.
rebe
his
that
was
voted
It
petition
street, next Thursday afternoon.*
Bev. t. S. Perry, formerly of Jdmeriok,
of 3 per cent upon the ferred to the inspector of buildings and
A dividend
of the Orange
they who was pastor and teaoher
stock of the Portland National Bank chief of fire department, and that
city Park School in Florida will put his son
from tho earnings of the past six months report at the next meeting of the
the school for the avowed purpose
into
board government, next Monday night.
was declared at a'meeting'of the
the constitutionality of the
of
testing
to
of
James
Cunningham
The petition
of directors of that institution yesterFree street
opposite law passed by the last Florida legisJature
remove trees on
day, payable October 1st.
for a fine of not less
which provides
The
steamer Madeleine’made her last Mayor Baxter’s new block was referred
tlmn *1nO
nnr
mnpfi than £500. or imcommissioners.
and
the
route
to
:Fatmouth
Sunday,
park
trip ;on the
less than three
for not
Frederick E. Whitney, the janitor of prisonment
will be laid up for the winter at Portfor conducting any school where
public library, was appointed a months,
land Pier. The steamer Alice .will take the
in white persons and negroes might be
I crtartin.1 nnliflflDian Without OftY.
her place on the route.
boarded within the same
instructed or
to
sent
ordered
was
insane
An
person
master,
Munday,
Brig Gabrielle,
or taught in the same class
building,
at
Augusta.
cleared yesterday, bound for'Arroyo, P. the asylum
at the same time by the same teacher.
It,. and
Mary J. Frasure petitioned for perHamacao, P. H. The cargo,
a wooden building from
to
move
mission
fcThese were among the arrivals at the
&
comHunt
S.
Geo.
Co.,
by
shipped
Commercial street to 259 Fore street, and Falmouth
yesterday; A. S. Ranney,
shooks
and
3000
sugar hogsheads
prised
guaranteed to do it in 24 hours. She also Concord; L. Gross, J. D. Beachem, R.
and
shooks
withwith
brick,
heads, 631 sugar j hogsheads
agreed to cover the walls
B. Bullock, E. B. Bunker, New York;
a bond to
out heads, 1000 molasses shooks and heads, the roof with iron, and to give
within
work
days F. J. Blake and wife, Haverhill; L. A.
this
sixty
1000 molasses shooks without heads, 20,- complete
The
after the removal.
petition was Moore and wife, Chicago; Theadeus
0C0 spruce shingles, 4000 hoops and 20,- ordered laid on the table.
G. Payson, H. J.
Cross, Norway; W.
631 feet white pine boards.
H. D.
Howard Goodwin,
Littlefield;
School.
First
Sunday
Baptist
Sheriffs Frith and Plummer
Deputy
T. H. Holt, Boston; E. F.
11 Middle
The Rally day which was observed last Kingsbury,
made a seizure at McCoy’s,
T. G. Russell, St..
Webb, Waterville,
street.
Sunday was a great day in the history of
Luis; T. W. Watson,Providence.
of
Deal22nd,
the Flour
On Sunday, September
The annual meeting
the school.
on
Association was adjourned yester- two hundred and five were present,
ers’
the Rally day the roll call showed an atday for lack of a ouorum.
Tho Margaret Leonard brought 25,000 tendance of three hundred and fifty-six
cod and haddock
yesterday, the Ella
twenty-one
and teachers, with
Doughty 18,000, the CJnole Joe 18,000 and pupils
visitors, making a total of three hundred
tho Geo. B. MeLollan 10,000.
between the Ferry and seventy-seven. This large attendance
The arrangements
and tho Electric frond would seem to be is due to the unceasing work of superinconvenient way to get to Rigby the comtendent and teachers in making a canvass
ing week.
The Fresh Air Society holds its final of the school, and of a section of the city
meeting of tho season at the Y. M. C. for the purpose of securing new scholars.
A. rooms at 4 o’clock this afternoon.
The result attained Is one to encourage
Mrs. Peary, mother of the explorer,
received a telegram last ovening informing her that Lieutenant and Mrs. Peary,
will reach their old town at Pleasantdale,

MUNYOH PERSISTS.
In

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Have You Discovered in Your

but’at

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,
190,192 Middle St., Portland, Me.

octlcllt

15

COCOA

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

«Bv a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. F.pps has provided
for our breakfast and supper a delicately flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to dismaladies are floating
ease. Hundreds of subtle
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keepblood and a
ing ourselves well fortifies. I with pure
Gazette.
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service
Made simply with boiling water or milk Sold
in half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus:

only

JAMES EPPS & CO., Ltd., Homeopathb Chemists
London,

d3tTIS

15

15

15

15

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING

EPPS’S

Inspection

look worn, (probably not if they wet e purchased
any places that
and putty cover multitudes of
from us.) Well, RUGS, “like paint
in all sizes, varieties and grades
sin ” We have them (the rugs)
lowest prices.

octlWa

15 15

QC\X

England,
tu.sat&w.Cm

JS/L. C. 3UE. A.

monthly meeting of the Maine
Mechanic Association will be
Mechanics’ Hall,
held at Library Room.
7.30.
Oct. 3d. at
EVENING,
THURSDAY
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y;
octldSt
regular
THECharitable

MRS. LOUISA LOTHROP

DAM,

Teacher of Piano,
will receive pupils at her residence,
Ko. 51 High Street.
ootldlw

